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TO THE

1H_V. DR. BENJAMIN WItICHCOTE,
PROVOST OF KING'S COLLEGEj AND VICR-CIIANCELLOR OF THE UNIVRItSlTY OF CAMBRIDGE_

TOGETHER WITH THE REST OF THK

IIEADS OF COLLEGES AND STUDENTS IN DIVINITY

IN THAT FAMOUS UNIVERSITY.

REVErtENI) and right worthy Gentlemen, Friends, and Brethren
'in Christ, how either yourselves or othel_s will interpret this Dedi-
cation, I am, I confess, no such seer as to be able to foresee ; and

were the foresight hereof to be bought, I should strain myself very
little to make the purchase. I have the witness withinme, whose

prerogative it is to laugh all jealousies and suggestions of men to

' scorn, which rise up in opposition to his testimony, clearly assuring
me that tile oracles consulted by me about this Dedication were
neither any undervaluing of you, nor overvaluing of myself, or of

the piece here presented unto you, nor any desire of drawing
respects fi'om you, either to my person or any thing that is mine ;

much less any malignity of desire to cause you to drink of my cup,
or to bring you under the same cloud of disparagement with me,
which the world hath spread round about me. Praise unto his

grace, who hath taught me some weak rudiments of his heavenly
art of drawing light out of darkness, for mine own use, I have. not

been for so many years together trampled upon to so little purpose,
as to remain yet either ignorant or insensible of mine own vileness;

and what element I am nearest allied unto; or so tender and que-
rulous as either to complain of the weight of those who still "go
over me as the stones in the street," or to project the sufferings of
others in order td my own solace and relief. My long deprivation
and want of respects from men is now turned to an athletic habit,
somewhat after the manner of those who by long fasting lose their

appetites, and withal, either contract or find an ability or content-
edness of nature to live with little or no meat afterwards. I can,
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(_ f_ _o_ v_ x0,_q,* Philip. iv. 13,) from the dunghill whereon
I sit, with much contentment and sufficient enjoyment of myself,
behold my brethren on thrones round about me.

The prize, then, that I run for in my dedicatory applications
unto you is, by the opportunity and advantage hereof, to excite,

provoke, and engage, and this, if it may be, beyond and above all
reasonableness of pretence to decline the service, those whom I

judged the most able, and not the least willing among their bre-

thren, to bless the world, labouring and turmoiling itself under its
own vanity and folly, by bringing forth the gloriousCreator and

ever-blessed Redeemer of it out of their pavilions of darkness into a
clear and perfect light, to be beheld, reverenced, and adored in all

their glory; to be possessed, enjoyed, delighted in, in all their
beauty, sweetness, and desirableness, by the inhabitants of the
earth. I know you have no need to be taught ; but possibly you

may have some need to consider that your gifts, parts, learning,
knowledge, wisdom, books, studies, opportunities, pleasant man-
sions, will all suddenly make company for that which is not, and

never turn to any account of true greatness unto you, nor of any
interest worthy the lightest thoughts of truly prudent and consi-
dering men, unless they shall, by a serious and solemn act of con-

secration, be consigned over unto, and interested in, that great
service of God and men whereby that blessed union between them
shall be promoted and advanced, the foundations whereof have been

by so high an hand of grace laid in the blood of Jesus Christ. You

know the saying of the great Prophet of the world,---" He that
gathereth not with me scattereth, abroad," Matt. xii. 80. Whatso-
ever shall not suffer, yea, and offer itself to be taken and carried

along by and with Jesus Christ, in that grand and sublime motion
wherein he moveth daily, according to the counsel of his Father, in

a straight course for the saving of the world, will most certainly
be dissipated and shattered all to nothing, by the irresistible dint
and force thereof; how much more that which shall stand in his

way, obstruct, and oppose him in this his motion! Especially gifts,
parts, reason, understanding in men, improved and raised, or under
means and opportunities of being improved and raised by study,
learning, knowledge, if these do not make one shoulder with Jesus
Christ in lifting up the world from the gates of death ; much more

in case they shall disadvantage and indispose the world to a receiving

# Non eet arrogantia, eed fide%pr_dicare ea qum accepieti.--Au 9.
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of those impressions from Christ by which it should or might
otherwise be thus lifted up by him, will undoubtedly, above the

rate of all other things, abound to the shame, judgments confusion,
and condemnation of men. When men of rich endowments, and

worthy abilities of learning and knowledge, shall give their strength
in this kind to other studies, contemplations, "and inquiries, suffer-

ing, in the mean time, the minds and consciences of men to corrupt,
putrify, and perish in their sad pollutions through that ig_aoranee,

or, which is worse, those disloyal and profane notions and concep-
tions of God and of Christ which reign, or rather indeed rage, in

the midst of them, without taking any compassion on them, by
searching out and discovering unto them those most excellent and

worthy things of God and Christ, the knowledge whereof would be
unto them as a resurrection from death unto life ; they do but write

their n_mes in the dust, and buy vanity with that worthy price which
was put into their hand for a far more honourable purchase. And

yet, of the two, they are sons of the greater folly, and prevaricate
far more sadly with the dearest and deepest interest, both of them-

selves and other men, who, by suffering their reasons and judg-
mbnts to be abused either by sloth and supine oscitancy, or else by
sinister and carnal respects otherwise (for there is a far different

colmideration of those who miscarry at this point, through a mere

nescience or human infirmity) bring forth a strange God and a
strange Christ unto the world, such as neither the Scriptures, nor
reason unbewitched, know or own, and this under the name of the

true God indeed, and of the true Christ; yea, and most impor-
tunely and imperiously burden and charge the consciences of men

with the dread of Divine displeasure and the vengeance of hell-fire,
if they refuse to fall down, and bow the knee of their judgments
before those images and representations which they set up, as if in
all their lineaments and parts they exhibited the true God and the
true Christ, according to the truth.

The apostle Paul relates a sad story of a great fire of indignation

kindled in the breast of .God, and bre "aking out, in a very for-
midable manner, upon the heathen, who, as he saith, "'knew
God," Rom. i. 21, (i. e. had means sufficient to bring them to
the knowledge of God,*) and withal "professed themselves wise

' * Men under means and opportunities of knowledge are still estimated, and thiJ justly, in
their delinquencies, as having knowledge, whether they be actt/ally knowing or no. Compare
Mat;. xxv. 44, 45, with Luke xii. 47, 48, &c.
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men," Rom. i. 22. Whether by such men he means the philosophers
in particular, and learned men amongst them, (w}fich is the more
probable, and the more received sense of interpreters,) or whether

the generality of them, (as Calvin rather supposeth,) varieth not
the story in any point of difference much material to my purpose.
The misery which these men brought upon themselves through the
just displeasure of God, is first, in general, drawn up by the apostle ..

in these words, that "professing themselves wise, they became
fools,"* (or rather were infatuated, or made fools, as Calvin well
expoundeth,) i. e. whilst they assumed unto themselves the honour
and repute of much wisdom and understanding, God, as it were,

insensibly, and by degrees, withdrew that lively presence of his
Spirit from them, by which they had been formerly raised and
enlarged, as well to conceive and apprehend, as to act and do, like

wise and prudent men: but now the wonted presence of this Spirit
of God failing them, the savour and vigour of their wisdo_a and

understandings proportionably abated and declined, as Samson's
strength upon the cutting of his hair, sank and fell to the line of
the weakness of other men. Secondly, The misery which these

men drew upon their own head, by breaking, as they did, with
God, is termed by the apostle "a delivering up" or giving

over "to a reprobate mind," Rom. i. 28; which seems to import
somewhat more sad and deeply penal than a simple infatuation, or

at least the height and consummation hereof. "At reprobate" or

injudicious "mind,"j" implies such a constitution or condition of
that sovereign and supreme faculty in man, his understanding,
whose proper office and work it is to order, umpire, and command
in chief all his motions, and actions, as well internal as outward,

that light and darkness, things comely and things uncomely, actions
and ways pregnantly comporting with, and actions and ways pal-

pably destructive unto, the dear interest of his eternal peace, shall,
especially upon a practical account, be of one and the same con-
sideration to him; neither shall he be capable of any difference of

impression from things that differ in the highest. The "delivering
up" of a man by God to such " a reprobate mind" as this, clearly

supposeth the frame and constitution of the mind and under-
standing of man to be naturally reprobate ; I mean, considered as
the sin of Adam hath defaced and distempered it, and as it would

B

* 'Ep,_p,_vO,laa_,. Just_ Dei ultione fuerunt infatuati.

't 'A_Jgtpo_ vo_f.
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have been ill all men in case tile great Advocate and Mediator of
mankind had not interposed to procure the gracious conjtmction of
the illuminating Spirit of God with it; yea, and as it wil,l be,
whensoever this Spirit of God shall be so far offended and provoked

by a man as wholly to depart and desert it. So that this judiciary
act of God, in "giving" men " over to a reprobate mind," imports
nothing but the total withdrawing of all communion and converse

by lfis Spirit with them, hereby leaving them in the hand, and
under the inspection, of such a mind or understanding which is
naturally, properly, and entirely their own. In which case the
mind and understanding of a man suffers after some such manner

as a quantity of good, wholesome, and splritfifl wine would do,

in case it should be bereft of all the subtile and spirituous parts
of it by a chemical extraction made by fire; that which should

remain after such a separation, would be but as water, without
strength or taste.

_Tow the cause of this fire of displeasure kindled in the breast of
God against the persons mentioned, burning so near to the bottom
of hell, as we heard, our apostle recordeth, first in these words,

"Because that when they knew God, they glorified him not as
God, neither were thankful," Rom. i. 21; afterwards in these,

"And even as they did not llke to retain God in their knowledge,:'
&c., ver. 28, or, (as the original, I humbly conceive, would
rather bear,) " as they did not make trial," i. e. put themselves to

it, engage their abilities, "to have God in acknowledgment,"* i. e.
so to discover him to the world, that he might be acknowledged in

his sovereign greatness and transcendent excellences by men.
From which passages laid together, it clearly appears, 1. That for
men that "know God," or have means and opportunities of
knowing him, not to " glorify him" like himself, and "as God,"

is a sin of a very high provocation, and which directly, and with a
swift course, tends to an utter dissolution of all communion and

friendly converse between God and men. 2. That for men of

knowledge, parts, and abilities, to neglect the manifestation and

making known of God, in and to the world, to the intent that he may
be "acknowledged," reverenced, loved, delighted in by his crea-
ture, is a strain of the worst resentment with God of that unthank-

.fulness, which he interprets a " non-glorifying him as God," or
like himself.
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Knowing the terror of the Lord in the way of the premises,
brethren honoured and beloved in the Lord, according to the

measure of the light of the knowledge of himself which he hath
beengraciously pleased to shine in my heart, _o_i_a_a a_T_ _xE,_tv

}_,rv_¢_,, I have in the ensuing discourse lifted up my heart and soul,
and all that is within me, to the discovery and manifestation of him
in the world, in the truth of his nature, attributes, counsels,

decrees, ways, and dispensations ; and that with a single eye, with
clearness and simplicity of intention, to disencumber the minds,

judgments, and consciences of men of such thoughts and apprehen-
sions concerning him which are evil mediators between him and his

creature, feeding and fomenting that distance and enmity between
them, which have been occasioned by sinful and unworthy deport-
ment on the creature's side. I confess that in some particulars

managed and asserted in the discourse, I have been led (I trust by

the Spirit of truth and of God) out of the way more generally occu-
pied by those who of later times have travelled the same regions of
inquiry with me. But deeply pondering what Augustin some-

where saith, that "as nothing can be found out more beneficial
unto the world than somewhat further of God than is at present

known, so nothing is attempted or sought after with more danger, ''e
I have steered my course in the subsequent debates with all ten-
derness and circumspection, arguing nothing, concluding nothing
but either from the grammatical sense or best known signification

of words and phrases in the Scripture, and this, for the most part,
if not constantly, in conjunction both with the scope of places, the
express consent and agreement of contexts, together with the ana-

logy of the Scriptures themselves in other places, or else from the
most unquestionable and_zniversally received principles and maxims
either in religion or sound reason, and more particularly from such
notions concerning the nature of God, and his attributes and per-

fections, which I find generally subscribed with the names and pens
of all that are called orthodox amongst us, and have written of such

things. Nor have I any where receded from the more general
sense of interpreters in the explication of any text or passage of

Scripture, but only where either the express signification of words,
or the vergency (or rather, indeed, urgency) of the context, or some
repugnancy to the expressness of Scripture elsewhere, or else some
pregnant inconsistency with some clear principle either of religion,

Nihil pericalor,iUs qu_eritur,nihil fructuo_ius invenitur.
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or sound reason, necessitated me unto it. Yea, I seldom upon any

of these accounts leave the common road of interpreters, but I find
that some or other, one or more, of the most intelligent of them

have trodden_ the same path before me. _And for the most part
Chrysostom, among the ancient expositors, and Calvin himself

among the modern, are my companions in the paths of my greatest
solitariness. Concerning the main doctrine avouched in the dis-

course, wherein the redemption of mankind by Jesus Christ, no
particular person or member hereof excepted, is held forth and
asserted, I demonstrate by many testimonies from the best records
of antiquity that this was the vecumenical sense of the Christian

world in her primitive and purest times. Nor am I conscious to

myself (I speak as in the presence of God) of any the least mistake,

either in word or meaning, of any author or testimony cited
by _ne throughout the whole discourse, nor yet of any omission in

point of diUgenee or care for the prevention of all mistakes in
either kind.

The discourse, such as it is, with all respects of honour and love,

I present unto you; not requiring any thing from you by way of
countenance or approbation, otherwise than upon those equitable
terms on which Augustus recommended his children .unto the care

and favour of the Senate, "Si meruerit."* Only as a friend and
lover of the truth, name, and glory of God and Jesus Christ, and of

the peace, joy, and salvation of the world, with you, [ shall take
leave to pour out my heartJand soul in this request unto you, that

either you will confirm_ by setting to the royal signet of your
approbation and authority, the great doctrine here maintained, if

you judge it to be a truth; or else vouchsafe to deliver me, and

many others, from the snare thereof, by taking away, with a hand
of light and potency of demonstration, those weapons, whether
texts of Scripture or grounds in reason, Wherein you will find by

the discourse itself that we put our trust. Your contestation upon

these terms will be of a resentment with me more precious and
accepted than your attestation, in case of your comport in judg-

ment with me, though I shall ingenuously confess and profess that,
for the truth's sake, even in this also I shall greatly rejoice. Not-

withstanding, I judge it much more, of the two, richly conducing
to the dear interest of my peace and safety, to be delivered from

Suvton. in vitg Augusti.
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my errors, than to receive countenance and approbation fr()m mcu
in what I hold or teach according to the truth.

If nothing which is here pleaded, whether from tile Scriptures

or otherwise, shall be able to overrule your judgments into an
acknowledgment of truth in the main doctrine contended for, in

which case you will, I trust, though not with respect to my request
in that behalf, yet for the truth's sake, and for your own interest's
sake, as well in the things of this world as of that which is to con_e_

declare yourselves .in some worthy and satisfactory answer to the
particulars here propounded ; I shall not need, I presume, to desire

you, that inyour answer you will not rise up in your migh t against
the weaker, looser, or less considered passages or expressions, (Of

which kind you may very possibly meet with many more than
enough,) but that you will rather bend the strength of your reply

against the strength of what you shall oppose, at least if there be
any thing herein worthy such a title. You well know that a field

may be won, though many soldiers of the conquering'side should
fall or be wounded in the battle ; and that a tree may flourish, and

retain both its beauty and firmness of standing in the earth, though
many of the smaller twigs or lesser branches should prove dry and
sere, and so be easily broken off. So may a mountain remain

unmoved, yea, and unmoveable, though many handfuls _)f the lighter
and looser earth about the sides of it, should be taken up and scat-
tered into the air like dust. In like manner, the main body of a

discourse may stand entire in its solidity, weight, and strength,
though many particular expressions, sayings,-and reasonings there-
in, that are more circumferential, and remote from the centre,
should be detected either of inconsiderateness, weakness, or un-

truth. Yea, in some cases, one argument or plea may be sO

triumphantly pregnant and commanding that, though many others_o_

the same engagement should be defeated, yet the cause protected
by it may, upon a very sober and justifiable account, laugh all
opposition of contrary arguings to scorn. I acknowledge there are :
some expressions and passages in the ensuing discourse, as in

Chap. i. p. 48, and elsewhere, which, upon the review, I myseif -.
apprehend obnoxious enough to exception, yea, and which, had .
my second thoughts been born in due time, should have been some-

what better secured. But I trust that ancient law of indulgence
in such eases as mine (which very probably may be some of your
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own also) is of authority sufficient in your commonwealth to
relieve me :

: Opere in longo fas est ohrepcrc _omuum: i. _.

On him that sits long at work, sleep

Without disparagement may creep.

Neither need I suspect or fear any of that unmanlike learning
amongst you, which teacheth men to confute opinions by vulgar
Votes and exclamations. "We know that this sect" or heresy _' is
every where spoken against,"* Acts xxvlii. _2_, had no influence
upon Paul to turn him out of the way of his "heresy." And for

those mormolukes or vizors of Arminianism, Socinianism, Popery,
Pelagianism, with file like, which serve to affright children in

understanding out of the love and liking of many most worthy and

important truths, I am not under any jealousy concerning you,
that you should suffer any such impressions from them. You
know that that great enemy of the peace and salvation of men, who

of old taught the enemies of God to put his saints into bears'

skins and wolves' skins, so preparing them to be torn in pieces and
devoured by dogs, hath in these latter times secretly insinuated and
prevailed with many of the clfildreu of God themselves to put many
of his truths, such as they like not or comprehend not, into names
of ignominy and reproach, to draw others into the same hatred and
defamation of them with themselves. I have somewhere observed,

that this method of confuting and suppressing opinions, against
which men have had no competent grounds of e_ction otherwise,

was at first invented by the subtle sons of the synagogue of Rome ;_
and elsewhere shown, by several instances, that it is familiarly
practised by them.

The truth .is, that you have no such temptation upon you, as

particular and private men have; to flee to any such polluted sanc-

tuary as that mentioned, to save your names and reputations from
the hand of any opinion or doctrine whatsoever. For you so far, 1
presume, understand your interest and prerogative, that for matters

of opinion and doctrine, you are invested with an autocratorical
majesty, like that which was sometimes given unto Nebuchadnezzar
over men: "whom he would, he slew; and whom he would, he

T DivineAuthority of the Scripturem, pp. 20 °, 203,
b
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kept alive: whom he would, he set up; and whom he would, he
put down," Dan. v. 19. By /be'joint suffrage of your authority,
your interest of esteem amongst men being so predominant, you
may slay what doctrines, what opinions you please ; and what you

please you may keep alive; of what tenets you please, you may
make the faces to shine ; and of what you please, you may lay the
honour in the dust. If, you will justify, who are they that will not
be afraid to condemn ._ ff you condemn, who will justify ? Only

God's eldest daughter, Truth, hath one mightier than you on her
sicle, who will justify her in due time, though you should condemn

her; and will raise her up from the dead the third day, in case you
shall slay her. However, ff the doctrine commended in the dis-

course now presented unto you, shall commend itself in your eyes
also for a truth, far be it from you to hide your faces from it, because
at present it labours and suffers reproach in the world, considering
that you may very suddenly take away the reproach, and partake

yourselves of that honour which you shall cast upon it. Should
such an university as you fear the reproach of standing by a truth ?

Jesus Christ is not ashamed of the bodies of his saints, living or

dead, though in both conditions vile and contemptible in the eyes
of men, know_, that he hath power in his hand to clothe them
with glory and immortality when he pleaseth, and that this glory,
when vested in them, will be a high augmentation of his own.

Brethren, unto you I may truly say, with Paul'to his Philippiaus,
that '_ I have you in my heart," Philip. i. 7. I can look upon you
with an eye of good hope, as a generation of men anointed by God

with a spirit of wisdom, knowledge, zeal, and faithfulness, to bring
on the new heavens and the new earth, wherein righteousness shall
dwell ; and this by repairing the breaches and decayed places in the

body of the doctrine of Christian religion, which, since the first
raising and completing of it by Christ and his apostles, partly
through the ignorance and iusu_ciency, partly through the osci-

tancy and remissness of those to whom the guardianship and custody
thereof have been committed by God, in their successive generatidns,
hath been lamentably dismantled, misfigured; and defaced, mad this
well nigh in all the integral and principal parts of it, more or less ;
insomuch that a man who truly and clearly apprehends what this
doctrine was, and yet is, in her purity and native fram8, and shall
compare it with the system or body of divinity which, under this

notion, is commonly taught and held forth amongst us, will hardly
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be able to'say, This is the doctrine of Chi_st. For whosoever
shall engage himseff with that diligence, thoroughness, and impar-
tialness of inquiry which become those who run for so high a prize
as an incorruptible crown of glory, to consider what is ordinarily

delivered and more generally received amongst us, not only in and
about those great points of election, reprobation, redemption, the

efficacy and extent of the grace of God, and perseverance of the
saints ; but also about many other heads of Christian doctrine, as

about faith, j ustification, the sufferings of Christ, the intercession of
Christ, repentance, good works, baptism, the state and condition of
the dead until the resurrection, with sundry more, and shall, with

like diligence, consider what the Scriptures teach eoneernifig these
particulars respectively, will clearly and distinctly see, that though
Christ be not so ill formed amongst us in some of these doctrines as
he is in others, yet he is represented very unlike, and much be-

neath himself, in them all. So that as Joshua, though he performed

the part of a valiant captain, and made a worthy progress in the
conquest of the land of Canaan before his death, yet left a very
considerable portion of the work to be achieved by others after him,
Judges i. 1--9, &e. ; in like manner Luther, Calvin, Melancthon,
with others, who laboured with much honour and success in the

work of reformation, and reduced the body of Christian religion to

a far better complexion and constitution than that wherein they
found it, yet left it under so much craziness and unsoundness that

Other physicians also, and those of best value, have large opportu-

nities before them for enriching the world, and themselves also, by
perfecting the cure. I look upon you as men the likeliest I know
to wear this crown. As for those who of late attempted the build-
ing of a fence-wall of discipline, under the name of a Reformation,
about that vineyard of Christ amongst us of which I now speak, and

to this day seem to lie under much regret of spirit, both against
God and men, for hindering them in their building, the truth is, in
such an attempt, the unreformedness and unsoundness of the doctrine
commonly received amongst us and taught by themselves considered,

they ran a like course of inconsiderateness which a husbandman
would do, that should go about to make a strong and tight hedge
about his field, whilst his neighbour's cattle are feeding and spoiling
the corn in the midst of it.

Brethren, my pen hath transgressed the line and law of myinten-
tions. These confined me to a much narrower compass in my epis-
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tle, and prohibited me the troubling of you to any such degree as

now I have done. The truth is, my affections to you interposed,
and occasioned the transgression. Love is bountiful; and, I trust,

will as naturally produce pardon on your side as it hath brought

forth such a transgression on mine. In all this address I have de-
sired nothing of you, little or much, upon mine own account, save

only so far as your ingenuous and worthy deportment in the parti-
cuhrs offered, together with the unspeakable benefit and blessing
which you shall bring upon the world thereby, will be matter of joy

and high contentment unto me. Envy me not my" rejoicingwith
the truth," though herein I should be found equal to the greatest
of you,mit is the best of my portion in the world. I shall dis'
charge you from any further sufferings from my pen at present, only

with my soul poured out before the great God and Father of lights,
in prayer for you, that he will make his face to shine upon you,.in
quickening your apprehensions, :enlarging your understandings,

balancing your judgments, stren_hening your memories, in giving
you ableness of body, willingness of mind, to labour in those rich

mines of truth, the Scriptures, in breaking up before you the foun-
tains of those great depths of spiritual light and heavenly under-
standing, in assisting you mightily by his Spirit in the course of

your studies, in lifting you up in the spirit of your minds above the ..
faces, fears, respects of men, in drawing out your hearts and souls i_
to relieve the spiritual necessities and extremities of the world round .:::

about you, in making you so many burning and shining lights in his
house and temple, the joy, glory, and delight of your nation, in

vouchsafing unto you as much of all that is desirable in the things
of this world as your spiritual interest will bear,-and the reward of

prophets respectively in the glory and great things of the world to -
come.

Your poor brother in Christ,

Always ready in love to serve the meanest of you ;

JOHN GOODWIN.
_'KOMMY STUDY IM COLEMA_-eTKE_T_

LONDO._3Pills. 2_t 1659.
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GOOD READER,
THE account of my al_lication unto thee in this epistle, is this.

Not loving, with Job, to eat my morsels alone, I desire thy com-
pany at my table, in the ensuing discourse. If thy intellectual
taste be the same with mine, (which I question not, if thou hast
not eaten somewhat already, which disordereth and corrupteth it,)
and thy spiritual constitution the same also, (from which, if thou
beest healthful and sound, it cannot much differ,) I doubt not, but
m case thou pleasest to accept of the invitation, and eat of _the

bread here set before thee, thouwilt find it both pleasant in thymouth, and strengthening to th3 soul. I confess that till some few
years last past, I was myself accustomed to another diet, and fed
upon that bread which was commonly prepared by my brethren in
the ministry for the people of the land, and children of God
amongst them. But the truth is, I found it ever and anon gravel-
ish in my mouth, and corroding and fretting in my bowels. Not-
withstanding, the reverend and high esteem I had of many of those
who prepared it, and fed upon it themselves, in conjunction with
those harder thoughts which I was occasioned by some undue car-
riages in many of-those who lived upon bread ot_another moulding,
to take up against them, together with a raw and ill-digested con-'
ceit I had, that there was no better or less-offensive bread to be had
from any hand whatsoever, prevailed upon me to content myself
therewith for a long time, though not without some regret of dis-
contentment also with it.

But to leave my parable ; that which first turned to a sharp en-
gagement upon me, to search more narrowly and thoroughly than
Iormerly I had done, into the controversies agitated in the subse-

uent discourse, was a panlplflet published by a young man about
ve or six years since, under the title of "A Vindication of Free

Grace," &c., which, though libellous enough, and full of broad un-
truths, yet the face of it bein_rfiercely set against me and my doc-
trine, Jr'was lifted up well nighas near unto the heavens as Herod's
oration, Acts xii. 2_°, by the applause of such persons in and about
the city, whose ways in matter of discipline and thoughts in other
more weighty points of Christian religion, my understanding would

B
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never serve me to make mine. Being for a time under a conscien-
l_ous resentment of a necessity lying upon me to publish some
answer to the said pamphlet, as well the person as the doctrine
therein stigmatized being innocent of all crimes there charged on
them, I fell to work accordingly, and drew up a competent answer,
as I supposed, thereunto, with the perusal whereof I was willing,
upon request, to gratify some private friends, amongst whom it lay
dormant for somd time. In the interim, perceiving that the noise
which the said pamphlet had made was but like the crackling of
thorns under a pot, and that the heat of the tumultuary rejoicing
occasioned by it had exhaled and spent itself, I began to consider
that the answer which I had prepared, a good part of it being
taken up in proving the pamphleteer tardy in several reports made
by him of matters of fact, the knowledge whereof would be, I con-
ceived, of slender edification, and of no great acceptation unto
readers, and the detection of him in such unworthy practices might
be offensive to some of his friends whom I well respected, might in
these respects rather cumber than benefit the world, in case it were
published. And considering further, that the matters of real weight
and consequence insisted upon in the answer, being here handled
only according to the exigency of the particulars of my charge,
respectively, might more satisfactorily, and with more advantage to
the peace and comfort of men, be discoursed in a just and entire
treatise, I accordingly changed my intentions of publishing the said
answer into a resolution of declaring and asserting my judgment
about the doctrinal imputations specified and managed therein
against me more at large. This resolution continuing with me,
seconded and strengthened with further light shining into my heart
daily from the Father of lights, about those important affairs
which lay upon mine hand to manage, not only in order to my own
vindication in such passages of doctrine wherein I was publicly
traduced by the pamphleteer as a teacher of errors, but to the
Christian information and consolation of others also, hath at last
giveri the light of life to the ensuing treatise, the perusal whereof
I desire to recommend upon such terms unto thee, that thou

mayest resent it as worthy thy labour, and the best exercise and
engagement of thy mind and thoughts.

This, I presume, I should do effectually, if I were able, in the
first place, to possess thee thoroughly with a true notion of the
danger of error and misapprehension in the things of God;
secondly, with the deep and solemn necessity which lieth upon all
persons of mankind without exception, who are endued with reason
and understanding, to engage these worthy and noble faculties to
their uttermost, about the things of God and matters of salvation ;
and lastly, with the innocency and inoffensiveness of the doctrines
maintained in the present discourse, in respect of those vulgar im-
putations which, by way of prejudice, are laid to their charge. And
these things I shall endeavour, within the narrowest compass of
words, wherein it is lightly possible for matters of so great conse-
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quence to be transacted to any purpose, in the remainder Lof this
epistle.

For the first : truth, especially in things of a supernatural con-
cernment, the knowledge whereof faceth eternity, and without
which, in some competent degree, no person capable of it can, or
will be judged by God, "meet to partake with the saints in the
inheritance of light," being nothing else, interpretatively, but God
himself, prepared of and by himself, for a beatifieal union with the
understanding, and from hence, with the heart and affections of
men, error in things of this high and sacred import, can be nothing
else but Satan, the great enemy of the peaceanc! blessedness of
men, contriving and distilling himself into a notion or impression
apt and likely to be entertained and admitted by the understanding,
under the appearance, and in the name of truth, into union with
itself, and by means hereof, into union also with the heart and soul
of men. Much in such a sense as that wherein the apostle affirmeth
" Meats to be for the belly, and the belly again for meats,"
1 Cot. vi. 13, is truth for the understanding, and the understanding
for truth. And in such a sense as poisoned or unwholesome meats
are not, nor ever were intended by God for the belly, nor the belly
for them ; it may truly be said, that error is not, nor was ever in-
fended by God for the understanding, nor the understanding for
error. Truth, or God issuing and streaming out his most excellent
and incomprehensible nature and being, his infinite wisdom, know-
ledge, power, goodness, bounty, mercy, justice, &c. in certain posi-
tions, notions, and apprehensions, is of the most natural, kindly,
and sovereign accommodation for the understandings of men, and
dependently hereupon, for their hearts and affections also, that can
be imagined. So that the belly is not, in the low way of nature
appropriate unto it, better, or more naturally provided for and satis-
fied when filled with the best, and best nou_shing meats ; nor the
body, or rest of the members, in a more ready, natural, and certain
way of well-doing naturally, whilst the nourishment of these meats
lasteth, and is regularly dispensed from the belly unto them, than
the understanding of a man is, when invested, enriched, filled with
supernatural and Divine truth ; and whilst the knowledge and due
consideration hereof there ab_deth, as far as the influence and
sphere of the activeness of it extend, the heart, soul, and affections
of men also are hereby enriched and filled with their appropriate
treasures of righteousness, holiness, joy, and peace. Whereas error,
and all re.is-notions of God, his nature, attributes, counsels, or ways,
though the mind and understanding of a man may rejoice over them
for a season, yet do they all this while pollute, corrupt, and imbase
them by their union and communion with them ; as a person of a
noble house and blood stains his honour and reputation, by coupling
himself in marriage with a woman of base parentage and condi-
tions. Yea, all error, of that -kind whereof I now speak, being
seated in the judgment and understanding, secretly and by degrees
infuseth a proportionable malignity into the will and affections, and

B_
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oecasioneth sinful distempers, unholy and unworthy dispositions,
to put forth here. The truth is, that error is the great troubler
of the world; it is that fountain of death that issue th and
sendeth out all those bitter waters, and streams of sin and

unrighteousness in every kind, which overflow the earth almost
in every place and part o_ it, making it so extremely barren of
comfort and peace, as it is, yea and as the shadow of death, to the
inhabitants of it. Why do men so universally walk in ways of
oppression, extortion, deceit, covetousness, unmercifuhmss, drunk-
enness, uncleanness, envy, hatred, pride, ambition, &c., but because
they _udge such ways as these, all circumstances considered, more
commodious and desirable unto them than ways and practices of a
contrary, that is, of an holy and truly honourable import ? And
what is this but a most stupendous and horrid error and mistake,
being the natural result of those numberless, erroneous, and lying
apprehensions and conceits concerning God, wherewith men wil-
lingly suffer _¢heirminds and consciences to be imbased and corrupted,
even to a spiritual rottenness and putrefaction ? For when God
shallplease to heal the world of all the malignity thatyet boils and
works in the bowels of it, and breaks out upon all occasions to the
great annoyance and discontent of men, the receipt which he will
administer unto it in order hereunto, is only the knowledge of him-
self, i. e. of the truth of his nature, attributes, and transcendant

excellency of being." This is the word of promise, which,, came
long since from the mouth of God himself unto the world : They
shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain, for the earth
shall be full of the:knowlcdpe of the Lord, as the waters cover the
sea," Isa. xi. 9 ; clearly implying, that when ignorance and all mis-
persuasions concerning God in the world shall be led captive by the
light of the knowledge of the truth, and when there shall be a good
understanding begotten between ]aim and his creature, the hearts of
men will serve them no longer to rebel against him, or to despise his

laws. So that what is commonly said of knowledge, may truly be
said of God ; "non habet inimicum procter ignorantem ;' he hath no
enemy, but only those who know him not. The devil had no door
to open etrecthal enough, by which to give sin an entrance into the
world, but only the perverting of the straight thoughts and appre-
hensions Of God, which God himself had planted in the mind and
understanding of his creature, man. The woman had a right and
sound persuasion of the just severity and truth of God in his
threatenings, until Satan prevailed with her to change it for a lie,
Gem iii. 4, 5; into the spirit of which lie Adam himself also was
presently baptized by her confidence under it. Neither could the
devil have touched either the one or the other of them, but by the
mediation of some erroneous notion or other concerning God. And
as Satan brought sin into the world by the opportunity of a misre-
presentation of God unto his creature; so when God shall please
to reform the world, and make a perfect ejection of sin out of it,
he will do it by repairing the breaches which Satan hath made upon
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he judgments and understandings of men, with a clear light of the
owledge of himself. Well may the Holy Ghost _ sin ann

wickedness in every "kind the works of darknesg, because they are
never practised, but by the illegal warrant and blind direction of
some false persuasion or other in the minds of men. Upon this
account also it is, that the apostle interpretetll the building of
"timber, hay, and stubble," i.'e. unsound-doctrines and opinions,
upon the true foundation, Jesus Christ, to he a corrupting, or de-
stroying, of the temple of God* (i. e. of his church and people, as
he explalneth it.) For every e_or, or false apprehension, in the
things of God, and matters of salvation, is not only of a defiling,
but of a corrupting nature also ; and according to the tenor and
degree of malignity ha it (for there is some degree of a spiritual
malignity in every error) disposeth the soul which drinks it in, and
converseth with it, to a spiritual death, being destructive to that
communion with God, wherein principally the fife, i. e. the strength,
peace, joy, and happiness of the soul consisteth. For God, in
whatsoever he revealeth, or speaketh in his Word, of any inconsist-
ency with an error (and error there is none about spiritual things,
an opposition whereunto God speaketh not more or less in his
Word) must needs be as a barbarian' or one that speaketh with an
unknown tongue, to him whose mind and understanding is distem-
pered with it. When our Saviour told his disciples, (in words
express and plain enough,) that "the Son of man should be de=
livered into the hands of men," Luke ix. 44, and xviii. 34, it is said,
that " " " " ,' " "they, notwithstanding, understood.not the saying. The
reason plainly was, because they were erroneeusly principled about
the subject of which Christ spake, which was his estate of humilia-
tion by suffering death ; they supposing and' taking it for granted,
that he was to be a great potentate and moaxarch in the world,
without passing through the valley of an ignominious death there-
1into. In like manner when he said to Joseph and the virgin his
mother, "Wist ye not that I must be about my Father's business ._
Luke ii. 49, the text saith, "they understood not the saying that he
spake unto them." The reason of their non-understm_ding in this case
was because they were under the command of such a supposition,
which thwarted that principle, according to the exigency whereof he
so spake. They supposed that he was under no engagement, in no
due'capacity, atleast-at those years, which at this time he had at-
tained, to manage the great affairs of God and his kingdom in the
world : whereas his sense was, that he was under the one, and in
the other; and spake accordingly unto them. So also the reason
why Festus supposed Paul to be beside himself, and that much
learning had made him mad," Acts xxvi. 2_, (implying that he
could make neither sap nor sense of what he had said,) was because
the tenor and substance of Paul's discourse was diametrically oppo-
site to his principles. After the same manner, when and whilst a

* El rtfro_ _eo_ rSv vabv¢ht_t(. 1 Cot. iii.7.
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man's judgment is perverted by any unsound opinion that hath
taken fast hold on .it, he is incapable of all that light of truth which
God shineth in the Scriptures in opposition to that error, and must,
of necessity, either relinquish this opinion, or else, either deprave
and misunderstand the mind of God in all such passages, or pro-
fess dissatisfaction touching the true sense and meaning of them.
In both cases he suffers a proportionable loss in his communion with
God. " Can two. walk together,", saith the Scripture,.. "except they
be agreed ?" Civil commumon cannot be mamtanmd or held, under
a dissent in principles relating to such communion, at least not in
such things unto which such a dissent extendeth or relateth. Beasts
are incapable of all friendly converse and intercourse of affairs
with men, and so men with beasts. The reason is, because neither
of them have any principles symbolical with the other : the thoughts
of men are not the thoughts of beasts, neither are the thoughts or
impressions of beasts the thoughts of men. And though men
being sound in some sovereign principles of the gospel, and such
which are, as it were, the lifeguard of the heart and vital parts of
religion, may possibly live in communion with God upon terms
consistent with salvation ; yet may they very possibly also, in case
they be entangled with error otherwise, by means hereof suffer loss
to a very sad degree in the things of their present peace. When
the sun is in the greatest eclipse that is lightly incident to it, there
yet shineth so much light to the world which is sufficient to make
it day, and whereby to perform ordinary works wont to be done in the
day time: notwithstanding during such an eclipse as this, the world,
through want of that fuiness of light which that worthy creature,
the sun, naturally affordeth, suffereth many degrees of the damp
and sadness of the night. In like manner, though the light of
God's countenance may shine in the face of the soul to such a de-
gree as to make a day of grace and favourable acceptance with him,
notwithstanding the interposition of a dark cloud of many errors :
yet most certain it is that according to the compass and proportion
of such a cloud, and during the interposition of it, the soul will be
apt to suffer now and then many grudgings and sad impressions of
a fear of being rejected by him. There is no ray or beam which
naturally shineth from the face of God, but the interception, depri-
vation, and want of it must needs prove both poena damni, yea, and
pcena sensus too, upon occasion, unto the soul. Yea, the Scripture
itself supposeth men that are ignorant in anything relating to their
spiritual affairs (and much more such as are confidently, i. e. erro-
neously ignorant) to be in a deplorable and sad condition; and
the proper objects of pity and compassion, in case their ignorance,
or error, be not affectate, and such, from the entanglement and
t_llufion whereof they had competent means to have delivered

emselves.* The apostle maketh it a worthy character of an
"High Priest taken from amongst men, to be able to have compassion

* Ka_o_rtar_a XtTp_, _art ri}_ dwtar/af, Epiphan.
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on l_osgnorant,, and such as are out of the way, Heb. v. _. There
are but two things that can make the condition of a creature miser-
able, sin and sufferings; and both these are the unquestionable
fruits or productions of error. Lusts and sinful distempers ean be
nowhere engendered, but only in the dark regions of the soul: the
shining of the light of the truth is as the shadow of death unto
them. Nor can fear that hath torment, nor any afflicting or sad
impression upon the spirits of men, climb up into the bed of the
soul, to disturb the rest and sweet peace of it, but only in the
night of ignorance, and by the opportunity of error lodging there.
The light of the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus, is unto

ars, agonies, and all perplexity of spirit, like unto Solomon's
ing sitting upon his throne of judgment, in reference to wicked

men, whom he scattereth or ehaseth away with his eyes, Prov. xx.
8. "The truth," saith Christ unto the Jews, meaning, when known
by them, "shall make you free," John viii. 32. All bondage and
servility, whether under sin or under sorrow, is dissolved by the
clear shining of the light of the knowledge of God into the heart
and soul: whereas the darkness of error strengtheneth the hand
of the oppressors, and binds fast the iron yoke of servitude upon
the necks of those that are in bondage.

The tinm would fail me to speak at large of all the sad retinue
of evils and mischiefs that attend upon error. Take in brief the
sum, as well of what I have said, as what I would willingly say yet
further, upon this account.

First, It hath been said, that error deflleth and imbaseth the
person who eoupleth his judgment with it.

Secondly, That it obstructeth communion with God, as far as
the malignity of the influence of it extendeth.

Thirdly, That the proper and direct tendency of it, is unto
death, to bring everlasting destruction upon the soul.

Fourthly, _It hath been shown, that error is the proper element
for jim and ojim, and doleful ereatures; I mean, for fears, sad
apprehensions, disconsolate thoughts, off the one hand, and so for
wild satyrs, lusts, sensual, and sinful distempers on the other
hand, to be engendered and bred, as also to live and subsist, to move,
and act, and take their pastime ill ; the "knowledge of the truth
being mortal unto both. I now add,

Fifthly, That error disposeth the soul to apostasy from the
gospel, and to a reeidivatlon or failing back into the devouring sin
of unbelief. This it doth not only by giving opportunity and en-
couragement unto lusts, and inordinate affections in the soul, the
motions and actings of which are to the life of faith that which
poison is to the natural life of a man; but also by representing
the gospel unto the mind and conscience of a man, (at least in
some of the ways and passages of it,) as weak, unworthy, dark, un-
pleasant, uncouth, or whatsoever error, when the soul by long
acquaintance and converse with it shall discover the true nature or
genius of it, and so grow into a dislike and contempt of it, shall
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now appear unto them, For this is much to be considered, that a
man, or woman, who have for many years professed the gospel,
may in process of time come to discover vanity in some erroneous
principle or tenet, wherewith their judgments had been leavened
For some considerable space formerly, and so grow into a disappro-
bation or contempt of it, and yet may very possibly think and
suppose, that the gospel favours or countenanceth it, and that
otherwise they should never have owned or approved it. Now
when a person shall be brought into the snare of such a conceit or
imagination as this, that the gospel in some of the veins or car-
riages of it teacheth or asserteth things that are vain, or of no
good consistency with reason or truth, he is in a ready ]_osture to
throw off from his soul all credence of the Divine authority of the
gospel, and to esteem it no better than a fable devised by men.
Nor will all that which he judgeth serious, and sound, and good in
the doctrine of the gospel otherwise, relieve him in such a case.
He that imagines that he smells but so much as one dead fly in the
ointment of the gospel, will, as he should have sufficient cause to
do, were his imagination in this case sufficiently grounded, con-
clude, that certainly it came not from God, but from men. No
man's heart or conscience wiU serve him to reverence that, as
coming from God, wherein he savours the least weakness, error, or
untruth.

Sixthly, Though an error seems to be merely speculative, and in
respect of the frame and constitution of it, to have no affinity or
intermeddling at all with the moral principles, or practices of men,
as that of anabaptism, amongst some others, yet doth it secretly,
and in a collateral way, through the weakness and vanity of the
heart, infuse malignity even into these ; occasioning persons, other-
wise grave, sober, peaceable, meek, loving, &c., to break out many
times in strains of pride, serf-conceitedness, contention, contempt of
others, cavilling against pregnant and clear truths, with the like, for
the maintenance and defence of it. For as he which hath a child,
though :it be never so hhrd-favoured or deformed, never so ill-
behavioured or conditioned, yet judgeth himself bound to provide
maintenance and support for it: so he that embraceth an opinion
about the things of God, and of the gospel, be it never so erro-
neous, uncouth, irrational, and weak, yet supposeth himself bound
in conscience to plead the cause of it, and protect it, upon all
occasions. Now it being impossible that any man, of what gifts,
parts, or learning soever, should be able to maintain or make good
the cause of a weak or erroneous opinion, especially against an
adversary of equal abilities and insight into the cause with him-
serf, by solidity, pregnancy, or clearness of argument, whether
from the Scripture, or other_se; hence it frequently cometh to
]pass, that when the patrons of such a cause fall short in their
intellectuals, and sobriety of discourse, to keep-the head of it
above water, they supply _that which is wanting in their judgments
and understandings, with that which aboundeth (upon such a
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temptation) in their wills and affections, I mean with passion and
with unworthy and reproachful vilifications, either of the persons of
their adversaries, for not concurring in judgwnent with them, or of
their arguments, which they are not able in a rational, sober, or
Christian way to answer.

Seventhly, (that which is of some affinity with the former par-
ticular,) Error in sensu composito, and wllilst a man is resolved to
stand by it, subjecteth him to this hard and miserable necessity,
either to profess himself wiklul in the holding of it, as not being
able to give any reason or account unto others why he holdeth it ;
or else to rise up in his might to resist and oppose the mind and
t th of eoa tho ep ag s ofScript. (witharg,ments
omit thereon,) WhiCh snail be pertinently alleged and insisted upon
to detect the vanity and falsehood of his opinion. Of what sad
consequence, either the one or the other of these are like to
prove, reader, it is referred to thy serious and Christian thoughts
to consider.

]_ighthly, He that is £ servant in his judgment and conscience
unto error, is, during this his servile condition, utterly incapable of
that rich and sweet privilege of perfect and entire union with the
saints, which the Lord Christ a little before his death so earnestly
solicited his Father, that all that believe in him might be invested
with and partake. " Neither pray I for these alone, but for them
also which shall believe on me through their word, tllat they all

may be one, as thou,, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they
also may be one in us.' And again, " That they may be one, even
as we are one. I in them, and thou in me, that the.)" may be made
perfect in one," &c. John x_4i. 20, 21, &c. Suppose all the saints
at this day alive upon the face of the earth, should accord andbe one
in judgment about any error, though otherwise their accord should
be most entire, as well in affection as in all spiritual and Divine
truth, yet this would not amomlt to that union, to that being made
perfect in one, which the great Peacemaker of the world so
earnestly desired of his Father on their behalf. Agreement in
error, in whomsoever, is no union in Christ, but a conspiracy
against him. Therefore in case any believer, or number of be-
lievers, shall lie under the pollution of any error, they become
hereby, until their cleansing, incapable of ha_ing part or fellow-
ship ill that great and blessed business of perfect union in Christ
with the saints. Yea, unless we shall suppose that there is an
universal conspiracy amongst the saints against Christ, in that
very error which cleaveth to our judg_lents under the name and ap-
pearance of truth, (which is a case of the highest unlikelihood that
lightly can be supposed,) we are incapable, during the continuance
of.the said error in us, of a thorough and perfect accord with the
saints, even in that wherein they are one, in and with Christ
himself. Yea in case we shall seek union with the saints by
solicitin.g and persuading them to come over unto us in our judg-
ments, in case they be erroneous, we shall spread a snare of dark-
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nessand ofdeathin theirway; and soshallbe agentsand factors
forSatan and forhell,whilstwe pleaseourselveswitha conceitof
agency for God and Jesus Christ. How many ministersof the
gospel,and others,arethereamongstusat thisday,who aredeep
in thiscondemnation? My meaning allalong thisdiscoursehath
not been, as if I supposed all errors to be alike dangerous, or all
pernicious and destructive to the souls of men upon any such
terms, that he that lives and dies in any of them must needs perish.
1_o ; as the apostle, speaking of the stars of heaven, saith, that
" One star differeth from another star in glory," 1 Cor; xv. 41, so is
it true amongst errors, one error differeth i¥om another in shame and
in danger. Nevertheless, as all distempers, sicknesses, and diseases
in the body, are of one and the same inclination and tendency, the
faces of them all are set towards the death and dissolution thereof,

though many of them prove not mortal ia the event, as some of
them do, being either outgrown and overcome by the strength of
nature, or else opposed in their course by exercise, physic, or the
like, and the body by these means is delivered from the inconveni-
ence and danger of them: in like manner all errors, without ex-
ception, have more or less of a spiritual malignancy in them, and

- are all contrary to the comfort, life, and peace of the precious souls
of men, although it is true there are many that never come
actually to destroy either the peace or life of these souls, being
either timeously discovered by men, and so cut off from their judg-
ments, or otherwise balanced and corrected by worthy and rich
principles of evangelical truth, that the presence of them doth not
much influence or annoy the soul.

Ninthly, another soul-calamity occasioned by error, is, there
being such concatenations and mutual involutions of errors, one
within another, a man cannot be engaged in his j'udgment unto. any.
one, but hereby he makes himself a debtor to own and mmntain,
upon occasion, the whole tribe and family of errors, whereof this is
a member, or else he must represent himself as a man inconsistent
with himself, and prevaricating with his own principles. Which
of the two to choose, will, I suppose, put a person truly ingenuous
and considerate, ahnost into as great a strait as David was in,
when he was necessitated by God to choose one of those three
sore judgments mentioned 2 Sam. xxiv. 13. Scarce can there an
error be named, which hath not a great train and retinue, some
before and some behind, of the same house and family attending upon
it, and linked in a rational confederacy with it ; according to that
common saying, let one absurdity be granted, and a thousand
more will follow of course.* So that, as Paul told the Galatians,
that if they were circumcised, they hereby became debtors to keep
the whole law, meaning, if they meant to be uniform, and ration-
ally consistent with themselves; in like manner, a man, by
embracing one error, undertakes for all of the same eognation and

Uno ab6urdo dato, millegequuntur,"
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line, otherwise exposing himself to the disparagement and dis-
honour of a man of a distracted and broken judgment. As, for
example, he that is entangled with the error of those who deny the
lawfulness of infant baptism' stands obhged, through his engage-
ment to this one error, to maintain and make good these, and many
the like erroneous and anti-evangelical opinions ; 1. That God was
more gracious to infants under the law, than now he is under the
gospel; or, which is every whit as hard a saying as this, that his
vouchsafement of circumcision unto them, under the law, was no
argument or si_;_nat all of any grace or favour from him unto them.
Yea, _. That _od more regarded, and made more liberal provision
for the comfort and satisfaction of typical believers, though formal
and express unbelievers, in and about the spiritual condition of
their children, under the law, than he does for the truest, soundest,
and greatest believers, under the gospel; or, which is of a like
notorious import, that the ordinance of God for the circumcising
of infants under the law, was of no accommodation or concernment
for the comfort of the parents, touching the spiritual condition of
their children. 3_ That the children of true believers under the

gospel, are more unworthy, more unmeet, less capable subjects of
baptism, than the children of the Jews were of circumcision under
the law ; or, which is of like uncouth notion, that God accepted the
persons of the children of the Jews, though unbelievers, and rejects
the persons of the children of believers under the gospel, from the
same or the like grace, these being under no greater guilt or
demerit than those other. 4. That baptism succeedeth not in the
place, office, or service of circumcision. 5. That when the initiatory
sacrament was more grievous and burthensome, in the letter of it,
God ordered the'application of it unto children ; but after he made
a change of it for that which is more gracious, and much more
accommodate to the tenderness and weakness of children, as bap-
tism clearly is, in respect of circumcision, he hath wholly excluded
children from it. 6. That it was better and more edifying unto
men under the law, to receive the pledge of God's fatherly love
and care over them, whilst they were yet children ; and that now
it is worse, or less edifying to men, to receive it at the same time,
and better and more edifying unto them to receive it afterwards,
as, viz. when they come to years of discretion. 7. That men are
wiser, and more providential than God, as, viz. in debarring or
keeping children from baptism for fear of such and such inconveni-
ences, when as God by no law, or prohibition of his, interposeth
against their baptizing, nor yet inslsteth upon, or mentioneth, the
least inconvenience any ways likely to come upon either the per-
sons of the children th'emselves, nor upon the churches of Christ,
hereby. 8. And, lastly, (to pass by many other tenets and opinions,
every whit as exorbitant from the truth, and as untenable as these_
which yet must be maintained by those who suffer their judgments
to be encumbered with the error of antip_edobaptism, unless
they will say and unsay, deny in the consequent, what they affirm
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and grant in the antecedent,) and that which is more than what hath

been said yet ; they must,.upon the account of their enthralment
under the said error, maintain many uncouth, harsh, irrational,
venturous, and daring interpretations and expositions of many texts
and passages of Scripture, and particulm'ly of these, Gen. xvii. 7 ;
1 Cor. vii. 14 ; Acts ii. 39, and xvi. 15 ; 1 Cor. i. 16 ; 1 Cor. x. 2 ;

besides many others, which frequently upon occasion are argued
in way of defence and proof of the lawfulness of infant baptism.
Now as the Greek epigram maketh it the highway to beggary, to
have many bodies to feed, and many houses to build,* so may it
truly enough be said, that for a professor of Christianity to have
many errors to maintain, and many rotten opinions to build up, is
the next way to bring him to a morsel of bread, not only in-his
name and reputation amongst intelligent men, but also in the
goodness of his heart and conscience towards God. Nor is it of
much more desirable an interpretation, for such a man to appear
distracted in his principles, or divided in himself.

Tenthly, and lastly, error is in this respect also of very sad por-
tendance unto men, viz. because being once entered within the doors
of a man's judgment, it commonly bewitcheth the person with such
an adulterous affection towards itself, that his foot is very hardly
recoverable out of the snare. There is no error but at one turn or

other, either directly or indirectly, gratitleth the flesh, or that
which remains of the old man in men. Now the flesh in all men

is very loath to part with any of her benefactors ; to be despoiled
of any principle, which speaks to her heart in any matter of ease,
pleasure, honour, profit, or the like. Upon this account it cometh
to pass, that error is so readily, and sometimes even greedily,
entertained, and with so much difficulty, and conflicting with the
judgments and consciences of men, cast out.j" "None," saith
Solomon, speaking of the harlot, "that go unto her return again,
neither take they hold of the paths of life," Prov. ii. 19. They are
not many, who having once turned aside into error, return back
again into the way of truth, when once they have forsaken it. Such
persons comnmnly prove i_xvpo_v_o_or_ _ai _t_Ewr,_o; r_ _o_, as the phi-
losopher speaks,+ i. e. stout and stiff in their opinions, and men
that will stand fast in their conceits. And, as another expresseth
their genius,§ they will have that to be truth which they hold, but
they will not hold that which is truth. Yea, a great part of those
whose judgments and consciences are enthralled under error, and

this of a very sad and dangerous import, are yet so superstitiously
fearful to make use of those means which God hath expressly

• _dl_ar a rroXXh l",O_pe4_', _'ai _dlaara "tro_dk' dVETt(OEtV ,

'Arparbc _IC "n'Evi_lv larry drotlaOrdr_ 1.
t Nan_eabit ad antidotum, qui hiavit ad venenum. $ Arlst. Ethic. 1. vii.. e. 9.
§ blaltl Teritatem it_ amant, ut velint esse vera, qu_eeunque amant ; rid. de tluodara J'udmo,

qui noluit Deum omre, ut illuminaret cot ejus, quia hoe ester dubitare tie lege _ua, etc. apud.
T/_. Br_dward. 1 i. ©. 1. Corol. part 8"2. Sic amatur veritas, utquieuaque aliud amant_ hoe

quod am_tur, *¢li,t _ veritatem : et quia falli nollenh noluu_ ¢oavinei, quod falsi Bunt. Au#.
C_f_ 1. 10. ¢. '23.
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prescribed and enjoined for their de_verance, that they make it
matter of conscience to refrain from heating such teachers, and so
from reading such books, and admitting such discourses, whereby

"their judgments might be healed, and themselves made sound in
the faith. Error in this case is so full of a pestilential malignity to

- --ill Sthe soul, that whereas God hath commanded men to try all th" g,
that so they may be in a capacity to hold fast that which is good,
they, on the contrary, resolve to hold fast at peradventure that
which they have, and to make no trial at all, whether it be good
or no.

The premises concerning the fierce and bloody war, wherein
error fights against the soul, considered, it cannot seem strange
unto us, that the great lover of the peace and prosperity of souls,
Jesus Christ, blessed for ever, should pour out his heart and soul
unto men so abundantly, as he hath done in the gospel, in cautions,
admonitions, directions, threatenings, promises, almost without
end, that so, by one means or other, they might be effectually
prevailed with, to use all diligence to keep themselves unspotted of
such errors, which he knew the great enemy of their peace would
be industriously diligent to spread and scatter up and down the
world in all ages. "Believe not every spirit ; but try the spirits,
whether they be of God: because many false prophets are gone
out into the world," 1 John iv. 1. So, again, Try, or "prove, all
.things," i. e. all doctrines and sayings of men, "hold fast that which
is o "g od, 1 Thess. v. 21. Again, " Ye, therefore, beloved, seeing ye
know these things before, beware, lest ye also being led away with
the error of the wicked, fall from your own stedfastness," &c.
2 Pet. iii. 17. Of like notion whereunto is that of another apostle :
"Take heed, brethren, lest there be an evil heart of unbelief, to
depart from the living God," Heb. iii. 12. An evil heart of unbe-
lief is never contracted, but by suffering erroneous conceits, and
false persuasions concerning God, to grow upon our judgments, and
corrupt them. The same aposde again: "Be not carried about
with divers and strange doctrines," Heb. xiii. 9. _lsewhere:
" That we henceforth be no more children tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive," Ephes.
iv. 14. Again: "Let no man deceive you with vain words,"
V.phes. v. 6. So, "Be not deceived," 1 Cot. vi. 9. " Beware, lest

any man spoil you through ,philosophy, and vain deceit," &c.
Coloss. ii. 8. These things, smth John, I have written unto
you concerning those that deceive you," 1 John ii. 26, or seduce
you. i e that endeavour to seduce or deceive you. The Lord Christ
him'serf 'eautioneth his disciples, and in them others, ex abundanti,
sa_ainst false Chtists and false prophets, who, as he saith, "should

ow great signs and wonders, insomuch that if it were possible,
they should deceive the very elect," Matt. xxiv. 24. This operous
anti abundant interposure of the Holy Ghost, for ten times-more
of like consideration might be added, in all variety of applications
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unto men, which are any ways conducing to the preserving of men's
judgments free, and their minds pure from error, doth with a great
pregnancy of completion argue and suppose, that errors and false
conceptions in matters of religion, are of a most formidable and dan-
gerous consequence to the precious souls of men. Far be it from
any man to imagine, that the Holy Ghost should, according tb the
proverb, thus labour about the lifting of a feather, or be solicitous
at that high rate, _vhieh hath been expressed, to prevent the light-
ing of a grasshopper upon the earth, where it can do little or no
harm,

The second thing, good reader, wherewith I desire to possess and
fill thee, judgment and conscience, heart and soul, and all that is
within thee, to strengthen thy hand to a diligent perusal of the
treatise ensuing, is the high necessity that lieth upon thee, as it
doth upon all the world besides respectively, to awake, raise, and
engage all those worthy faculties and endowments which God hath
vested in thee, reason, judgment, memory, understanding, about
the things of thine eternal peace; and because this iron, I fear,
hath been of late much blunted with the earthly conceits and sug-
gestious of many, I am desirous to put so much the more strength
to it. But to me it is the first-born of wonder and astonishment,
that, amongst men professing the glorious Gospel of Christ, who is
the wisdom of God, yea, amongst the teachers themselves of this
wisdom, men should be found who think they do God and men
very good service in persuading men wholly to lay aside their rea-
sons, judgments, understandings in matters of religion, and not to
make use of or engage any of these in their inquiries after matters
of a spiritual or supernatural concernment. Doubtless, Satan is
a debtor to those persons who have seasoned the world with the un-
savoury salt of such a principle as this, for all the religious re-
spects and high entertainments that have of late been given by
many amongst us,--to all those wicked, senseless, sapless, hideous,
and blasphemous doctrines and opinions which, like the dead frogs
of Egypt, Exod. viii. l_, make the land to stink. For, if men
may not interpose with their reasons and judgments to distinguish
between spirit and spirit, opinion and opinion, why should not one
spirit be believed as well as another, and one opinion received as
well as another ? Or, if the difference be not to be made by the
interposure and exercise of reason in a man, I demand by what other
principle or means ought it to be made ? If it be said, Partly by
the word of God, and partly by the Spirit of God, I answer,

I. Concerning the word of God, it is acknowledged that this is
to be in a special manner interested in" all our dijudications between
doctrine and doctrine, opinion and opinion, in matters of religion,
and that this is the fire which must try every man's work, of what
sort it is, l Cor. hi. 13, and that must separate the vile from the pre-
cious. But as the plummet and rule do not measure the work of the
architect, or discover whether it be true and square or otherwise, of
or by themselves, but as they are regularly applied hereunto either
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by the workman himself or some other capable of making such
an application, for however true the work may be, a sufficient
test or proof of the work cannot be made without the use of the
plummet and rule about it; in like manner, though the word of
God be of sovereign use and necessity for the measuring of
opinions and doctrines, and for the discovery of what is straight
and what crooked in them, yet he that desires to reap the spi-
ritual benefit and advantage of the usefuhmss of it in this kind,
must, first, rightly understand the sense and mind of God in it,
and, secondly, be dexterous and expert in making a due application
of itj being rightly understood, to the doctrine-s or opinions the
soundness or unsoundness whereof he desires to understand by it ;
for it is not the letter or form of words, as separated or considered
apart from the spirit, notion, or sense of them, that is the touch-
stone or rule of trial for doctrines : yea, the letter and words are
only servants to the sense and notion which they contain and exhi-
bit, and were principally, if not only, delivered by the Holy Ghost
unto men for this end, that by them the sense, mind, and counsel
of God, in all the particularities of them which arc held forth in
the Scripture, might be communicated and conveyed to the reasons
and understandings of men. So that in case a man had the sense
and mind of God upon the same terms of certainty and knowledge,
without the letter, on which he hath it or may have it by means of
the letter, he should be as richly, as completely qualified hereby to
discern between doctrines as he now can be by the opportunity and
advantage of the letter, l_ow, if the Scriptures themselves be
upon no other terms, nor in any other case, serviceable or useful
unto men for the trial of doctrines and opinions, but only as and
when they are trnly understood by them, it clearly follows that
whatsoever is requisite and necessary to bring men to a true under-
standing of the Scriptures, is of equal necessity for the distinguish-
Ing of doctrines, and to interpose or be made use of in all affairs
and concernments in religion. If, then, the reasons, judg'ments,
and understandings of men must of necessity interpose, act, argue,
debate, and consider before the true sense and mind of God in
any Scripture can be duly apprehended, understood, and believed by
men, it is a plain case that these are to be used, and to be inter-
ested in whatsoever is of any religious consequence or concernment
to us. That the mind of God in the Scriptures cannot be duly
apprehended, received, or believed by men, but by the acting and
working of their reasons, minds, and understandings, in order here-
unto, is evident from hence, viz., because the mind of God cannot
be thus apprehended or believed by men but by means of an in-
tellectual or rational difference tasted or resented by them between
this mind of his and all other minds, meanings, or senses whatso-
ever that may be supposed to lie or reside in the words. For ex-
ample: if tl[ere be-another sense to be given of such or such a

assage of Scriptare, either contrary to or differing from that whichconceive to be the mind of God here, which hath the same
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rational or intellectual savour and taste with this, that is, which as
well suits with the words, agrees with the context, falls in with the
scope and subject-matter in hand, is as accordable with Scripture
assertion elsewhere, comports as clearly with the unquestionable
principles of reason, and the hke, how is it possible for me in this
ease to conceive or believe, especially with the certainty of faith,
that my sense is the mind of God, and consequently the true sense
of that place, rather than that other which hath all the same cha-
racters, symptoms, and arguments of being the mind of God which
mine hath ? Therefore it must needs be by the exercise and acting
of my reason and understanding, and by the report which they
make of their discoveries in their inquiries, that I come regularly
to conclude dud to be satisfied that this is the mind of God in such

or such a scripture, and none other.
If it be here objected and demanded, But is it meet or tolerable

that the reason of man should judge in the things of God ? or that
the understandings of men should umpire and determine in his
affairs ? I answer,

1. If God pleaseth to impart his mind and counsels in words
and writing unto men, with an injunction and charge that they re-
ceive and own them as from him, and that they take heed that
the)" do not mistake him, or embrace either their own conceits or
the minds of others instead of his, in this case for men to put a
difference, by way of jud_ng and discerning between the mind of
God and that which is not his mind, is so far from being an act of
autharity, presumption, or unseemly usurpation in men, that it is a
fruit of their deep loyalty, submission, and obedience unto God.
When Christ enjoined the disciples of the Pharisees and the He-
rodians to " render unto C_esar the things which are Ceesar's, and
unto God the things which are God's," Matt. xxii. 21, he did not
only give them a warrant and commission to judge and determine
what and which were the things of God, as well as which were the"
things of Csesar, but laid a charge upon them also to put this war-
rant in execution, and this not only by judging actually which
were the things of God, but by practising and acting also upon and
according to this judgment.

2. To judge of God and of the things of God in the sense we
now speak, is but to acknowledge, own, and reverence God and the
things of God in their transcendent excellency, goochless, and truth,
and as differenced in their perfections respectively from all other
beings and things. The poorest and meanest subject that is may
la_ffully and without any just offence judge his prince, yea, or him
that is made a lawful judge over him, to be wise, just, bountiful,
&c., at least when there is sufficient ground for it.

If it be yet further demanded, But is the reason or understand-
ing of a man competent to judge of the things of God, as, for ex-
ample, to determine and conclude what is the mind of God in such
or such a passage of Scripture, or in such and such a case ? Doth
not the Scripture, speaking of men in their natural condition, call
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them darkness, Ephes. v. 8, affirming likewise that " the light
shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it not," John
i. 5 ; and elsewhere doth it not inform us that " the natural man

erceiveth" or receiveth " not the things of the Spirit of God,
ecause they are foolishness unto him : neither can he know them,

because they are spmtually discerned. 1 Cor. n. 1_. And how
many heathen philosophers, heretics and others, undertaking to
judge of the things of God in the Gospel by the light and strength
of their own reasons and understandings, have miscarried, to the
everlasting perdition of their oum souls, and, as is much to be
feared, of many others also ? To all this I answer by degrees.

First, It is a thing as unquestionable as that the sun is up at noon-
day, that reason and understanding in men are competent to judge
of the things of God, at least of some, yea, of many of them, or
rather, indeed, of all that are contained in the Scriptures,
according to the degree of their discovery and manifestation
there ; for, doth not God himself own them in this capacity when
he appeals and refers himself unto them in several of his great
and important affairs, authorizing them to judge in the case be-
tween him and his adversaries ? " And now, O inhabitants of
Jerusalem and men of Judah, judge, I pray you, betwixt me and my

vineyard. What could have been done more to my _'ineyard that
I have not clone in it ? Isa. v. 3, 4. So again, " Hear now, O
house of Israel, is not my way equal ? are not your ways unequal ?"
F.zek. xviii. 25, 29. Yet again, in the same chapter, " 0 house of
Israel, are not my ways equal ? are not 3Tour ways unequal ?" In
t - -hese and such like appeals, he supposeth the persons appealed unto
to be as capable, or, however, as well capable, of the equity and right-
eousness of his ways, and consequently to be in a regular capacity of
justifying him, as of the unworthiness and unrighteousness of their
ways, against whom he standeth in the contest. So our Saviour to
the chief priests and elders, in his parable: "When the Lord
therefore of the vineyard cometh, what will he (or rather, what
shall he) "do unto those husbandmen ? They say unto him, He
will miserably destroy those wicked men, and will let out his vine-
yard unto other husbandmen, who shall render him the fruits in
their season," Matt. xxi. 40, _1. We see these priests and elders,
though men of great unworthiness otherwise, and far from believing
in C_trist, were_yet able to award a righteous.judgment, and such as
our Saviour himself approved, yea and put m execution not long
after, between him and his husbandmen. So in another place to
the hypocritical Jews : "Ye hypocrites, ye can 0Jscern the face of
the slay, and of the earth ? but how is it that ye do not discern this
time ? Yea and why even of" (or from) "yourselves judge ye not
What is right ?" Lul_e xii. 56, 57. In which passage, among other
things, heclearly implieth these two : 1. That had they set their
minds upon thin_s that most concerned them, they were in a sutfi-
cient capacity, by the direction and help of those characters and
signs which their own prophets had long before delivered, clearly

c
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to have discerned, that the days and times in which they now
lived were indeed the days of their Messiah. 2. That a_' i,vr_v,
from themselves, i. e. out of natural and inbred principles, whereby

they were enabled to judge of things commodious and expedientfor them in like cases, they were in a capacity to have come to this
L_ue and conclusion; that it was now high time to compromise
that great and weighty controversy, which of a long time had been
depending between God and them by repentance. The apostle
Paul willeth the Corinthians, in one place, to judge of what he
saith, 1 Cor. x. 15 ; in another, he directeth that in their church
meetings th.e prophets should speak two or three, and that the rest
should judge, 1 Cor. x_iv. 29. In both which places he clearly sup-
poseth in them a competency of judicature or discerning about
spiritual thin_. And when ha his defence before Agrippa, lm
demands of him, and the rest that were present, "Why should it
he thought a thing incredible with you, that God should raise the
dead ._" Acts xxvi. 8, he clearly supposeth that the resurrection
itself of the dead, which yet is one of the great and deep mysteries
of the gospel, was nothing but what they, consulting with the light
of reason and understanding in themselves (for they were not super-
naturally- enlightened) might judge probable enough, and no ways
unlike to be effeeted. When God colmnands, and calls upon "all
men everywhere to repent," Acts xvii. 30, and so to believe, 1 John iii.
9,3, he must either suppose them in a capacity to distinguish and dis-
cern between the things whereof lie would have them repent, mad the
things of which he would not have them repent, and so between what
he would have them to believe, and wlmt not ; or else speak unto them
as no otherwise capable of such his commands, thau tile stones
on the earth, or beasts of the field, zknd how then is "the com-
mandment holy-, and just, and good ?" Therefore certainly those
noble faculties and endowments of reason and understanding in
men, as they are sustained, supported, and assisted by the Spirit of
God hx the generality of men, are in a capacity of apprehending,
discerning, understaaading the things of God in the gospel. Yea
and evident it is from the Scriptures, that men act beneath them-
selves, are remiss and slothful in awakening those principles of light
and understanding that are vested in their natures, or else willingly
choke, suppress, and smother them, if they remain in the snare of
unbelief.-" Pray for us," saith Paul to tim Tlmssalonians, "that
we may be delivered from um'easonable and evil men : for all men
have not faith," 2 Thess. iii. 2. By unreasonable (or, as the word
signifieth, absurd) and e,'il men he plainly mcaneth, not men who
naturally, or in actu primo were mlreasonable (such as these were
not like to endanger him, or to obstruct tim course of the gospel) but
such as were unreasonable in actu secundo, i. e. persons who acted

contrary to the light and principles of reason, and hereby became
_*,w_i. industriously e_fil or wicked. 'I hat there were such persons
as these abroadin the world, he gives this account, "for all men have
not faith ;" which clearly implieth that men who act and quit them-
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selves according to the true principles of that reason, which God
hath planted in them, cannot but befieve, and be partakers in the

reeious faith of the gospel. To this purpose that passage in
hrgsostom is memorably worthy : "As to believe (the gospel) is the

part of a raised and nobly ingenuous soul ; so, on the contrary, not
to believe, is the property of a soul most unreasonable, and unwor-
thy, and depressed, or bowed down, to the sottishness of brute
beasts. ''* Therefore,

Secondly, Whereas it was objected that men in their natural
estates are _y the Scriptures termed darkness, and in this respect

sented as unable to comprekend the light of the gospel, I answer,
ere is in the controversies about the extent and efficacy of the

grace of God vouchsafed unto men, as great an abuse of t]ae word
natural, (and so of the word supernatural, a term not found in the
scriptures, either formally or virtually,) as there is of the word or-
thodox in this and many others. The Scripture knoweth not the
word natural in an). such sense or signification, wherein it should
express or distinguish the unregenerate estate of a man from the
regenerate. Our translators indeed render _,vx,_c _v_,,roc (in the
scripture adjoining, of which a touch presently) the natural man;
but quo jure, nondum liquet. And however, the whole carriage of
the context round about maketh it as clear as the light (as I have
elsewhere argued and proved at large'f) that it is not the unregenerate
man, but the weak Christian, that is there spoken of and termed
q_vx,_, as a little after, in the same contexture of discourse, he is
termed _,p_,_, carnal, and v,l,_io¢h, xo,_,',_, a babe or youngling in
Christ. If therefore by the natural estate of men the objection
meaneth the unregenerate estate of men according to the whole
compass and extent of it, and under all the differences which it
admitteth, I absolutely deny that the Scripture any where termeth
"natural men darkness. Those Ephesians, of whom the apostle
saith, they were sometime darkness, had been not only or simply
unregenerate, but had walked in sins and trespasses, according to
the course of this world, and after the prince that ruleth in the air,
the spirit that worketh effectually in the children of disobedience,
by whom their understandings had been darkened, and they pos-
sessed with many false, wicked, and blasphemous conceits concerning
God and the gospel, &c. All which imply an unregenerate estate
most dangerously encumbered, and from whence it argued the high
and signal grace and favour of God that ever they should be deli-
vered. The 3ews also (John i. 5) are termed darkness upon a like
account, viz., because they were strongly and desperately prejudieed
and prepossessed with erroneous notions and conceits against Christ,
and about the estate of their Messiah at his first coming unto them ;
whom they expecting in the form of a great monarch, rejected and

• "fJalre 0 rb 7r¢_ebe_v b_b_C _a_ p._TakO_UO_'¢_,r_X_Col_r_ _a_ rb firtve'i_ _ko_.
r_r11¢ _ai dtrtkofif,, xal "trpbgr/l_' r_ _rltv_v avotav rar_vrtwTF_v_l_. ClaT,o6k
in Rom. Horn. 8.

"l"Novice Presb)_er, page 86, 87.
c_
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crucified in the form of a servant. It was this darkness which they
had through an oscitant, loose, and sensual converse with their own
Scriptures, voluntarily suffered to grow and spread itself upon the
face of their minds and understandings, that was a snare upon
them, and occasioned the sad event here mentioned, viz., that when
the light shone unto them (i. e. when sufficient and pregnant means
were vouchsafed unto them to have brought them to the acknow-
ledgment of their Messiah,) they comprehended it not, i. e. didnot
by the means of it come to see and understand that, for the sight
and knowledge whereof it was given them. For that, by the way,
is to be obsem'ed, that the evangelist _loth not say, that the darkness
in which the light shined could not, or was not able, to comprehend
it, but only that it did not comprehend it. 1Now it is a known
principle in reason, that "_t negatione actus, ad negationem poten-
tim, non valet argnmentum." There may be a defect in action, or
performance, where there is no defect of power for action. And the
very observ.ation and report which the evangelist maketh of the non-
comprehension of the light by the darkness in which it shone,
plainly enough imports, that the defectiveness of this darkness in
not comprehending the light did not consist in, or proceed from,
any nattural or invincible want of power to comprehend it, but from
a blindness voluntarily contracted, and willingly, if not wilfully,
persisted in. For how can it be reasonably supposed that this
evangelist, who flyeth an higher pitch than his fellows, in drawing
up his evangelical tidings for the use and benefit of the world,
sl_ould, in the very entrance of his gospel, and wlfilst he was thun-
dering out on high (as one of the fathers speaks) the divinity of
Christ, insert the relation of a thing that had nothing strange,
nothing more than of common and ordinary observation in it ._ Or
is it any thing more than ordinary, or what is most obvious, that
men do not fly in the air like birds, or that fishes do not speak on •
the earth like mell ? Or is it a thing of any whit a more savoury
e_nsi¢teration than these, that men void of all capacity, destitute of
all power, to comprehend the light, should not comprehend it ?
But that there should be a generation of men whom it so infinitely
concerned to comprehend the light, to acknowledge and own their
Messiah being now come unto them, and who withal had a rich
sufficiency of means to have done the one and the other, should
notwithstanding be so stupid and unlike men as not to comprehend
this light, not to acknowledge or own this their Messiah, is a matter
of high admiration and astonishment, and the mention of it very
commodious and proper for that subject of discourse, which the
Holy Ghost had now in hand, as might be showed more at large,
hut that I fear the reader hath already more than his burden of an
epistle.

Thirdly, Concern!ng that scripture, 1 Cor. ii. 1¢, " But the natural
perceiveth not,' &c., if, reader, thou conceivest there is any thing

in it spoken with any intent to disable reason or understanding in
man, so far as to divest them of all capacity or power for the appre-
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bending, conceiving, or believing any of the things of God, yea, or
particularly of such of the things of God the discerning and be-
lieving whereof is of absolute necessity for salvation, thou mayest,
if thou pleasest, deliver thy judgment from the mistake by the
perusal of a few pages in adiseourse formerly published,* where
thou wilt find this passage of Scripture opened at large, and driven

ome to its issue. Here I clearly demonstrate these three things :
1. That the place speaketh not of the natural, i. e., of the unrege-
nerate man, but of the weak Christian, the babe in Christ, 2. That
the things of God here spoken of are not such things the know-
ledge or discerning whereof is of absolute necessity to salvation,
but the high or deep things of God, of the true and worthy dis-
cerning of which only the spiritual man, i. e., the strong and well-

own Christian, is de pr_esenti and immediately capable. 3. Andastly, that the incapacity of these things of God, which is here as-
serted to be in the natural man or weak Christian, is not an utter
or absolute incapacity, or such which, by a diligent use of means,
he may not very possibly, and according to the ordinary course of
Providence, outgrow, but only a present or actual incapacity or in-
disposition, which is regularly, and, as it were, of course, curable.
These things I there evince from the express tenor and carriage of
the context.

Fourthly and lastly, to the objection concerning heathen philoso-
phers, heretics, and others of great parts and natural endowments
of reason, wit, understanding, &c., who either rejected the gospel
as a fable, as the philosophers, or else perverted and wrested the
truth thereof in many things to their own destruction, and, pos-
sibly, to the destruction of others as heretics ; I answer, When I
affirm and teach that reason, or the intellectual part of a-man, is
competent to apprehend, discern, subscribe unto, the things of God
and of the gospel, my meaning is not to affirm withal th_ therefore
men of these endowments, though ever so excellently emsi'ched with
them, must of necessity apprehend, discern, or subscribe unto these
things. Reason and understanding, even of the greatest advance
in men, w_ll serve men for-other ends and purposes besides the ap-
prehension and discerning of the things of God in the gospel, and
may accordingly be improved and employed by them; yea, they
may be employed against the gospel, and made to war and fight

against the truth of it. It is a saying of known truth concerning
all things that have not an essential connexion with a man s sove-
reign good,

Nil prodest, quod non l_lere ponlt idem : _.e.
Nothing there is so profitable,
But to do miechief is a_ able.

Because some men suffer themselves to be bewitched with a cor-
rupt desire of "drawing away disciples after them," and for the ful-
filli"ng of such a lust, "speak perverse things," Acts xx. 30, as the

* Novice Presbyter, 17.86, 87, 89, &c.
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apostle speaketh ; it cloth not follow from hence that therefore they
were in no capacity or in no possibility of speaking the truth and
refraining from the teaching of perverse things. Aristotle, speak-
ing of riches, saith that "it is impossible that he should have them
who takes no care to have them."* So are we to conceiv.e of the
knowledge and true discerning of the things of God in the gospel:
in what capacity soever men are, either for abilities, or means
otherwise for obtaining them, it is impossible that ever they should
actually attain them unless they be careful, and shall bend the
strength of their minds and understandings in order to the attain-
ment of them. Now, the heathen philosophers, more generally,
became vain in their imaginations, l=tom, i. 21, as the apostle
speaketh ; i. e., they spent themselves, the strength of their parts,
time, and opportunities upon matters of a low or secondary con-
cernment, and which they apprehended to have a more ready and
certain connexion with their own honour and esteem amongst men ;
and did not charge themselves, their gifts, or parts with that
worthy and blessed design which the apostle calls the having of
God in acknowledgment, t Upon this their unnatural unthankful-
ness towards God uttering itself in their addiction of themselves to
studies, speculations, and inquiries of a self-concernment, with
the neglect of Him, iaxorlaa¢ ,}aa_v_ro_a_r_v tcap$ia, their foolish heart
was darkened. Concerning heretics, it is a common notion amongst
us that these, from time to time, were turned aside from the way
of truth by some unclean spirit or other, as of pride, ambition,
emT, voluptuousness, or the like. If these spirits once enter
into a man, they will soon call in and take unto themselves other
spirits worse than themselves, I memr, spirits of error and delusion,
to advocate for them and plead their cause. As for the mistakes
and miscarriages in judgment of good men, upright in the main
with God and the gospel, about some particular points, they are
to be resolved into several causes, of which we shall not now speak
Pmiarticularly: only this I shall say, whatsoever any man's error or

stake in judgment is about the things of the gospel, it is not to
be imputed to any deficiency on God's part in the vouchsafement
of means unto him, competent and sufficient, as well for the guid-
ing into as for the keeping of his judgment in the way of truth ;
but into some deficiency, neglect, or incogitancy of his own, which
he might veryp_o_sibly have prevented., or overcome.. But,

Secondly, Concerning the Sprat of God, by winch alone, and ia
opposition unto reason, many affirm and teach that the things of
God and matters of religion are to be apprehended, discerned, and
known, I answer, that such an opinion as this is a conceit as un-
couth, as palpably weak, and incoherent with itself, as lightl_r can
be ; for if only the Spirit of God within me apprehends the things
of God, and Imvself apprehend them not, (and apprehend them I
cannot but by m)- reason or understanding, having no other faculty

"A_d_arov [X_l_ rbv 7tko_rov, p,) _rLp_o_vra _XEIV. hrist. Ethic.
T See the F__istle Dedicatory.
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wherewith to apprehend or conceive,) such an apprehension of
them relateth not at all unto me : nor can I any whit more be said
to apprehend them because the Spirit of God apprehends them in
me, than I may or might in ease the same Spirit should apprehend
them in another man. That which another man meditates or in-
dites in my house without imparting it unto me, no wkit more con-
eerns me than in ease he should have meditated or indited the

same things in the house of another man. Besides, the Spirit of
God being but one and the same infinite indivisible Spirit in all
men, he cannot, with any tolerable propriety of speech, nor
with truth, be said to apprehend, discern, or conceive that in one
man which he cloth not after the same manner aDorehend, dis-
eern, and conceive in maother, yea, in every man.-'Therefore, if
there be any thing more apprehended or discerned of the thing_ of
God in one man than in another, the difference arlseth not from
the different apprehensions of the Spirit in these men, but from
the different apprehensions of these men themselves, and this by
their own reasons and understandings, they ha_ing, as hath been
said, no other faculties, principles, or abilities wherewith to appre-
hend but these.

If it be demanded, But is any man able, without the presence
and assistance of the Spirit of God, to discern the things of God,
or to judge aright in matters of religion ? I answer,

1. Plainly and directly to the heart, I suppose, of those who
make this demand, No. The Spirit of God hath such a great in-
terest in, and glorious superintendency over, the minds, and spirits,
reasons, and understandings of men, that they cannot act or move
regularly, or perform any of those operations or functions that are
most natural and proper to them upon any worthy or comely
terms, especially in matters of a spiritual concernment, but by the
gracious and loving interposure and help of this Spirit. For,

• questionless, the intellectual frame of the heart and soul of man,
was, by the sin and fall of Adam, wholly dissolved, shattered,
brought to an absolute chaos and confusion of ignorance and dark-
ness, to a condition of as great an impotency to do him the least
service in order to his comfort or peace in any kind, as can be ima-

ned. So that if the reasons and understandings of men quit
emselves in their aetings or workings with honour, or in any

due proportion to their benefit, comfort, or peace, it must needs be
by means of that gracious conjunction of the Spirit of God with
them, which is a vouchsafement unto the children of men, procured
by him who raised up the tabernacle of Adam when it was fallen,
_Iesus Christ blessed -for ever ; in respect of which vouchsafement
purchased by him, and given unto men for his sake, he is said to
enliffhten every man coming into the world, John i. 9. So that
what light soe_.er of truth, what clear and sound principle or im-
pression of reason, or understanding soever, is, since the fall, to be
found in any man, is an express fruit of the grace that is given
unto the world upon the account of Jesus Christ, arid is re-invested
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in the soul by the appropriate interposure of the Spirit of God, the
_.'ft where.of,upon this account, is so frequently and highly mag-

ed in the Scriptures. Yea, not only the habitual residency of
all principles of fight and truth in the soul is to be attributed unto
the Spirit of God as supporting and preser_4ng them from deface-
ment, but also all the actings and movings of the rational powers of
the soul according to the true exigency, ducture, and import of
them, as ia all right apprehensions of things, in an legitimate and
sound reasonings and debates, whether for the confirmation of any
truth or the confutation of any error, or the like. But,

2. Though the Spirit of God coIltributes by his assistance after
that high manner which hath been declared, towards the right
apprehending, understanding, discerning the things of God by
men, yet this no ways proveth, but that they are the reasons and
understandings of men themselves, that must apprehend, discern,
and understand these things : and consequently must be provoked,
raised, engaged, employed, and improved by men, that they may
thus apprehend, and discern, notwithstanding all that assistance
which is administered by the Spirit, otherwise nothing will be
apprehended or discerned by them. Nor will the assistance of the
Spirit we speak of, turn to any account of benefit or comfort, but
of loss and condemnation unto men, in case their reasons and under-
standings shall not advance, and quit themselves according to their
interest thereupon.

3. In case the Spirit of God shall at any time reveal (I mean,
offer and propose) any of the things of God, or any spiritual truth,
unto men, these must be apprehended, discerned, judged of, yea,
and concluded to be the things of God, by the reasons and under-
standings of men, before they can, or ought to receive or believe
them to be the things of God, yea, before such a revelation can
any ways accommodate, benefit, and bless their soul. When our
Saviour, speaking of the Spirit to his disciples, saith, " And he
will show you things to cbme ;" and again, " He shall receive of
mine, and shall show them unto you," John xvi. 13, 14, he sup-
poseth that they (_4z. with their own reasons and understandings)
were to apprehend and judge of the things that should be thus
shown unto them, to have been shown unto them by the Spirit
of God, and not to have proceeded from any other author. Yea, in
case men shall receive the things of God themselves for the things
of God, or of the Spirit of God, before their reason and under-
standing have upon rational grounds and principles judged them to
be the things of God, yet can they not receive them upon these
terms, as the thin_ of God; I mean, as the things of God ought in
duty, and by command from himself, to be received by men, or so
as to benefit or enrich the soul by their being received. For as
God requires of men to be " praised with understanding," Psalm
xlvii. 7, (i. e. out of a rational apprehension, and due consideration
of his infinite worth and excellency,) so doth he require to be
believed also. And they that believe him otherwise, believe they



know not what, nor whom ; and so are brethren in vanity with those
that '" worship they know not what," John iv. 22, and build
" altars to an unknown God," Acts xvii. 23. To trust, or believe
in Godupon such terms as these, is, being interpreted, but as the
devotion of a man to an idol ; yea, the apostle himself arraigns the
Athenians of that high crime and misdemeanour of idolatry, upon
the account of their sacrificing to "all unknown God," Acts xvii. g9.

4, and lastly, The interposure and actings of reason and 1ruder-
standing in men, are of that sovereign and most transcendant use,
yea, necessity, in and about matters of religion, that all the agency
of the Spirit notwithstanding, a man can perform nothing, no man-
ner of service unto God with acceptation, nothing in a way of true
edification to himself, without their engagement and service. First,
I stand charged by God, not to believe every spirit, but to try
the spirits whether they be of God, 1 John iv. 1. I demand, by
what rule or touchstone shall I try any spirit ? VV_hen, or upon
what account, shall I reject one as a spirit of error, falsehood, and
delusion, and do homage with my judgment and conscience to
another as the Spirit of God ? If it be said, I ought to try the
spirits by the Scriptures, or word of God; I demand, again, but
how shall I try my touchstone, to be sure that that principle,
notion, or ground, which I call the word of God, and by which I
go about to try the spirits, is indeed the word of God ? There is
scarcely any spirit of error that is abroad in the Christian world,
but freely offers itself to be tried by the word of God, as well as
the true Spirit of God himself, i.e. by such meanings, senses, or
conclusions, as itself coIdldently asserts to be the word of God, _. e.
the mind of God in the Scriptures. So that I am in no capacity to
try such a spirit, which upon such an account as this pretends his
coming forth from God, unless I be able to prove that those senses,
meanings, and conclusions, by which he offers to be tried, are not
indeed the word of God. Now it is impossible that I should
prove this merely and only by the Scriptures themselves, because
unto what place, or places soever, I shall have recourse for my
proof or trial in this case, this spirit will reject my sense and inter-
pretation, in case it maketh against him, and will substitute another
that shall not oppose him. Nor can I reasonably or regularly re-
ject his sense in this case, at least as an untruth, unless I apprehend
some relish or taste therein which is irrational, or some dotion
which jarreth with or grateth upon some clear principle or other of
reason within me. For as on the one hand, what doctrine or notion
soever clearly accordeth, and is commensurable, with any solid and
undoubted principle or ground of reason within me, is hereby
demonstrably evinced to be a truth, and from God: so, on the
other hand, what doctrine or saying soever bears hard, or falls foul,
u_on any such principle, must of necessity be an error, and some°
wllat that proceeds from Satan, or from men, and not from God.
The reason hereof is clearly asserted by the apostle in these words,
" For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace," 1 Cor.
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xiv. 33. From whence it appears that God is not divided in him-
self, or contradictious to himself, so as to write or assert that in
one book, as in that of the Scriptures, which he denieth or
opposeth in another, as viz. in that of nature, or of the fleshly
tables of the heart of man ; but whatsoever he writeth or speaketh
in the one, he writeth or speaketh nothing in the other but what is
fairly and fully consistent with it. Upon this account it is a grave
and worthy advertisement of Mr. Perkins, in his epistle before his
treatise of predestination : " It is," saith he, " also requisite that
this doctrine (he speaks of predestination, election, and reproba-
tion) agree with the grounds of common reason, and of that know-
ledge of God which may be obtained by the light of nature." In
this _ying of his he clearly supposeth, that whatsoever should be
taught by any man in the mysterious and high point of predesti-
nation, otherwise than according to the Scriptures and the truth,
may be clearly disproved by this, viz. the disagreement of it with
the grounds of common reason, and of that knowledge of God
which the light of nature shineth into the hearts of men. If him-
self had kept close to this principle of his own, in drawing up his
judgment in the point of predestination, the world had received a
far differing and better account from his pen of this subject than
now it hath_ But if his sense were, that the heights and depths
of religion (for so we may well call the doctrines of election and
reprobation, &c.) have nothing in them but what agreeth with the
grounds and principles of common reason, and with the dictates of
nature in men, and consequently may be measured, discerned, and
audged of by these, he did not conceive that matters of a more

cile and ordinary consideration were above the capacity and
apprehension of reason. It was the saying of Augustin, that
" God hath bowed down the Scriptures to the capacity even of
babes and sucklings."* Tertullian hath much upon this account
to excellent purpose. In one place, speaking of the soul being yet
simple, rude, and unfurnished with any acquired knowledge, either
from the Scripture or other institution, he demands why it should
be strange, that being given by God it should speak out or sing
the same things, the knowledge whereof God giveth unto his
children. Not long after he admonisheth the Gentiles, that
neither God nor nature lies ; and thereupon, that they may believe
both God and nature, willeth them to believe their own souls. /k
little after he saith, that the soul he speaks of hath the words (and
therefore the inward senses and impressions) of Christians, whom
notwithstanding it wisheth that it might never hear or see. Else-
where, having mentioned some expressions of affinity with the
Scriptures as oft coming out of the mouths of heathens, he
triumphs, as it were, over them with this acclamation, "O, the
testimony of a soul naturally Christian !"J" Nor doth Calvin him-

• Inclinavit Deus Scripturas ad infantium et lactentium capacitatem.--.,4ug, in Psal. viii.
t" Tertul. De testimonio Animm attversus Gcntes, c. 1. Mirum, si a Deo data homini_

novit di_'inarc ? Sic mirmn, si a Deo data, eadem canit_ qu_e Deus suis dedit noss0. ]bid. c. 3.
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self say any, whit less than all this, when he saith, that " God hath
implanted, (or inwardly put) the seed of religmn m the nund
of men. '* Doubtless the seed sympathizeth richly with that
body which springs and grows from it. But these things by the
way. All impressions, all principles of light and truth, which are
found written in the hearts and consciences of men, are here

written by the finger of God himself. Therefore what spirit or
doctrine soever symbolizeth in notion and import, with these or
any of them, must of necessity be of the same parentage and
descent with them, there being no original parent or father of
light and truth, but God only. And on the contrary, what doc-
trine or spirit soever putteth any of these principles to sorrow or
shame, and doth not lovingly comport with them, hereby declare
themselves to be of a spurious and ignoble race, as Christ reasoned

with" the Jews, " If God were your Father,,, ye would love me : for
I proceeded forth, and came from God, John viii. 42. But be-
cause they hated him, he concluded them to be the children of the
devil.

Concerning the mystery of the Trinity, the incarnation of God,
or the Son of God, the conception of a virgin, with some other
points of like consideration, commonly pretended to be against, or
at least above, and out of the reach and apprehension of reason, I
clearly answer: 1. That they are every whit as much, yea, upon
the same terms, out of the reach of faith, as of reason. For how
can I believe, at least upon good grounds, and as it becometh a
Christian to believe, whatsoever he believeth, that which I have no
reason, nor am capable of apprehending any reason, nay, for which
there is no reason, why I should believe it ? If it be said I am
bound to believe the doctrines specified, because they are revealed
by God; I answer, that this is a rational ground, whereof my rea-
son and understanding are thoroughly capable, why I should believe
them. The light of nature clearly informeth me_ that what God
revealeth or speaketh must needs be true, and consequently worthy
and meet to be believed. If it be further said, but reason is not
able to apprehend or conceive how three should be really and
essentially one, and the same: how a virgin should conceive, and
bring forth a son, &e., I answer that no faith or belief in such
things as these is required of me, nor would be accepted with God
in case it were in me, above what I am able by my reason to appre:
hend and understand. As I am not able to apprehend by my rea-
son the particular and distinct manner how the three persons sub-
sist in one and the same Divine nature and essence, so neither am I
bound to believe it. That which I am bound to believe in this

point is only this, that there are three who do thus subsist, I

de tuis literls dubitas, neque Dens, neque natura mentltur; ut et Deo, et natur_e creda% erede
anim_ etc. Ibid. cap. 6. Cur verbs hsbet Chri_tlanorum, quos ne audltos visosque vuh ?
/b/d. 0 testlmonium _uim_ nsturalitcr Christisu_e! Tertul. Apologet

* N_ cui pr_clusus esset ad felicitstem aditus, non solum horainum mentibus iudidit illu4
quoddiximus religionis semen, etc. Calvin. Instit. I. i. c. 5. sect. 1.
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mean in the same Divine essence, and for this my reason is appre-
hensive enough why I should believe it, viz., because God himself
hath revealed it, as hath been said. If I should confidently believe
any thing more or further concerning the trinity of persons, com-
monly so called, and there is the same reason of the other points
mentioned, than what I know upon the clear account of my reason
and understanding, it would be presumption in me, and not faith ;
and I should contract the guilt of those whom the apostle chargeth
with intruding or advancing themselves into the things, which they
have not seen,* i. e. rationally apprehended and understood. But,

_. If it be yet demanded, but is it not contrary to the grounds of
nature, and so to principles of reason, that a virgin should conceive
a child ? And if so, how can such a doctrine, according to what
youhave asserted, be received as fromGod, or as a truth ? I an-
swer, it is no ways contrary to reason, nor to any principle thereof,
that God should be able to make a virgin to conceive, but very
consonant hereunto; as the apostle Paul supposed it credible
enough, as we lately heard, even in the eye of reason, that God
should make the earth bring forth her dead alive, Acts xxvi. 8.
Indeed that a virgin should conceive in a natural way_ or according
to the course of ordinary Providence, is contrary unto reason ; but
this religion reqnireth not of any man to believe. Nor doth it
bear hard at all upon any principle of reason, that God should be
willing to do every whit as great and strange a thing as that (I
mean as to cause a virgin to conceive) for the accomplishment of so
great and glorious a design, as the saving of a lost world. Nor is
it contrary to reason, or any principle thoreof, that God, or the
first Being, being infinite, should have a manner of subsisting or
being far different from the manner of subsistence which is appro-
priate to all created and finite beings ; or that this manner of sub-
sisting, which is proper unto him, should be unto men incompre-
hensible. But most consonant it is to principles of reason,
when God himself hath pleased so far to reveal that appropriate
and incomprehensible manner of his subsisting, as to declare and
say, that he subsisteth in three, that men should accordingly be-
lieve it so to be. So that most certain it is that there is nothing
in Christian religion, so far as it coneerneth men to know and
believe, but what fairly and friendly comports with that reason and
understanding which God hath given unto man, and what by a
diligent and conscientious use of these noble faculties, he may come
to know and believe, at least so far as to salve his great interest of
salvation.

Look with how many precepts, exhortations, admonitions, I
stand charged by God to submit unto, and practise ; I am under so
many charges and engagements from him likewise to exercise my
reason and understanding, 1. To apprehend aright the mind of
God in every of these respectively, lest when he enjoineth me one

• _A p_) _d_pa_:.<z,_pgar_tor. Col. ii. 18. Vide Sam. Petit. Var. Lect. ], i. c. 9.
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thing, I, through mistake, should do another : 2. To consider how,
when, and in what cases I am commanded by him to do this or
that: 3, and lastly, to pass by other particulars, To gather together
and call up upon my soul all stlch motives and considerations which
I am able, whereby to provoke, stir up, and strengthen myself to
the execution and performance of all things accordingly. When
God commandeth me to strive to enter in at the strait gate, to seek
his kingdom, and the righteousness thereof in the first place, to
labour for the meat which endureth to everlasting life, to be a man
in understanding, (to omit other precepts of like nature, Without
number,) he commandeth me consquentially, and with a direct,
clear, and necessary implication, to rise up in the might of my rea-
son and understanding in order to the performance of these things :
nor am I capable of performing the least of these great and most
important commands, in any due manner, but by interesting my
reason, judgment, understanding, and this thoroughly and effec-
tually, in and about the performance. " The truth is, I stand bound
in duty and conscience towards God, and in faithfulness to mine
own soul, neither to believe any thing at all, as coming from God,
which I have not, or may have, a very substantial ground in reason
to believe cometh indeed from him : nor yet to do any thing at all,
as commanded by him, unless there be a like ground in reason to

persuade me that it is indeed his command.
I confess, good reader, I have presumed at somewhat an unrea-

sonable rate upon thy patience, in detaining thee so long with the
argument yet in hand. But the sense of that unconceivable mis-
chief and misery, which I most certainly know have been brought
upon the Christian world, at least in our quarters of it, and which
lie sore upon it at this day, by means of the reigning of this notion
or doctrine amongst us, that men ought not to use, but lay aside
their reason in matters of religion, lieth so intolerably sad and
heavy upon my spirit, that 1 could not relieve myself to any com-
petent degree, with sa.ying less than what hath been said, to relieve
the world, by hewing m sunder such a snare of death cast upon it.
Most assuredly, all the ataxies, disorders, confusions, seditions, in-
surrections, all the errors, blasphemous opinions, apostasies from the
truth and ways of holiness, all trouble of mind, and sad workings
of conscience in me, all unrighteousness and injustice, all bribery
and oppression, all unhaanlike self-seeking and prevaricating with
public interests and trusts, all covetousness and deceit, and whatso-
ever can be named in this world_ obstructive, destructive, to the
present comfort and peace, to the future blessedness and glory, of
the sons and daughters of men, proceed and spring from this one
root of bitterness and of death; they neglect to advance and en-
gage home tqaeir reasons, judgments, understandings, in matters of
.religion, to employ and improve them according to their proper
Interests and capacities in these most important affairs.

O reader, my mouth is open unto thee, my heart is enlarged.
l_Iow for a recompense in the same, I speak unto thee as a dear
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brother in Christ, be thou also enlarged. Say unto the world
round about thee, " Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the
dead, and Christ shall give thee light." Doubtless the world would
soon find itself in another manner of posture than now it is, and
see the whole hemisphere of it filled with the glorious light of the
knowledge of God in the face of Jesus Christ, if the inhabitants
thereof, every man from" his quarters, would be persuaded to rise
up in the might of those abilities, those heavenly endowments of
reason, judgment, understanding, wherewith God, by Jesus Christ,
hath re-invested them, to seek after him, by inquiring diligently
into, by weighing narrowly all those things as works of creation,
works of providence, inscriptions upon the soul, and especially the
sacred word of extraordinary revelation, wherein and whereby God
hath drawn near unto men, and, as it were, prepared, postured, and
fitted himself on purpose to be found and known, and this as well
in the excellency of his grace, as of his glory, by all those who upon
these terms seek after him. The time was, when the Spirit was
not given, because Christ was not glorified in heaven, John vii. 39 ;
the time now is wherein the Spirit is not given unto the world
according to the preparations of the royal bounty and magnificence
of heaven, because he is not glorified on earth by the worthy em-
ployment of the means, abilities, opportunities vouchsafed unto
men. The word of God makes it one argument of the wickedness
and sensual ways of men, that they have not the Spirit, Jude 18,
19: yea, the apostle Paul by charging the Ephesians to be filled
with the Spirit, Eph. v. 18, clearly supposeth it to be a sinful strain
of a voluntary unworthiness in men, if they have not a very rich
and plentiful anointing of the Spirit. He that lives up to those
principles of light which God hath vested in him, is under the
beatifical influence of that most rich promise of Christ, "to him
that hath shall be _ven, and he shall have abundantly," Matt. xxv.
'29. By him that hath, in this promise, is meant, as clearly appears
from the tenor of the parable immediately preceding, such a person
who useth, employeth, improveth that which he hath, hereby
declaring that he hath what he hath. Nor is that which he is here
said to have, any thing of a spiritual or supernatural import. This
likewise is evident from the said parable. For here one of the
three, who all had received talents, one or more, all which talents
must needs, by the course of the parable, be supposed to be of one
and the same l_ind, nor is there the least intimation of any difference,
especially of any specifical difference, between them, is said to be
an e_41 and slothful se_'ant, notwithstanding his talent; and be'
cause of his slothfulness, to have been cast into utter darkness.
These are no characters, especially in the judgment of those with
whom we are to conflict in the ensuing discourse, of persons that
had received any thing saving or supernatural. But by that which
is here promised to be given, and that in abundance, to him that

hath, must of necessi_ be meant somewhat that is of a spiritual
and saving nature, lnis also is evident, from the carriage of the
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same parable, where the servants, who had received the talents,
and employed them faithfully, by whom are typified our Saviour's
olZxow._, those that have, as was lately said, are graciously in_ited

y their master into his joy : Enter thou into thy master s joy :
so to the other ; "Enter t-hou into thy master's joy." Now if either
God, or Christ, be signified and meant by the master of those servants,
as I suppose no man questions but that either the one or the other
are typified herebyj by entering into their joy, cannot be meant a
receiving of a greater measure of natural gifts or endowments, nor
of receiving any reward which belongs to persons qualified only
with such endowments as these, but -salvation, or eternal blessed-
ness and glory. If so, it roundly follows, that by what Christ pro-
miseth shall be given to him that hath, in the sense declared, is
meant somewhat of a saving consequence, as regenerating grace,
the sanctifying Spirit of God, faith, and the like. And promising,
not only, or simply, that to him that hath shall be given, but
.further, that he shall have abmadantly, he clearly signifieth, that
in ease men will provoke, stir up, and lay out themselves accord- .
ingly in the improvements of such abilities and gifts, which shall
from time to time be vouchsafed unto them, they may, by _rtue
of the bounty and gracious decree of God in that behalf, attain and
receive from God what proportion or measure of the Spirit of grace
and of God they can desire. Therefore, they that teach men to be
merely passive in matters of religion, and ibrhid them the use of
their reasons and understandings, as unlawful or dangerous, in
thes e affairs, how prudently soever they may consult their own
carnal ease, honour, or worldly accommodations by such a doctrine,
yet herein they say unto man, in effect, Be not excellent: let it
never be said that the God of heaven hath made you rich or great.

Good reader, I have no apology for my prolixity in the argument
in hand, but only the high and sovereigal importance of it, together
with mine own abounding in the sense of that most sad calamity,
under which the world groaneth by means of the importune and
tyrannical regency of that notion or doctrine unto the deposal
whereof I have lift up my heart and hand in all that I have said
herein. I shall only add this one word more, upon this account,
at the present: whereas thou, I fear, art ready to complain of a
long harvest already, the truth is, that all I have said in the busi-
ness hitherto, is but a first-fruit of that abundance, which yet
remaineth in my spirit and soul, ready to utter itself upon any
other like occasion, for the eradication and utter extirpation, if it
be possible, of that most pestilential and pernicious notion and
conceit out of the minds of men. In the meantime I shall make

thee some part of amends for thy patient bearing of my burden in
this l_oint, bv as much brevity as thou canst reasonably desire in

• _ " r . * " •

_hoert_himrodv:sd::: Psartutn_:_ar_e:tr_m_gch The telin_r h::::fd:a_
thrown in thy way, to alienate thy nfind from the perusal of the
,discourse ensuing.
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For Satan and men have together devised and hammered out
variety of arguments, or pretences, to alienate the minds of wca]_
and inconsiderate persons, not only from the doctrines themselves
here asserted, but even from acquainting themselves with books or
discourses, of like argument and plea with the discourse before
thee.

One vizor very hideous and affrighting, which they put upon the
face of such discourses as this, to scare children in understand.,
ing from them, is, that they teach the uncomfortable, sad, and
dismal doctrine of the possibility of saints and true believers fallia_

• r * *away, and this both totally and finally. But how far this doctnne
is from being either uncomfortable, sad, or dismal, I shall not here
stand to demonstrate ; but refer thee to the ninth chapter of the
discourse itself, with several other passages afterwards, where I
evidently prove, the two opposite doctrines being duly and impar_
.tially compared together, that that which denieth this possibility,
is every whit as great, yea, a far greater enemy to the peace an d
comfort of the saints, than that which afflrmeth it.

2. Some labour to work a distaste of such discourses as we

speak of in the minds of men, by possessing them with a conceit,
that they are derogatory and injurious to the grace, or freeness of
the grace of God, in the salvation of men; and that they exalt
nature, and the abilities hereof, as free will and the like, to the
dishonour and prejudice of this grace. To this I answer, 1. That
I am no ways responsible for all that may possibly be taught or
said, in every treatise or discourse, that buildeth up one or more of
the doctrines here asserted, but only for such things wherein their
sense and mine greet each other. 2. I answer to the charge, i_
reference to myself, and my doctrine and judgment touching the
grace of God, that it is of a like consideration and relation betweert
my accusers and me, as the accusation of an unchaste deportment
brought against Joseph by his mistress, was between them. For
as the accuser here, and not the accused, was guilty of the crime
objected in the accusation, so the truth is, that the sense and
opinion of those who sentence my doctrine as injurious to the
grace, or freeness of the grace of God, are themselves deep in the
condemnation, my doctrine being as innocent as the manifest trut]l
itself is from such a crime: nor doth it exalt nature any Whir
more, if not much less, than they. For, concerning the grace of
God, and the freeness hereof, I hold and teach nothing but what
fairly and fully accords with these positions. 1. That the original,
or first spring of the salvation of the world, and so of every patti.
eular person, that comes to be saved, was in and from the grace
the free grace, and good pleasure of God. 2. That the whol_
method, or system of counsels by which, and according unto which.
God effectet_ and bringeth to pass the salvation of all that ar_
saved, did proceed whollyVand entirely from the same. grace and goo.4
pleasure. 3. And more particularly, that the gift of Jesus Chnat
for a mediator and saviour unto the world; and so, the grant or
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promise of justification and salvation unto men, by or upon believ-
ing, issued solely and wholly from the same grace. 4. That men
by nature, and of themselves,/, e. considered in and under such a
condition as they were brough_ unto by Adam, and wherein they
should have subsisted, in case they had ever been born and lived in
the world, had not the free grace of God in Christ interposed to
relieve them, and better their condition, have no strength or power,
jaot the least inclination or propension of will, to do any thing, little
or much, acceptable unto God, or of a saving import. 5. That not-
withstanding this restoration or healing of the natural condition of
man by the free grace of God, yet there is not one of a thousand,
possibly not one throughout the whole world, but so far corrupts
himself with the lusts of the flesh, and ways of the world, that
without a second relief from the free grace of God, as, viz. in his
patience and longsuffering towards him, ever comes to repent or
believe, or to persevere believing, and so to be saved. 6. That it
is from the free and undeserved grace of God, that any person of
mankind is so much as put into a capacity of believing, or hath
power and means vouchsafed unto him, sufficient to enable him to
believe. 7. That a man is put into this capacity of believing by
an irresistible acting or working of the free grace of God. 8. That
when any man, by virtue of the power and means vouchsafed unto
him by the free grace of God, comes actually to believe, the exer-
cise and acting of this power proceeds also t¥om the free grace and
good pleasure of God : so that no man ever believeth, without a
present and actual assistance from the free grace of God in order
to this his believing, over and above his ability or power to believe.
9. And lastly, that the act of believing, whensoever it is performed
by any man, is so inconsiderably, and at so low a rate of effi-
ciency from a man's self, that, to help apprehension a little in the
case, suppose the act of believing could be divided into a thousand
parts, or degrees, nine hundred and ninety-nine of them are to be
ascribed unto the free grace of God, and only the one remaining
unto man. Yea, this one degree of the action is no otherwise
neither to be ascribed unto man, than as graciously supported,
strengthened, and assisted by the free grace of God. The reader
will find none of these positions contradicted by any thing affirmed
or denied in the discourse. I attribute as much as possibly can be
attributed to the free grace of God, in and about the act of believ-
ing, saving the attributableness of the action unto man kx_raself, in
the lowest and most diminutive sense that can well be conceived.
For certain it is, that it is the creature man, not God, or the Spirit
of God, that believeth: and therefore of necessity there must so
much, or such a degree of efficiency about it be left unto man,
which may with truth give it the denomination of being his. And
they that _o about to interest the free grace of God_ in or about
the act of_believing, upon any other terms, or so that the act itself
cannot truly be called the act of the creature, or of man, are injurious
in the highest manner to the grace of God at this main turn, ren-

D
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.tiering it altogether unprofitable to the poor creature, who, by the
verdict of such a notion, should be left in his sins, and never eoIne
to be justified. For the law of justification is expressly this: " ][_e
that believeth shall be justified." Therefore, if it be not man him.
self who believeth, it is impossible that he should be justifiea. ]bIe
that shall ingenuously and impartially compare the doctrine of our-
adversaries touching the grace of God, with that the substance
whereof hath been expressed in the nine positions lately exhibited,

wi_ clearly find, that this grace is by many degrees more highly
with another manner of an heavenly magnificence, advancecl b__AL

the tenor and import of this doctrine, than of the other ; yea, a_d
:that nature is far more depressed and abased, in the latter than in
the former. But,

3. Some pretend that the doctrines and opinions malntainecl in
such discourses as this, are only old rotten errors, rejecte_ _lad
thrown out of the church by orthodox men in all ages : But they
who hedge up the way of men with such thorns as these, to keep
them f_om reading such books as we speak of, cannot but scratch*,
yea, rend and tear, their consciences with them. Concerning the
two doctrines more largely handled in the following discourse, I

rove, upon a most pregnant account, in the fifteenth chapter for
e one, and in the nineteenth for the other, besides many Other

places in the body of the discourse, that they were never rejected
or cast out of the church by any council or synod reputed ortho-
dox, at least until the late Synod of Dort, but were constantly tautest

full and clear testimonies of their truth from the pen of Calviu
himself, and many others that are counted pillars on his side.

_. Some are brought out of love with such discourses as this, ]_y
being informed that they are full of nice, subtle, and curious specu_

lations, and that the secrets of God are too narrowly and presttrQp_
tuously pried into by the authors of them. To this I answer, 1.
If any man, whether in the handling of the doctrines we now speal_
of, or of any other, advanceth himself into the things which he
hath not seen, or above the proportion of his faith, let him suffer
as a transgressor of the law of sobriety : I shall not be his Cdvo-
,cate. For the discussions managed in the treatise ensuing, ][ __
no further than I feel the ground firm under me ; or if at any ti_e
I come to a place that is soft and tender, I tread light, and chair-"
no great matter of weight upon it. Yet, 2. Not to go up to t_ e
mount when God calleth and offereth the kisses of iris rnolat_
unto us there, under a pretence of danger in climbing, is to re__ec t
the bounty of heaven, and to betray' our richest opportunities- for
the making of ourselves excellent and great in the sight of _od,
and mtgels, and men. 8. Things revealed.... in the Scriptures, as X-cell
those of the most spiritual and sublime conslderatmn, which Our
Saviour calls "heavenly," John iii. 1_, and the apostle Paul sOr_e_
times "the deep things of God," 1 Cor. ii. 10, sometimes "str_n_,
meat," Heb. v. 14, aswell as things of a more obvious and f_tcil_
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import, belong unto us and our children; i. e., are our spiritual
patrimony, which God our Father hath given us to maintain our-
selves honourably, as viz., in faith and holiness in the wo_ld.
Every inch of such an inheritance is worth the standing upon and
contending for. 4. Aristotle, in his moral discourses, somewhere
observes, that persons who are vicious or tardy in either of the
extremes frequently censure him that is truly virtuous and
steers a middle course between them, as if he were an offen-
der in that extreme which is opposite to the other extreme,
wherein themselves are delinquent. So it is to be feared that
many who complain of curiosity in speculation, and of prying
into the secrets of God, are themselves dull of hearing, of remiss
and unengaged spirits in the things of God, and therefore call the
most substantial and solid discourses, if they be of any considerable
elevation and worthy of those who are spiritual and men of under-
standing, by the unworthy name of nice and curious speculations;
5. And lastly for this, I-confess that the doctrine of election and
reprobation, and so of the extent of the efficacy of the death of
Christ and of the interest of the Spirit of God in the work of con-
version, might have been managed and carried with far less appear-
ance of curiosity, had not the controverters of the one side for-
saken the solid grounds and principles of reason in their expositions
of the Scriptures, and obtruded upon the world such noti-ons and
conceits under a pretence of scripture authority, because of an ap-
pearamce of some words and phrases comporting with them, the
vanity and unsoundness whereof could not-be sufficiently detected
but by the light of some such strains of reason which the minds and
thoughts of men being not accustomed unto may at first very probably
censure as more curious than safe, more subtle than sound. But
the saying of Basil is worthy consideration on this point: "Truth,"
saith he, " is hard to be taken by hunting, and must be found out
by a narrow observing of her footsteps on every sine ; and more
especially the discovery of the _truth in the controversies we speak
of, maiuly depending upon the knowledge of the nature of God and
of the manner of his actings, which are matters of a very spiritual
and abstruse contemplation, it cannot reasonably be expected but
that the disputes themselves should sometimes soar high, so that
the ordinary apprehensions of men may possibly lose the sight of
them for a time.

5. Some plead a non-necessity of bestowing our time in looking
into books that shall now or hereafter be written about the argu-
ment or subiect-matter of the loresent discourse, upon a pretence
that nothing more can be said t_herein than hath been said already,
and that all scriptures and arguments that can be levied for the de-
fence of the doctrines maintained herein have been already an-
swered. Such a pretence as this is proper for men who hope to
make a great purchase with a little money, to produce the honour

Aua0_parog _ d)._0eta, _a_. "xarrax_O_v _X_,_vr_a.
D2
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£nd reputation of much knowledge and learning by uttering a few
assuming and daring words : for, upon what sober and rational ac-
count can such a saying proceed i_om any man ? or who can say
unto the Almighty, with due reverence to the unsearchable riches
either of his wisdom or of his grace and bounty, Hitherto indeed
thou hast advanced thyself in giving wisdom and mlderstanding
unto men, but further thou canst not go, thy treasures are ex_
hausted ? It becometh not me to say, unless I were invested with
Paul's privilege of speaking without offence like a fool, 2 Cor. _r.i.
16, 23, that there are several considerations and grounds traversed
in the present discourse, and these intimously relating to the cori-
troversies there handled, which I believe the masters of the pretence
last specified have not observed in all their travels through those
many regions of books and authors which they would be supposed
to have read and studied for the information of themselves and
others with the truth in those great controversies. And whereas the
pretext in hand glorieth that all that hath been said in defence of
the ophfions avouched in our discourse hath been already answered,
unless he take sanctuary at some _¢ery unproper significatio_ of
the word answer, his glorying in this behalf will be found to his
shame; .yea, such a sanctuary as this will not much relieve him.
Indeed, as Tacitus saith of the ancient Britons of this nation irL re-
lation to the Romans, "l_.os potius triumphatos, quam victos fuisse,',
that_he Romans rather triumphed over them than overcame them ;
so have the adversaries of the opinions and doctrines we speal< of
been at the charge of erecting many trophies, one after another, as
if they had by the sword of the Spirit and dint of argument vaxl.
qnished- and subdued them, and trodden down their strength.
whereas, upon a true and impartial account, the main grounds_axl_
pillars upon which the said doctrines stand will be found to renleti_
undemolished and unshaken to this day, yea, and to have too muck
evidence and clearness of truth in them ever to be shaken.

Some pretend that the opinions contended for in this discourse
have been from time to time taken up and held, for the most l_art,
by a looser and less religious generatio.n of men, and the contraa-y
by persons of a better name for holiness and worttfiness of conver_
_tion. This notion is accessory to some men s stumblings at the
said opinions, yea, and at all those, whether men or books, that
give the right hand of fellowship unto them. But what rlea_
communion this notion hath with darkness and untruth is al_ul_.
dantly proved in the ninth, fifteenth, and nineteenth chapters of th,_
discourse, b_ides other places. Although the truth is, that, wel;e
there truth in it, yet would there be little weight in it to mediate
a resolved enmity between men's judgments and these opiniorls
The devil held that Sesus Christ was the Holy One of God, Mar_ i[
24, and professed it, while Paul persecuted him and thought verily
that he was bound to do many things against his name, _A.c_q
xxvi. 9. But to this point I speak more in the said fifteeriti_
chapter.
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The noise of Arminianism, Pelagianism, Socinianism, is very
terrible in the ears of some, and make the said opinions the dread
and abhorring of their souls, and all books and men that own
them as the shadow of death unto them. To this I answer,
1. That it is a saying of Luther, that " God sometimes puts on the
vizor of the devil, and the devil the vizor of God ; but God would
be known" by men "under the vizor of the devil, and would have
the devil rejected under the vizor of God."* Odious names and
imputations are but the devil's vizors, which, though they be by
men put upon the face of truth, will not excuse us in our rejections
of the truth. :But, 2. Concerning the charge of Pelagianism, I de-
monstrate, in several passages in the discourse, that the opinions
there pleaded have an exl_ress diametrical antipathy against the
errors of Pelagius, and that the sense of our adversaries, in opposi-
tion to us, is traly Pelagi.an. 8. Concerning _A_rminianism, I con-
fess I do not well understand what men mean by it. I suppose
they mean the owning of such doctrines or opinions in opposition
to the truth, so voted and called by men, which were held and
taught by Arminius. If so, the formality or essence of Arminianism
doth not stand in holding any thing simply in opposition to the
truth, but in opposition unto men, as supposed by themselves and
others to be truth. The Jewish doctors, who love to be called
Rabbi, have a saying, that the law is on earth, not in heaven; the
import of which saying Musculus interprets to be this, that the
law (meaning of God) is subject to their power _ or authority. If
this be the sense of those that are teachers amongst us, that their
authority is competent to overrule the Scriptures, or to make
truth and error of what they please, they who dissent from them
must, for ought I know, compose themselves as well as they can to
bear the burthen of their imputations. If the opinions commended
by me for truth in the work in hand be Axminian, certain I am
that the ancient fathers and writers of the Christian Church were

generally Arminian : yea, and that Calvin himself had many sore
fits and pangs of Arminianism, at times, upon him ; yea, and that
the Synod of Dort itself was not free from the.infection ; nor scarce
any writer of name and note in these latter times. These things
are brought into a clear and unquestionable fight by the discourse
ensuing. Concerning Socinianism; if the opinions themselves
charged herewith know no more than I do of the truth of the

if such doctrines or tenets, which now suffer the ignominy and re-
proach of Arminianism, Soeinianism, Pelagianism, &c., shaft be
found to be the truths of the ever-living God, sorrow and shame,
and confusion of face will be a portion, at least, of the portion of

* Deus larvam diaboli, diabolus Dei induit, et Dcus dub larva diaboli cognoscl, et diabolum
sublarva Dei reprobari vult.--Luth, in Gal. v.

f Magistri Synagog_ dicebant, Lex est in terr% non eat in ccelis ; significantes iUam sum
Imtestativsse_ubjectam.--Mus. I Cot.xi.
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those who have crowned them with the honour of such martyrdom.
" The day will declare it, because it shall be revealed as by fire.'"

Some pretend that all disputes in matters of religion, wherein
the received doctrines or tenets generally held in those places where
such disputes are commenced, are opposed, tend to the unsettlir, g
and disquieting the minds and consciences of men : and minister
occasion unto many to abandon all care and thoughts of religion,
as containing little in it but matter of uncertainty, and deubtfttl_
ness of disputation ; and upon this account, very passable, as they
suppose, are professed enemies to such disputes. But to this _ve
briefly answer, 1. That it is much better that men's judgments an d '
consciences should be for a time disturbed, than that they should
always remain settled upon the lees and dregs of any rotten ancl
unsound opinion. We lately showed how perilous error is to the
precious souls of men. God never dealt more graciously by t_e
earth than.when he shook the heavens, by sending the Messiah of
the world to turn the state of religion, as it were, upside down in
the midst of it. David acknowledged unto God that it Was good
for him that he had been afflicted; that so he might ]earn ]1is-
statutes, Psal. exix. 71. And so many, I believe, have, and happy
were it had more the like cause to say it : it is good for us that _rce
were sometimes shaken in our judgments and consciences, t]_at _*ve
might learn the truth. _. They who are offended, that there should
be arguings and disputes to and fro about the things of God, ax, d
matters of religion, seem to be either discontented that the things
and counsels of God should be so spiritual, or remote from the
common or first apprehensions of men, that all men should not _tt
once understand them; or else loathe, that they who are in tlle
gall of any bitterness, by being entangled with error, should ]_e
delivered. We read that Paul frequented the synagogue for the
space of three months together, disputing and persuading th,
things concerning the kingdom of God, Acts xix. 8. And after_
wards, that for two years to_ether he disputed daily, about matt• o . ers
of the same nature and import, m the house of one Tyranr,,,_
ver. 9, 10. 3, and lastly. " .... "iliad it not been for disputes m matters
of religion, the pillars of antichrist's throne had not been sha]_e n
to this day. Upon occasion of those frequent disputes in Gerraa_

about matters, of religl.'on in,,Luther's, days, a magistrate and. j'ud_=of the popish party said: If it comes to matter of dispute o_,.
whole mystery :will'be confounded." * And as wisdom saith, " 2kH
they that hate me love death," Prov. viii. 36; so may sober a_d
thorough examinations and discussions of the mysteries of on_
faith, say, All they that hate us love darkness, love error, lov-e
danger, yea, and death also.

As for the allegation of those who pretend all controversies ariel
disputes about matters of religion to be malignant to the civil
peace, and therefore judge it a high point of state policy to clis_

• Si disputatur_totum nostrum mysterium dcstnmtur.--_cu/tet. A_d. Dccad. 2, p. 384.
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charge their coasts of them, as the Gadaxenes did of Christ, it is
not worthy an answer; inasmuch as it savours more of Atheism
and profaneness than of reason or Christian policy. For it is an
express order from heaven, directed unto all Christians, to "con-
tend," and that "earnestly, for the faith which was once delivered
to the saints, '' Jude 3. Now to restrain the members or subjects
of a state from doing that which God, upon whom the peaces
safety, and prosperity of all states so entirely depend, hath so ex-
pressly enjoined them to do is, without all peradventure, to consults
not the joy or ]peace, but the sorrow, trouble, ruin of this state.

Other pretences of a lighter and looser notion it is like there axe,
by which some are made such affectionate and effeminate proselytes
to the opinions rejected in this treatise, that they cannot bear the
gentlest or softest air that breathes cool upon them. But I am'
already beyond the line of an epistle : and therefore shall not per-
sue the chase of such enemies a_ayfurther. I crave leave only to
add a few words concerning the change of my judgment in the
great controversy about the death of Christ, with the rest depend-
ing hereon, by way of answer unto those who labour to represent
my present judgment in the said points, as little valuable or con-
siderable, because it sometimes stood a contrary way. Though I
know nothing in the allegation subservient in the least degree to
the end and purpose therein mentioned, but rather much against it;
yet let me say, 1. That however sin and an evil conversation axe
just matter of shame and disparagement unto a man, yet repent-
ance and amendment of life are truly honourable. Nor do I know
why it should be of any more disparaging an intepretation against
any man to reform his judgment, than his life, neither of which can
be done without a change in either. Nor, 2, can I resent any such
conformity with my never-sufficiently admired, adored Saviour,
which consists in an increase of wisdom, (for herein he is reported
to have increased in the days of his flesh, Luke ii. 52,) any matter
of prejudice or disparagement either to myself or any other man.
Though he indeed was never 13revented with error, yet was he post-
enriched with the truth in _nany things. A man can hardly, if
possibly, "grow in grace, and in the knowledge of Ye.sus Christ our
Lord," 2 Pet. iii. 18, without outgrowing himse_ in judgment and
understanding from time to time, without rectl .fy_g and making
straight many things in his mind and thoughts which were crooked
before. 3. That chosen vessel Paul never quitted himself like a
man, fiever consulted peace and glory to himself, until he built ujp
that faith which sometimes he had destroyed. Nor was his

authority or esteem in-the gospel, and in the things of Jesus Christ,
ever a whit the lighter up0n the balance because he had sometimes
been a Pharisee. 4. I desire to ask the men that make the change
of my judgment a spot of weakness or vileness in it, whether them-
selves were always in the same mind touching all things with them-
selves at present. If so, it plainly argues that their thoughts and
apprehensions, now they are men, are but such, which are incident
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unto children. And if, since their coming to riper years, they have
always stood, and are resolved always to stand, by their first
thoughts and apprehensions in all things, it a sign that their
judgments reside more in their wills, than their wills in their.judg-
ments; and that they are much more like to judge accoroang to
appearance than to judge righteous judgment. But this whole
nation knoweth, to its sorrow and sad sufferings, that many of the
persons we speak of have shifted their judgments_ and that in mat_
ters of a far more ready and easy cogmzance than the questior_s
about predestination, into a troublesome corner. Yea, there a_ce
very few of those amongst them who call themselves ministers of
the gospel, but many times, when they preach, within the compass
of an hour, either change their judgments or deny them, their
doctrine being frequently Samaritan, when their application is
Jew. 5. If to dig broken cisterns, with the forsaking of the fou__
tain of living water, be the committing of a double evil, Jer. ii. 18,
how shall not a recoursing to the fountain of living waters in cori_
jdunction with a forsaking of broken cisterns, be the practising of _t

ouble duty ? And if so, shall it not be of so much the higher accel__
tation with God ? And if it be thus, ought it not to be of higher
acceptation with men also ? To forsake an error is one duty, alld
to embrace truth is another: whereas to persist in one and the
same mind., suppose it be sound and good, is but a single duty.
Our Saviour informeth us, that "there will be joy in heaven OVer
one sinner that repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just
persons, that need no repentance," Luke xv. 7. That which is an
occasion of a multiplied rejoicing in heaven, why should it be made
matter of ,complaint, charge, or imputation upon earth ? 6. IIe is
in the most likely and best capacity to give a right judgment be-
tween two countries or lands, as which is the more fruitful, the
more heaJthful, the more pleasant of situation, &c., who hath beerL
an inhabitant in both, and acquainted himself with the respective
conditions of both in such particulars. In like manner, it is so far
from being a reason, why a man's present judgment should be
rejected, that he hath been of a contrary judgment formerly,
that it rendereth it the more considerable and competent to
discern aright between those opinions, with which it hath heerl
thoroughly, and upon a conscientious engagement, acquainted.
It is a true saying of the heathen philosopher, "E,_a_o¢,_p_,,_,
zaX_ a _tv_z_," i. e. Every man is able to judge well of those
things which he knoweth. But when a man, having a 1
time known and professed such an opinion, by and under t_ge
profession whereof he enjoyed peace, credit, wealth, love and re-
spect from men of all sorts, and was in a fair and probable wag t-
have lift up his head yet higher in the world, by his continuance
the profession of the same, shall notwithstanding relent in Ilia
judgment, and quit the profession of this opilfion, and profess that

* Arist. Ethic. 1. i. r. 3.
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which is oppositeto it,whereinhe couldnot but in allreason
judge and concludebeforehand,thathe shouldwith Paul,=_vra
_,lmo_,,_Sat,suffer loss of all things, lose credit, lose friends, lose all
hopes of preferment from the world; when a man, I say, shall
change his judgment upon such terms as these, it is a strong argu-
ment that he well and thoroughly understands the spiritual danger
and inconvenience of the opinion which he forsakes, as likewise the
worth, truth, and goodness of that which he embraceth and pro-
fesseth in the place of it. Therefore, 7, and lastly, as David re-
plied to Michal, when she upbraided him with such a deportment,
by which, as she apprehended, he had made himself contemptible
and vile, "I," salth he, "will yet be more vile than thus," _ Sam.
vi. 22. So, the grace of God assisting me, if the changing of my
judgment upon such terms, as God knoweth, and men also know in
part I have done in the controversies oft mentioned, rendereth
either, me. or my judgment contemptible, I am resolved, u:pon the
like occasion, to make both it and myself more contemptible yet,
by cutting off from my soul error after error, as fast as they shall
be discovered nnto me, and by changing my judgment as oft as I
shall thoroughly understand that my spiritual interest doth require
it. Yea, it shall be one of my chief exercises, quotidib de erroribus
meis demere, to diminish daily the number of my errors, by making
a diligent and frequent survey of the state and condition of my
judgment, and by separating the vile from the precious here, until
no misprision at all of God, or of any of his things shall, if it be
possible, be found with me.

Reader, I trust, though I have wearied thee with a long epistle,
and so have made thee incapable of reading farther at present, yet
I have withal begotten in thee a serious desire and resolution to
possess thy heart, soul, judgment, conscience, with the substance
of the ensuing discourse,- and this with as much expedition as thy
opportunities of reading will permit. " Let them that have wives,
be as if they had none : and they that weep as though they wept
not: and they that rejoice, as though they rejoiced not: and they
that buy, as if they possessed not," 1 _or. vii. 29, 30: but let
him that ruuneth for the great prize of a blessed eternity, for an
incorruptible crown of glory, be as a man wholly taken up, and
transported with the glory of his engagement, let him so run as if
he had nothing else to do but to run this race. Give me leave to
mind thee of an admonition recommended unto men by an heathen
philosopher: " It becometh not him that is a man, to mind the
things of men," (i. e. such things as men commonly mind,) "nor him
that is mortal, mortal things. But as far as is possible to immor-
talise it, and so to c_uit himself in all things, as to live according to
that which is most excellent in him,"* (meaning his mind and

'_ Ob YO_ '_2,0p_lrtva Cpov_'iv, llvOpco_ov _vra, ol_ O_rd t rbv Ov_r6v" _k_" _' _ov
[:lt_XtT'a't , _raOavar(_tv, gas d_Iravra _ote'(V wpbg rb gOv tara rb xgEtrtarov r_v
_v a_r_._drist. Etldc,. x. c. 7.
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understanding.) lgow thy God, and my God, of his rich g"faee_-
give thee a large heart to understand and consider the great things
of thy peace ; recompense the labour and travel of thy soul in read_
ing the discourse here presented unto thee, with the precious
returns of light and life and peace into thy bosom, that whexz:
thou shalt have read thou mayest say, I have been in the mount:
with God, and mayest return with thine heart rejoicing and withl
thy face shining unto men. This, good reader, is the unfeigned
desire and fervent prayer of,

Thy brother in Christ,

Greatly devoted to the peace of thy sou],

JOHN GOODWIN.

From my stud F in CoZeman-street, London,
Feb. 12, 1650.



REDEMPTION REDEEMED.

CHAPTER I.

There is no created being, or second cause whatsoe_er, but dependeth
upon the first and supreme Cause or .Being, which is God: and_
this as well in the second as in the first act i I mean as well in the
motions and operations issuing from, or Terformed by, every of
them, as in their simple existence or being itself.

WE shall not need, I presume, to levy a dispute for the gathering
or getting in that tribute due to the crown and sovereignty of
being, from all beings besides, which consists in an acknowledgment
of his free bounty, in calling thmn out of the abyss of vanity and
nothing by the word of his power, hereby taking them into part
and fellowship with himseff in his prerogative of being, according to
what was resolved by "the counsel of his will," as meet to be dis-
pensed unto every of them, respectively, in this kind. Trees that are
thoroughly and deeply rooted in the earth, will grow and flourish,
though the dew or rain from heaven should seldom or never fall upon
them: but grass, and herbs, and tender plants, whose roots have
but a slender and thin protection of their element against the scorch-
Lug violence of the sun, will soon wither and die away if the clouds
of heaven shoulcl not ever and anon drop verdure upon them, and
relieve them. In like manner, such notions and impressions in the
soul, into which nature is deeply baptized and mightily possessed
with their truth, are like to live and to maintain their interest and
authority in men, though not seconded or relieved by argument or
dispute; but those, which have only taken a fainter and looser
hold of the judgments and consciences of men, are in danger of
nuscarrymg, and vroving like the corn upon the house top, which,
as David observeth, ' withereth before it be grown up, Psal. cxxlx.
6, unless they be timely, yea and frequently encouraged, backed,
and strengthened by discourse. That there is a Being, which
looks upon this universe, with all the host of it, as the wor.]_nan.o
ship of his own hands ; and that every creature, or finite being, is
]ineally descended from him as their great and fixst progenitor, are,
I conceive, such principles of light and truth, written in so fair and
full a character in the tables of all men's hearts, that even whilst
they run they may read them, yea, and cannot lightly depose or
suffer the loss of them, though they be not bound upon their judg-
ments and consciences with any other bands of argument or demon°
stration, than those of their o_,n evidence and conviction. Therefore
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what God hath made manifest and clear in men, we shall not ca_t
any suspicion of darkness or obscurity upon by making it matter
of disputation.

And though the dependence of things in actual and complete
being upon God for sustentation and support, as well of their sit, x_
ple existences and beings themselves, as of their operations (respect_
ively, which is the sense and substance of the thesis propounded)
be not altogether of so pregnant an inspiration as dependence
upon him for their production, and first bringing into being ; yet
conceiving it not to be of any difficult or remote speculation, riot

finding it so much as controverted or questioned by any considering
man, especially of latter times, we shall in these respects conte_t
ourselves with a brief and light inquiry upon it.

The Holy Ghost indeed judged the assertion of this truth, a_d
that by one of his greatest instruments, worthy of him ; yet not so
much,'I suppose, to commend it simply as a truth, or to secure the
judgments and consciences of men of the veracity of it, as to
enforce the practical consequences thereof upon them ; upon which
ground, doubtless, it is that we find so many common and orclin_try
truths, not only delivered, but some of them oft repeated arxd
inculcated in the Scriptures. Principles and assertions that etre
very obvious and low for matter of truth and apprehension, rneLnr
be transcendently weighty and high in those things, whether relati_
unto practice or opinion, which are enfolded and contained in thera_ °_
and deducible from them. Mary was but a carpenter's wife, Yet
did she bring forth the Great Messiah and Saviour of the world.
But this only occasionally. The truth held forth in the thesis is
the clear doctrine of the apostle Paul, and that preached at Ather_s,
amongst philosophers, for ,!earning and knowledge, the princes of
the world. "For in him, saith he, speaking of God, "we live,
and move, and are, or subsist," (as the original ta_tv, import_
eth,) t_ a_r_, "in him," i. e. through him, or by means of him, (_
the preposition iv frequently signifieth, Acts xvii. 28. We are r_ot
said to live, move, and have our beings in God in a way of perrais_
sion only, as, viz., because he refrains the exercise of that po_ver
in him, by which he is as able to take away all our beings as he vca.u
at first to give them ; or because he forbears to annihilate us : i_t
such a sense as this, we might as well be said to live in every maaa,
who having power and opportunity to kill us, yet suffereth us irL
the possession of our lives. But we are said to receive or ha_r,_

these accommodations in or through God in a positive way, viz.:
by means of a glorious supporting influence, which issuing fror_
his power by the mediation of his goodness or will, is to the gre_t
body of the creation, and to the respective parts and mcmbel-s
hereof, as the soul is to the natural body of aman, with the members
thereof, which remaining in union with it, preserveth it from disso_
lution and putrefaction; or as the presence of the sun is to tile
light in the air, which retains its being, whilst the sun shines up_x
it, but vanisheth presently, and becomes that which is not as soc)rl
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as the fountain of fight withdraweth his shining. The Holy
Ghost himself expresseth the dependence of creatures upon God
in a borrowed resemblance of very near affinity with this : " Thou
hidest thy face," saith David unto God, "they,"/. ¢. the creatures,
"are troubled; thou takest away their breath, they die, and return
to their dust." That great act of God, in itself so wonderful and
inexpressibly glorious, the sustentation and upholdin_ of the uni i
verse, with all the parts thereof, in being, is ascribed only to the
setting or turning of his face towards it, to show, I conceive, that

• it is an act of special dignation and favour in him to preserve it,
and yet withal an act of easy performance, and which costs him not

• the least labour or toil. A gracious look from him will do it effec-
tually, as the contrary is enough to affright all things out of their
beings, and (wlfich is equivalent hereunto, and in some cases more,)
out of all that is desirable in their beings.

The Lord Christ is said _,v ,a _r_vva, Hob. i. 3, i. e. to sustain,
or bear up all things by the word of his power; which implies,
1. An utter impotency and weakness in the creature to stand alone,
or to keep itself by its own strength from a recidivation, or relapse
into its first vanity or nothing : for that which is able to preserve
itself from falling needs no support, or bearing up by another.
_. That Christ feels no weight, or burden of the universe, whilst he
supporteth it. The speaking of a word, especially within himself,
and in his mind only, engageth no man's strength,'nor putteth him
to the least pain. This great act of bearing up the universe, is
therefore, I conceive, appropriated unto Christ, though common to
the other persons with him, because in his mediatory humiliation
he laid a foundation of equity and reason, why God, notwithstand-
ing that great provocation given by the sin of man, to dissolve it,
should yet consent to the standing'and supportation of it. Such
executions which depend upon his mediation, and for which there
had been no place otherwise, are elsewhere in Scripture peculiarly
asserted to him in respect thereof: see John v. _7. Though in
respect of the Divine nature, power, and will, being one and the
same in all the three persons, there is a necessity of their joint
concurrence in all actings, ad extra, as the schoolmen call them,
yet such of these actin__s, _or which way hath been made by any
personal achievement or transaction of any of the three, may, with
a good savour of reason, be in a more special and remarkable
manner attributed to that person, who hath more peculiarly inter-
posed for the procurement of them.

When the apostle affirmeth that we five and move in God, in the
sense declared, as well as have our essence or being in him, his
megning seems to be, that it is through God, and his voluntary
closing with us, that we have and do enjoy all manner of accommo-
dations of being, as well the greater and lesser, as essence or being
itself. To live, ofttimes in Scripture, signifies the enjoyment of

an happy, and eontentful condition, which signification is no ways
inconvement for this place. Or if the apostle be conceived to
speak of the lifo natural, which is not improbable, he must be sup-
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posed to include all those noble and desirable faculties and endow-
ments, as of reason, memory, judgment, understanding, speech,
&e. which are appropriate to the life of man: so that when he
saith we live in God, his meaning is, not only or simply that that
spring or fountain of vital actions or motions in men, which in a
district sense is termed life, is possessed, enjoyed, and held by
means of a gracious and loving comportment of God with them for
"such a purpose; but that all that honourable retinue likewise of
those excellent powers and faculties named, which attend upon the
principle of life in man, is maintained in being by the same coin.
plianee also.

Whereas, he adds, that in him, also, ,:_vo_t,_Oa,we move, or are-
moved, as the word rather importeth, he implieth, not only that all
our vital actions and motions are exercised and performed by the "

racious concurrence and compliance of God with us, as well as OUr
yes themselves, and principles of action preserved; but, further,

.that there is a further and appropriate concurrence of God re-
quired, and by him accordingly exhibited, to enable men to act
.those very principles of action and motion that are in them, distinct
from that by which their lives, and principles of action in every
kind are preserved: insomuch, that though men be never so we_l
appointed or provided for action in one kind or other, in respect of
suitable, proper, and sufficiently disposed principles thereunto; vet.

upon a suspension of that particular influence or concurrence" ]a3_
.God, which is appropriate and necessary, both for the leading forth
.unto, and for the supporting of these principles, in and under their
'proper actions, there is none of them will go forth into action, Ixor
is able to maintain or support itself in acting. But whether such
a concurrence of God supposed, and actually granted, as is suffi_
eient both for the leading forth unto, and for the support of the
principles we speak of, in their proper actings, these principles
notwithstanding, at least such of them, whose actions lie under the

• command of the will, may not refuse or forbear to act, is another
:question, wherein more may be said hereafter.

In the meantime, that God may at any time separate between
.principles and their actings, even those that are most proper artd
conuatural to them, only by withholding that compliance of his

with them, which is appropriate and necessary for their eonduetixag
unto action, is evident from several passages in the Scriptures.

Doubtless, the heat of the fire in _Iebuehadnezzar's furnace, beirig
heated seven times hotter than ordinary, was as proper, as likely

O v

means to have consumed Shadrach, Meshach, and Abedneg , beirtg
:east into the midst of this furnace, as those who were employed l_y
the king only to cast them into it. Nor can it reasonably be said
that God separated the heat or burning property from the fire, or
annihilated it, all the time that these three men were in the furn_tee
For, 1. Unless we shall suppose the subject itself, l mean, the fire"
to have been destroyed or a"n-nihilated, we cannot suppose that heett-'.
or a l_urning property, being a property inseparable from sucht -"

subject, should be taken from it. _2. It appears by the story, that
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'_those who cast the three servants of God mentioned into the
furnace, were consumed by the fire of it, whilst the servants of
.God remained in the furnace. Therefore, certainly, there was true
fire and true heat in the furnace, whilst the three men continued in

it. 3. And, lastly, the story saith, that "the princes, governors,
and captains, &c. being gathered together, saw these men, upon
_vhose bodies the fire had no power," Dan. iii. 27. So that there
is not the least question, but that there was real fire and real heat,
and that in abundance in the furnace; which notwithstanding
had no power, no, not so much as over the hair of their
heads, or the garments they wore. What now was the reason
•why this fire and this heat prevai]ed not over those that were
cast into the midst of them, as they did over those who cast them
in ? Was it any other than this ? the Lord of hosts' withdrawing
the wonted conjunction of himself from the heat of the fire, and
refusing to comply with it in that expedition or attempt, which
it naturally inclined to make upon t]_ese men, as well as upon
any others, to destroy them; whereas he kept his natural and
accustomed union with this heat, in that attempt which it made
upon those other men, who cast these into the furnace; by
means whereof it suddenly prevailed upon them and consumed
them. There was the same reason why the bush, which Moses
saw burning with fire, was not consumed by it. The reason like-
wise, in all likelihood, why the men of Sodom could not find the
door of Lot's house, was, because God withdrew his usual Concur-
rence from their visive faculty, in order to the discerning of that
object: for that other things were all this while visible enough to
them, appears from their continued endeavours, even unto weari-
ness, in seeking this door. If they had been wholly blind, so that
they could have seen nothin_ at all, it is no ways credible but that
they would have desisted their enterprise at (he very first. This
withdrawing or suspension of the wonted presence of God with
the seeing faculty of men, is called " the holding of their eyes,"
•Luke xxiv. 16. " But their eyes were holden, that they could
not know him :" 'F-_paro_vro, they were mightily or powerfully held :
they could not act, or perform that which otherwise was most
natural and proper for them to do, in receiving and representing to
the sensus connnunis, or adiudadn_ faculty of the soul, the true

.... " "ilspecies and shape of a person standing vls b y before them, and
near to them, t_rough the want of that accustomed co-operative
presence of God with them in order to this act, which until now,
it is like, had never failed them upon the like occasion. Other
instances we have in Scripture of such like impotencies and de-
ficiencies as these, in natural faculties, through the suspension of
that sovereign presence with them, upon which all their motions
and actions depend. SeeJohnxx. 14, 15; 2Kings vi. 17, 18, &c.

When God threatened his people of old, " That the wisdom of
their wise men should perish, and the understanding of their pru-
dent men be hid," Isa. xxix. 14, he doth not, I suppose, threaten
an utter annihilation of those principles or habits of wisdom and
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understanding in these men, but only an intercisio_ or failing of
such interposals and actings from, and by these principles, in order
to the safety and preservation both of themselves and their state,
which might reasonably, and according to the common course of
second causes be expected from them; which wonder, as he calls
it, was I conceive to be effected only by the hiding of his face from
them, without the beholding whereof no second cause whatsoever
is able to move, no, not in those ways of acting which are most
appropriate to them. This manner of execution of the judgmerlt
here threatened, seems to be implied in those latter words, "-_d
the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid," i.e. shall

not. be conspicuous or. discernible.. in any fruits or effects worthy
of it ; not that the pnnclple itself should be absolutely destroyed, .
or divested of being. This liberty, or great interest of God, which
we speak of, I mean, to suspend the proper and most accustoraed
effects of second causes, by refusing to join in action with them
causeth that time and chance, as the wise man eaileth them, w]lic]_
happen now and then in those occurrences of human aiTairs, as, viz.
when " the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong,,,
&c.'Eccles. ix. 11.

If it be here demanded, inasmuch as second causes and created
principles, especially in men, act, notwithstanding such a subtrac_

tion of the Divine presence from them, as hath been declared,
though not according to the perfection of their natures, but ir_ a
troubled and miscarrying manner ;--the eyes of the two dlseil_le s
we spake of, though they were so held, that they knew not Christ,
viz. to be the person which he was, yet they represented him unto
them as a man, &c. ;--whether do such actings as these prpcee d
from their principles without any such presence of the First Cattse
with them, as that, which we have asserted to be simply necessary
for and with second causes, whensoever they go forth into actiori ;
or what manner of presence of this first cause, or how differirlg
from that which is constant, .anti more agreeable to their natures,
shall we suppose they have with them when they act irregularly or
deficiently ?

To this I answer:

1. Whensoever second causes move into action, whether the-
act congruously to their respective natures and kinds, or wheth j'

• " " e '_erdefectively, they still have, and must have, a pres nce of the fi_,
cause with them, as hath been already argued. But, _

2. Vv'hen they fail or falter in their motions or actlngs, i¢
their motions be_such which are not moral, or commanded by tl_'e "
will, (of which kind the misrepresentation of the person of Christ
by the eyes, or visive faculty of the two apostles was,) I conceive
that the presence or concourse of the first cause with them, is attelT_.
pered and proportioned in order to the deficiency of. the action, r.... • -L

mean as well to the degree as kind of this deficmncy, and is _1¢_
the same with itself in the ordinary and proper actings of thes-:
fac_ties. The reason hereof is, because faculties merely natttra_
act determinately and uniformly after one and the same marlr_er,
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unless they be troubled and put out of their way by a superi6r
power. But in moral actions, and such whose deficiency proceedeth
from the wills of men, orother creatures endued with the same faculty,
the presence and concourse of the first cause with the principles
producing them, is not, at least ordinarily, different from that which
is natural and proper to them, and by virtue whereof at other
times they act regularly, or at least may. The reason hereof is,
because the nature and intrinsical frame and constitution of the
wiU, importeth a liberty or freedom of choosing its own motions,
or acts; this being the essential and characteristical property
of it, whereby it is distinguished i_om causes merely natural. Now
then if this faculty, when it moves or acts inordinately, should be
so influenced by the first cause, as hereby to be determined, or
necessitated to the inordinaey of its actings: 1. That distin-
guisMng property we speak of should be dissolved or destroyed,
and the will itself hereby reduced to the order and laws of causes
merely natural. 2. The inordinateness or sinfulness of the mo-
tions and aetings of it, could not be resolved into itself, or its own
corruption, but into that overruling and necessitating influence of
the first cause upon it, which it was not able to withstand, nor to
act besides, or contrary unto the detern_nating exigency thereof.
And thus God shall be made the author of skn, which is the first-
born of abominations, even in the eye of reason and nature itself.
But of these things more hereafter.

Though all the motions and actings of the creature, and
created principles or faculties are absolutely suspended upon the
association of the first cause with them in their actings, yet do
they very seldom suffer any detriment, or actual suspension of their
motions, or actings hereby; God never denying, suspending, or
withdrawing that concurrence or conjunction o'f hi'resell with them,
without which they cannot act, but only upon some special desi_m,
as, for example, now and then to be a remembrancer unto tile
world, that nature and second causes are not autocratorica], i. e. do
not perform, what or_naril¥ they do perform, independently, and
of themselves, but that he _s the sovereign Lord of them, and hath
all the strength and operations of them in his hand. The battle
commonly is to the strong, and the race ordinarily to the swift, and

bread most frequently to men of understanding, &c. But more of
this also in the followin_ chapter. '

The apostle affirming, That in God we live and move, in the
sense declared, passeth the sentence of condemnation against two
opinions, which yet condemn one the other also, being two extremes_
leaving the trutl_ between them in the middle. The former denies
all co-operatlon of the first cause with the second, affirming, That
God only communicateth that operating virtue unto them, which
they respectively exert and put forth, and preserveth it, but doth
not at all co-operate with it. The latter affirmeth, That it is God
only who acteth or worketh at the presence of second causes, and
that these do nothing but stand by, act not at all. The former of

E
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these opinions was held by Durandus, the schoolman, and by so_rie
others, far more ancient than he; against whom kugustin dis-

puteth, Lib. v. de Gem ad lit. c. 20. The latter, by Gabriel -]_iel,
a schoolman also, and some others of that learning. The apostle 8
assertion, That we move in God in the sense asserted, is visibly
attended with these two consequential truths: 1. That God dot]_
associate himself and communicate with second causes and all
created principles, in their respective motions and operations ; and

consequently contributes more towards their motions and 0perationa _
than only by a collation and conservation of a sufficient strength or
virtue in their .respective caus_ to produce them. 2. That th_
ordinary effects, acts, and operations produced in these sublunary
parts are not so, or upon any such terms attributable unto God,,
but that they have their second causes also respectively produci_
them, whereunto they may as truly, and perhaps more properly, la_
ascribed as unto God. • _"

CHAPTER II.

Though there be as absolute and essential a dependence of seoo_v_
causes upon thejTzst, in point of motion, action, and operation, v_
of simple existence or being ; yet are not the motions, actions, o_
operations of second causes, at least ordinarily, so immediately o_.

• precisely determined by that dependence which they have upon ttee
first cause as their resloective beings are.

THe. simple existences or beings of things maybe said to bedeter_
mined by God, the first cause, three ways. 1. In respect of their
natures_ or constituting principles of their respective beings. _- I_
respect of their production into being. 8, and lastly, In respect
of their permanency or continuance in and with these natures a_.a
beings. In the first consideration they are absolutely, and in e_'__ "_
respect determined by God; neither themselves nor any o*'_ t-y

_aler

contributing any thing at all towards their natures or beings, i--
that sense, nor being in any capacity to withstand or make L2 "*
resistance against that hand of pleasure and power which i. J y

• ¢_¢1qf_

them so or so, and Imparted such and such a nature or frame deter.
minately unto them. But secondly, in respect of their respectiv_
actual productions into being, they are not, at least a great Part ¢._
them are not, so determined by God as in the former considerati-'_
tYlen may sow more or less grain or corn in their fields as 4�t�_r_"

to multiply individuals in some species of animal creatures ; _._

however, to restrain such a multlphcatmn. Yea, doubtless r_l_ll
ersons, both of men and women, have been _roDa_ated and _._ :F

into the world, whose parents were not determined or necessitet.rr_.Le_
to their generation. In the third and last consideration, thoug_
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things cannot, at least all things camlot, be said to be absolutely,
p6sitively, or irresistibly determined by God as in the first, yet
doth'his will and pleasure, for the most part, interpose effectually,
though by the mediation of causes, either natural or moral, or both,
for a determination in this kind also. The continuance of herbs,
plants, and trees in their vegetative lives or beings, in respect of
their species or kinds respectively, is determined by God, but by
the intervention of their several natures, temperatures, constitutions,
or the like. So that those herbs, plants, or trees more generally,
and in respect of their kinds, are longer lived whose tempers and
complexions are more healthful and strong, and so better provided
to resist and defend themselves against such inconveniences, which
endanger and are destructive unto the lives and beings of such
creatures as they. The continuance of individuals, or particulars
in each kind of these vegetative creatures, in their respective natu.res
or beings, is not so determined by God but that they are obnoxious,
at least many of them, to the hand and will of man, who may at
pleasure serve himself of which and of how many of them he
pleaseth, being within the reach of his arm and under his power.
.A_man may cut down, and suffer still to grow, which and how many
of the trees growing in his own ground he pleaseth. Thus may
he do also by the herbs in his garden. There is the same considera-
tion in all respects of sensitive creatures also. The lives of many
of these are subjected to the wills and pleasures of men.

Concerning the natural lives and beings of men in the world,
neither is the continuance of these so absolutely or peremptorily
fixed or determined by God, but that either themselves or others
may either abbreviate and contract them, or else enlarge and pro-
tract them to a longer period by means proportionable unto either.
By excess in sinning, and so by'defect in caution, and use of means
for their preservation, men may draw the evil day of death nearer
to them ; as by righteousness, and a _rudent circumspection to pre-
vent dangers and_tt_ngs destructive unto life, they may put it
farther from them. "But thou, O God," saith David, shalt

bring them down into the pit of destruction : bloody and deceitful
men shall not live out half their days, Psa. lv. _3 ; i.e. the half of
those days, which according to the course of nature, and provi-
dence, and will of God otherwise, they might have done. To
like purpose, Eliphaz in Job, speaking of a wicked man who
stretchet]l out his hand against God, and strengtheneth himself
against the Almighty; i. e. who sinneth at more t l_. an ordinary
rate of provocation ; "His branch," salth he, shah not De green,
but shall be cut off before his day. God shall destroy him as the
vine his sour _raDe, and shall cast him off as the olive doth his
flower," Job xv. "32, 38. And again afterwards, " Hast thou
marked the old way which wicked men have trodden ._ who were
cut down out of time, whose foundation was overflown with a
flood," Job xxii. 15, 16. It is probable he here speaks of the old
world, who because of that redundancy of wickedness which wasE2
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amongst them, were destroyed by a deluge of waters, which other.
wise they might have escaped; according to what our Sac:lout
speaketh to Capernaum concerning Sodom, " If the mighty works
which have been done in thee had been done in Sodom, it would
have remained unto this day," Matt. xi. 23. And whereas God
threateneth Ephraim, meaning the ten tribes, that " within three_
score and five years Ephraim should be broken, that he be not a
people," Isa. vii..8; this judg[n, ent according to Musculus's coa_x_
putation, was put in execuuon within twenty years after this
prophecy, and that "propter enormitatem, malitiae,", as he saith, i. e.
for the enormous heinousness of their wackedness. So then, am
God hath by no decree determined that men shall be wicked, espe_
cially not outrageously wicked, which we shall further demonstrate
afterwards, so neither hath he determined that abbreviation of the
lives of particular men, which their voluntary excess in wicked_
hess brings upon them. He hath indeed determined indefinitely
mid in the general that bloody and deceitful men shall not llve out
half their days; but if we speak of any particular persons, _Vho 3
being bloody and deeeitful, came thereby to an untimely exact
neither their sin nor their suffering by an untimely end was deter:
mined by God.

Again, That men, by a prudential and providential care in pre-
venting dangers, sicknesses, and such inconveniences which are of a.
known malignity to the llfe of man, may advance their days to a.
greater number than under a contrary neglect, especially as the
neglect for degree might have been, they would or could in tea
son have amounted unto, is evident. God himself inibrmed l:)avi_
that if he staid in Keilah till Saul should come thither to denaaxt,.1
him, which he was now ready to do, the lords of this city would delZa_
vet him up unto him, 1 Sam. xxiii. 12, in which case he had been but
a dead man : therefore David, by departing from Keilah before Sztul'-
coming down to demand him, added many davs unto his life a]3__ _• ¢ ,oV- e
what their number would have been had he neglected the E)iv_-..... -til e

oracle, and, by staying m Kellah, lkllen Into the hands of _vtul.
The men that were with Paul in the ship, by hearkening unto hia
counsel for causing the mariners to abide in the ship, got enlar_, e

ment hadqcertaiulyOfuarter for their lives, which, upon their leaving of" th_Ship, been denied unto them; for Paul said unto t_ae
centurion and the soldiers, "Except these abide in the ship ye eaxt_
not be saved," Acts xxvii. 31 ; whereas, upon their staying irt the
ship, "it so came to pass that they came all safe to land," vet.
The Lord Christ himself, by the care and faithfulness of Joser,_.-. _"
conveying him, being yet an infant, into Egypt, accordin_ t_*'_ x_tt
charge of the angel which appeared unto him, came to see _. _ile
more days m the flesh than he was hke to have done in case he a_, xlal:l.

been found in Bethlehem, or near to it, when Herod s bloody i--
quisition came forth against him. For this is the reason whiel_ t_e
angel gave unto Joseph why he was enjoin.ed by God to remove
child Jesus into a place of safety : " Herod, saith he, "will seel< thethe
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young child to destroy him," which supposeth not only a possi-
bility, but a probability at least, if not a certainty, that, _ the
child had remained in or about Bethlehem, Herod both would have
found him out and also destroyed him. So, afterwards we read,
Luke iv., and elsewhere, that Christ, by declining the present rage
and bloody intentions of the Jews from time to time, drew out the
days of his mortal pilgrimage to that just pm_od and hour wherein,
according to his ever-blessed good pleasure, h.e had appointed that
happy meeting between his own death and the life and salvation of
the world.

True it is the days of human subsistence and continuance on
earth are in the general but finite, yea, and few ; yet, if we speak
of particulars, they are not properly determinate-or set dowTnas
so many, and no more, by any decree of God. It is, indeed, ap-
pointed by God unto men once to die, Heb. ix. if7 ; yea, as Job
caleulateth, within a short time : " Man," saith he, " that is born
of a woman is of few days, 'z Job xiv. 1 ; but I do not find it said
of all particular persons that it is appointed unto them to die at
such or such a time , day or year of their lives, or that they shall
neither die sooner nor live longer. I deny not but that there are
some few examples in Scripture of persons the precise number of
whose days seemeth to have been'fixed by God His gracious
message to king Hezekiah, being now sick unto death, was that he
would add unto his days fifteen years, 2 Kings xx. 6 ; yet this ex-
pression doth not necessarily imply that they should be adequately
and precisely so many, and no more. Nor when Job, in passmn,
reasoneth thus with God, (as our last translation rendereth his

• words,) "Seeing his days are determined, and the number of his
months are with thee : thou hast appointed his bounds, that he can-
not pass: turn from him thathe may rest," &c., Job xiv. 6, 7, dothhe
suppose that the bounds and limits of all men's lives are so rigidly or
lmmoveably pitched by any decree of God, that they must of neces-
sity live home to them_, ancl cannot possibly live beyond them ; but
only this_ that if God will at any time interpose by his power to
cut off the" life of any man, he may determine and put a period to
it without being resisted or hindered by any. According to the
exigency of this sense, both Tremellius and Beza translate that• " f hclause "And the number of his months are with thee, out o t e
original, thus, "Numerus mensium ejus penes te est ;" i.e., "the hum-
be " " " " ower." meaning, that thou ma est maker of his months is m thy p , _ Y
them fewer or more, if, and as thou pleasest. Doubtless, if either
David or Hezekiah had conceived the date and period of their lives
to have been irreversibly concluded by any precedaneous decree of
God, they would not have interceded with that affectionate impor-
tunity which is found in their prayers for a prorogation of them.
"I said," saith David, " 0 my God, take me not away in the
midst of my days," Psal. cii. 24; and again, " 0 spare me, that
I may recover my strength before I go hence and be no more,"
Psal. xxxix. 23. These expressions clearly imply that David ap-
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prehended as well a liberty in God as an executive power, either
present]y to take away or else to continue, l.fis life and being in the
world for a longer time : for who wlll sohelt a man to do that for
him which he apprehends him in no capacity or possibility to do ?
or for that which he conceives him whom he requesteth absolutely

engaged and necessitated to do for him whether he requesteth it
no ? lgow, such a liberty in God as we speak of, and as ]David
supposeth, was wholly inconsistent with such a peremptory and ir-
reversible decree concerning the punctual extent and duration of
his life which some imagine. So, when he fasted and wept for the

life of his child, being sick, he neither supposed God bound by
any unchangeable decree either to continue or presently to take
away the life of it, but at liberty to do either. In the prayer of
Hezekiah, though there be no express petition found tot the en-
largement of his life, yet there are grounds laid down which are
proper to enforce such a petition upon, and by the tender whereof
unto God it is evident that he did solicit for a reprieve, which is

. et. more .app.arent from that gracious return, whlch,, God,,made. unt,_
_m of this his prayer by the prophet Isa, ah : Go, saith _rnd

¢ ° o --_

unto him, ' and say unto Hezekiah, Thus saath the Lord God of
]:)avid thy father, I have heard thy prayer, and seen thy tears ; be-
hold I will add unto thy days fifteen years," Isa. xxx_ii. 5. There_
•fore, doubtless, when Job saith, as we heard, that the days of anaan
are determined, or, pr_ecisi, i. e., cut short, as Junius and Trenlellius
render ih and that God hath appointed his bounds that he cannot
pass, he doth not speak of any determinate number of days or yem-_
set out by any decree of his unto particular persons for life, w-hic-t_
by no interveniency of means or occasions, on either hand, can
either be diminished or protracted, but of that general counsel,
purpose, or decree of his by which he hath reduced and contracted
the mortal pilgrimage of man on earth to a very short and lneonsi_
derable space of time.

Nor doth it follow from any of the premises but that God doth Ire.
qtlently interpose, and that after a very special and remarkable llaall_
net, sometimes for the preservation, otherwhile for the abbreviation
mad cutting offthe lives of particular men. When God will undertal_e,
mad resolved]y engage to stand, by the life of man, as now. and. then
he doth_ at least for a time, a thousand shall fall at lus side, and

ten thousand at his right hand, and the danger not come nigh hin_,
i. e._ he shall remain as safe and as free from evil as if all danger of
evil were far from him. " He shall not be afraid," i.e., such-a
man needeth not to be afraid, "for the terror by night_ nor £o,-
the arrow that flieth by day; nor for the pestilence that walket_.
in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noon-dv.F,,', _
Psal. xci. 5--7. But daily experience sho_eth that God doth rtot
engage himself upon such terms as these for the protection of ,a_
lives of all that are godly, many of these falling by the bart_lo e
death even whilst the lives of thousands and tens of thousv.___ _Lt tltS

round about them are not touched therewith: nor have any per-
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sons, though never so godly, any sufficient ground from the ras-
sages mentioned, or the like, to expect, absolutely and with confi
denee, protection of life in the midst of all such dangers which are
there specified, but only conditionally, viz., if God will vouchsafe
to undertake for their preservation and peace. Such scriptures
hold forth the constant power, not the uniform will or pleasure of
God. On the other hand, when God " taketh no pleasure," as
the Scripture phrase is, in the life of a man, the little finger of
death is enough to crush it; my meaning is, a very slender and
inconsiderable occasion will serve his providence for the dissolution
of it. But neither of these dispensations amounts to any demon-
stration of any such decree in God, wherein he hath punctually
and indispensably assigned to all persons whatsoever a set number
of. years,, months,, days, hours, and moments for their allowance of
life, which neither himself nor themselves, nor any other creature,
bath the least liberty or power either to augment or diminish upon
any occasion or by any means whatsoever. It is indeed commonly
reported to be a great article in the Turkish creed, that the lives
of all men, at least of all Turks, are so absolutely disposed of in the
counsel and decree of God, that it is a thing-simply impossible
for men, either by running upon the mouths of cannons, or by
casting themselves into the sea, or by rushing naked into the midst
of a host of armed enemies, or by adventuring upon any danger,
upon any death whatsoever, to anticipate the date of such a dispo- •
sal ; and so on the contrary, by any care, prudence, or circumspect-
ness whatsoever, to prevent the fatality thereof. But such notions
and decrees as these are fitter to make Alcoran divinity than Chris-
tian. I freely acknowledge all the decrees of God to be absolute
and unchangeable upon any occasion or by any means whatsoever,
and none of them in a true and proper sense conditional ; but I
am far from maMng the decrees of God commensurable with his
prescmnce or foreknowledge. But of this hereafter.

In order to a full and thorough explication of the subject last in
hand, if this had been Cny material part of our present design,
many particularities, besides those insisted upon, should have been
added. But the consideration of the dependence of the motions

and actings of the creature upon God, in respect of their determi-
nation, is more intimous to the heart and spirit of our grand
intendment, than of their simple existences or beings. Therefore,
(to pass on to the explication of ttrls,) we have laid down for the
argument of this chapter, this conclusion, (either in words or
substance,) that the motions, actions, or operations of second causes,
though they do as absolutely depend upon the first_ as their
existences or beings, (as was argued in the former chapter,) yet are
they not by this dependence, at least ordinarily, so immediately or
precisely determined as their beings. Notwithstanding how their
beings, in respect of their natures, their productions, their subsist-
ings, or durations in being, are determined or not determined by
God, hath been the inquiry raid decision of the preceding part of
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this chapter. VV'e come now to _qulre how far, and after what l
manner, the motions and actions of second causes are determined

or necessitated to be both when, and where, and what they are, by
that essential dependence which they have upon God.

_Allsecond causes whatsoever are reducible to one of these three
heads or kinds: they are, either, 1. Such which act and raove
without any knowledge or apprehension at all, (as being capable of
neither,) either of the end, for the obtaining whereof they act or
move, or of their motions or actings in order to this end. Or, _.
Such which axe capable of some kind of knowledge or appreheIl_
sion, both of their ends, and of their actings and movings towards
these ends, but very imperfect and weak, viz., such which exte_tcl
not to the reason or relation of these ends, nor to any deliberation
about them, nor yet to the proportion or aptness of those their
actings and movings for the obtaining of their ends. Or, 3. arxd
lastly, they are such which know and apprehend, (or at least azre
capable of both,) not simply of those ends in order whereunto they
act and move, but of the nature, reason, and further tendency of
these ends also, as likewise of the proportion of likelihood of their
engagements in any kind, for the obtaining of their ends. "the
first kind of these causes are called natural, or merely natural ; the"
second, animal,.or spontaneous ; the third, rational, voluntary, _r
free-working. Of the first sort arc, 1. all inanimate and lifeless

• creatures, as fire, water, air, earth, stones, minerals, and such like ;
2. all creatures which are endued with a principle of vegetatiori,
but not of sense. Of the second, are all animal or sensitive
creatures, not partakers of any principle or endowment, above those
of outward sensation, and a certain estimative faculty or phantasy,
by which they first apprehend what is naturally good or evil for
them, (at least in some particulars,) and, second, are acted all£l
moved accordingly; as either to or from them, but without axay
deliberation or consideration had, either about the one or the other.
O£ this kind are beasts of the field, birds of the air, fishes of the
sea, and generally whatsoever hath breath.and life, excepting inert.
These are said to act or move spontaneously, because they act out
of some knowledge of their end, without any compulsion or
necessitation from without. Of the third and last sort are or_ly
men and angels, whether good or bad, in either kind; who are
therefore called rational, voluntary, or free-working causes, because
they axe capable not only of an apprehension or knowledge of such
ends, for and towards the obtaivSng of which they act and move,
but also of the nature, quality, and import of them, and of
deliberation likewise, or consultation about the means and ways of
their procurement.

Now though all these several causes have such a dependence
upon God, that, as hath been said, none of them can move into
action without a suitable concurrence from him, yet are not their
actions or motions thereby determined ordinarily, or necessitat_cl
unto or upon them. The reason why fire burns, or heats, and dotal
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not moisten, cool, or the like, is not because God eoncurreth with
it when it acteth ; for then air or water should burn and heat like-
wise, with a like concurrence. Therefore the particular and
determinate actions of the fire are not caused by, do not flow from
that concurrence of God with it when it acteth, but from that
intrinsieal form, or those natural properties which he hath vested
in it by the law of creation. There is the same reason of other
causes of this kind in their respective actions or effects. Nor are
the motions or aetings of the second kind of'causes mentioned, as
of birds, beasts, &c., anywhit more determined than of the former,
by the presence of God with them in their actions ; but partly by
their natural abilities for action or motion, partly by the natural
proportions affd disproportions between their respective estimatives
or phantasies, and such and such creatures or objects, whose
natures are either proportioned or disproportioned unto them. As
for example, the reason why a lamb runneth to the dam, and
i]eeth from the wolf, is partly the natural sympathy between the
phantasy of the lamb and thedam, and the autipathy between the
said phantasy and the wolf; partly also that ability or nimbleness
of motion which God hath given unto this creature for the
conveyance of itself this way or that, according as the phantasy of
it is affected. The concurrence of God with it when it runneth to
the dam, and when it fleeth from the wolf, is, doubtless, one and
the same_ so that the difference of these two motions in this
creature doth not arise from any diversity therein, but from one of
the causes now mentioned.

In like manner, the actions and motions of the third and last kind
of causes, which we termed rational and voluntary, are not deter-
mined, i.e. made rational and voluntary (much less_ are they
necessitated) by the conjunction or presence of God with them,
when they act or move, but by their own proper and free election
of what they act, or move unto. "Whilst it remained,' saith Peter
to Ananias, speaking of his possession, whilst it was yet tmsold,
and remained with him in specie; "was it not thine own ?"
Acts v. 4 ; i. e. wert thou not at full liberty to have retained, and
kept it for thine own private use, there being no law of God
imposing it as a duty upon thee, to sell it? "And when it was
sold was it not in thy power ?" viz., whether dhou wouldst part
with the money which thou receivedst for it, or no ? The word
_o_a, translated power, doth not only signify a power of right, but
of liberty also, or_a freedom of will to dispose of it, as he pleased;
otherwise, a power of right had been of no accommodation mlto
him, nor any competent matter of the aggravation of his sin.
"Why hast thou put this thing into thy heart ? viz., to dissemble

" and lie ; pretending and profess!ng to bring the whole money which
thou receivedst for the possessmn, when as thou bringest a part of
it only ? God concurred with the motion of Ananias's will, when
he resolved to bring his money to the apostles for public dis-
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tribution: and so likewise, when he brought it, otherwise he could
not have resolved or willed to do it. Yet this concurrence of God
with him in his act of willing or resolving, did not make it necessary
for him so to will or resolve, because he had a power, this notwitH- _
standing, to have willed or resolved the contrary ; I mean, either
the keeping of the possession to himself, being yet unsold ; or the
not bringing the money received for it to the apostles. Otherwise_
both the act of selling it, and also of bringing the money to the
apostles, must be looked upon, not as the acts of Ananias, but of
God himself. For whatsoever a man is necessitated to do, especi_
ally by a principle of force, or power out of himself, is the act of
the necessitator, not his. Yea, the apostle Paul counteth it no
flattery either of himself, or any other man, to acquit both himself
and them, of all such irregular acts, whereunto they are necessitated_

ti:r:o" tthough by n t 1 1 Now," saith he, ", if
I do that _ i mPor_n:Ip tha do it, but sin ttla.t
dwelleth in me," Rom. vii. _0. It is .true, the act of Jnanias's
will, both for the selling of his possession, and bringing the money
to the apostles, in the very instance of the elicitation or production
of it, was necessary in this respect, viz., because now it could not
be unproduced, according to the common maxim; every thing that
is, when it is, must of necessity be ;*.but it was not the concurrence
of God with his will, that imposed any necessity upon him to pro-
duce it, because then it had not been in his own power ; neither had.
it been properly his bwn act, when produced.

But it may be here objected and said, that though the specifical
actions or motions of all the causes mentioned he determined, (ets
hath been proved,) by the specifical natures or properties of every
of them respectively, and not by any concurrence of God wit_t
them, yet their individual and particular actions and motions are
determined by some kind of concurrence, or providential interposal
of God. As for example, that fire, in the general, burneth that
which is combustible being put to it, is, from the nature of it, not
from any-concurrence of God with it ; but that it burneth such or
such a man's house, goods, or the like, this is not simply from the
nature of it, without some special disposal of Divine Providence.
So, again, that wicked and ungodly men should, in the general, do
wickedly, as, for ilastance, plot, contrive, accomplish the death o£
such as are godly, proceedeth from themselves, and from the cot.
ruption of their vcills, not from any concurrence of God with thena,
nor from any special intcrposal of his in such actings. But tllat

such and such wicked men by name, should plot, and effect the
deaths of such and such godly men by name, and not the deatlx of
others, godly also, proceedeth not so much from the wickedness of
such men;as from some special decree of God, together with a suit.
able interposal of his providence and power, for the effecting of it.
That which Herod, and Pontius Pilate, and the Gentiles, and the

Unumquodque quod eat, quaudo c_t, ueee_se eat es_e.
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Jews, did, in and about the crucifying of Christ, Peter saith, that
"the hand and counsel of God had determined before to be done,"
Acts iv. 28. To this I answer,

1. That this particular and signal attribution of some special
actions or events unto God, or to the determination of his hand and
counsel, (other instances whereof are to be seen, 1 Kings xii. 15;
2 Sam. xvii. 14 ; Jos. xi. _0 ; Deut. ii. 30, &e.,) clearly argueth,
that ordinarily actions are performed by men, and events come to
pass upon other terms ; I mean, without any such particular or ex-
traordinary interposition by God, either by way of decree, or of
providential emciency, or contribution towards them. Emphatical
and remarkable appropriations are unsavoury and impertinent,
where all particulars are of one and the same consideration.

2. It is no where said, that the hand or counsel of God deter-
mineth before that such or such evil actions shall be done by such
or such particular men, or that such or such men shall do these
and these evll actions; but only that such and such things shall be
done. It is not said, that the hand or counsel of God had deter-
mined before that Herod, Pontius Pilate, such and such of the
Gentiles and of the Jews, should have their hand in the crucifying
of Christ; but only that these were gathered together, and ]evied
their joint "endeavours to do whatsoever the hand and counsel of
God had determined before to be done, or come to pass. Notwith-
standing the determination of God beforehand concerning the
crucifying of Christ, yet were Herod, Pontius Pilate, and the rest,

as much liberty to have declined all manner of compliance with
e action, as they could have been in case no such predetermin-

ation had passed in the counsel of God. For it is not here said,
that God gathered Herod, or Pilate, or any of the rest together, to
act in this business; but, (as our former translation read it,)that
they gathered themselves together. Thus Calvin also trans]ateth
• '_ • " -" &cit, Convenerunt emm, &c., z. e., They came or met together, .
Nor doth the passive reading of the word, were gathered together,
imply any acting, much less any compulsive acting on God's part,
in uniting or drawing them together about such a work. For such
actions, which proceed from men themselves, or from their own
wills, are frequently in Scripture (and may with propriety of speech
enough be) ahrihuted unto them in terms of a passive signification.
"But every man," saith James, "is tempted when he is drawn away
of his own lust, and enticed," James i. lZb; so also Paul, "For of
this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead captive silly
women, laden with sins, led away with divers lusts," 2 Tim. iii. 6;
and again, "For some are already turned aside after Satan," 1 Tim.
v. 15, besides many others. And if God, who hath so severely pro-
hibited the shedding of blood, or the taking away of any man's life
unjustly, should any ways incline or dispose, or especially compel,
men to the perpetration of such things, should he not be divided in,
or against himself? and then, according to the process of our
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Saviour's argument, how should his kingdom stand ? Matt. xii. 26.
• Therefore,

3. Some interpreters, as Chrysostom, (Ecumenius, Prosper, arid
others, do not refer the decree spoken of (Acts iv. 28,) to the si_
of those who crucified Christ, but to the effects and fruits of his
suffering in this kind. According to this interpretation, the serise
of the place will rise thus, "Herod, Pontius Pilate, the Gentiles,
&c., met together to do whatsoever the hand and counsel of God
had determined before to be _lone ;" i. e. whereas God had before
determined to redeem and save the world by the delivering up of
his Son unto death, i. e. by leaving of him to the wills and plea_
sures, and in the hands of such men whom he infallibly foreknew
would put him to death, Herod, Pontius Pilate, &c, did now
accordingly rise up, and though knowing nothing of the deternai_
hate counsel of God concerning that which should follow upo_
their wicked act_ yet did that in enicifying Christ which effected
it. Notwithstanding, to speak properly, the redemption and sal_

vat]on of the world were not the effects of their act in crucifying
Christ, but partly of the determinate counsel of God in leaving
him in their hands for such a special purpose; partly of the Ohe_
diential humility, and voluntary subjection of Christ himself to
his Father's will and pleasure in that kind. So that that which the
hand and counsel of God determined, was not the act of Herod,
Pontius Pilate, &c., in putting him to death, but his own provide_,
tial act, or permission, in leaving him in their hands for such e_

urpose. God need not determine that before to be done, Which
e knew would be done without any determination of his in that

behalf. See verse 18 of the second, andverse 23 of the third chap_ter of the Acts. But,

4, and lastly, for the true and genuine sense and purport .of the
passage in hand, itis to be considered: 1. What the main intent
and scope of it is. B. How the words and phrases in the passag e
may and must be understood in order hereunto.

For the first, evident it is that the young converts or Christians"
who are said to have uttered these words with one accord, intended
hereby the magnifying of God (together with the strengthening of
their own faith) for his most gracious and wonderful dispensatic_a,
in and about the death and sufferings of Christ; as viz. that ill
order to the redemption and salvation of the world, he should so
far dispense with the counsels and methods of his ordinary provi_
dence in protecting the innocent and righteous, as to expose o_-
leave his holy Child (or Son) Jesus, the most innocent and right_
ous person of all others, to the rage, malice, and cruelty of w_-cl_
men, yea, so far as to suffer death itself from them. There is 1_
consideration able to reconcile the providence or permission of
God in leaving a person of such. infinite worth, holiness and great_
ness, as the Lord Christ was, m the hands of wicked men, with
principles of reason, equity, or prudence, and so to render it
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worthy faith, hut only some great and signal design to be accom-
plished and effected by it. Hence it is, that in their mention of
what Herod and Pilate, the Gentiles and the Jews had done unto
Christ in crucifying of him, they cast and fix their eye upon the
hand and determinate counsel of God; /. e. upon the special
counsel and decree of God not to interpose by any power or provi-
dence of his, to prevent or divert the malice and rage, either of
these, or of any other wicked men, that should have attempted the
same thing, from crucifying the Lord of life, though so innocent
and holy a person as he was. Here is not the least intimation of
any counsel or determination by God, that any of the persons here
mentioned, or any others, should have acted in, towards, or about
the death of Christ ; but only that those things should be done, i. e.
be permitted, or suffered by God to be done, as we shall show
further presently, which these men met together to effect and
perpetrate. Nor was it any ways necessary that God, in order to
the salvation of the world by Christ, should determine or decree,
that such and such men by name should crucify or put him to
death ; no, nor yet that Christ should be actually crucified by any
man or men whatsoever : for the effecting of this great and blessed
design it was sufficient for God to determine and decree, that in
case any man, or number of men, should attempt his death, he
would not restrain or hinder them from effecting it.

If it be objected, but did not the redemption and salvation of
the world, depend upon_ the actual death, or crucifyin_g of Christ. _.
and if so, should not God have left this great and gracious design
of his in suspense, and at uncertainty formatter of execution, in
case he had not absolutely and positively decreed the death of
Christ by one means or.other, as either by those who now did
effect it, or by some other men ? To this I answer,

No : the salvation of the world, doubtless, did not depend'upon
the actual or literal dying, or crucifying of Christ, but partly upon
the counsel and good pleasure of God, to deliver him up unto
death in order to this elid ; i.e. to leave him freely unto men to
crucify him if they would, partly upon the readiness and perfect
submission of wil|_in Christ t'o -suffer death, in case any man or
men should be found that would inflict it upon him. My grounds

and reasons for this opinion are :
• 1. If the salvation of the world depends wholly and entirely

upon the merit and satisfaction of Christ, in conjunction with
the will and good pleasure of God the Father to accept of this satis-
faction in order thereunto, then did it, doth it, no ways depend
upon any thing done by other men, especially wicked men, least
of all upon any thing done wickedly and provokingly in the sight
of God by them ; and, consequently, the actual or literal crucifiers
of Christ contributed nothing at all simply necessary towards the
salvation of the world. Sed verum prints : ergo et posterius.

2. If the merit of Christ received no addition, was no ways per-
fected by the aetings of those who crucified him, or by the things
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which he suffered from them, then did not the salvation of the
world depend upon his being actually crucified, or upon his cru-
cifying by men, but only upon that crucifying, wherewith he had
crucified himself before men came to lay hands upon him. Seal
verum prius : ergo et posterius. That the merit of Christ was no
ways perfected or augmented by the things which he suffered frorrl
men is evident, because he acted or did nothing herein, or under _
these sufferings, more than what he had done before in the inward
transactions of his soul ; yea, and would have done still, or again,
whether men had crucified him or no.

8. If the acceptation of the sacrifice of Christ depended only
upon, 1. The nature, quality, and legitimateness of the sacrifice,
B. Upon the legitimacy and dignity of the priest offering. 8,
and ]astly. Upon the legitimateness of the manner observed in
the offering, then was not the act of those who crucified Christ any
ways contributing towards the acceptation of this sacrifice ; and if
so, the acceptation hereof with God had been the same, and conse_
quently the salvation of the world, purchased and procured by it
whether men had interposed to crucify Christ or no. :Evident it is"
that they who crucified Christ neither gave legitimateness to th_
sacrifice ; nor were any legitimate priests, upon whose actings about
the sacrifice the acceptation of the offering any ways depended :
nor, 3. Did they in what they did about the crucifying of Christ"
observe any legitimateness of order or manner which should rende_
the oblation acceptable with God. Therefore the acceptance of
that great sacrifice we spake of with God, depended wholly upor,
Christ himself; who, 1. In respect of his person, was a legitinlate
sacrifice to make that great atonement for the world that was made
by.him. 2. In respect of his office, was a legitimate high prieat,
anointed by God to offer that great sacrifice of himselL 8, a_d
lastly. By virtue of his holiness, love, zea], and all other heaver_ly
endowments requisite for his office of priesthood, performed the ol_
lation with a perfect observation of all the requirements appertaia:
ing to the law or manner of such an offering. In none of all these
had he the least dependence upon those who put him to death ;rtor
stood he in need of their wickedness in crucifying him, to lnrtl_e
him either sacrifice, priest, or oblation of highest acceptance with
God.

4. The apostle expressly affirmeth concerning men, that ,, if
.there be first a willing mind, it is accepted" (meaning with God_
"according to that a man hath, and not accordln_ to that he h=_• , _ _ t,ltJ.

not," B Cor. viii. lB. His meamng clearly is, that where there is aL
clear, perfect, and upright desire of soul in any man to perform ariy
service pleasing unto God, but wants opportu_rity or means for the
actual or complete performance of it, and shall go in or towards th,_
performance as far as he hath opportunity or means to carry l_i_,_
such a man finds the same acceptance with God under these de_'..
ciencies which he should find under an actual and complete perforrtl_
gnce. This is that which divines commonly express in sayirig,
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that God accepts the will for the deed. Now there is no reason to
conceive or think but that God should deal in a way of as much
equity and grace with Christ as he doth with other men. There-
fore supposing that there was a clear, perfect, and entire willinglmss
or readiness of mind in Christ to lay down his life for the world, but
he had wanted an opportunity actually to have done it, (as suppose
no man should have appeared to take away his life from him,) there is
no sufficient reason to think but that he had been accepted with God
upon the same terms under, or in respect of such his willingness or
desire, on which he is now accepted under his actual death.

5, and lastly, If it was the deep humility and perfect sub-
jection to the Father's will and pleasure, together with those other
inward and gracious deportments of soul in Christ, in and under
his sufferings, which gave the whole and entire worth of merit and
satisfaction unto them, then were his bare external sufferings con-
sidered apart from these no ways meritorious ; and consequently of
no absolute necessity for, or towards the redemption of the world.
Sed verum prius: ergo et posterius. The former consequence in
this argument is evident, because nothing, whether action or passion,
can be meritorious without something in it or relating to it, which
should give it the weight or worth of merit. The latter conse-
quence is no less evident neither. For whatever, whether doings
or sufferings, are wholly void of merit, though they may some ways
contribute towards the work of redemption, yet can they be no
ways essential or of absolute necessity thereunto. For the Dinor;
neither is this much questionable ; the Scriptures themselves from
place to place, placing the value, merit, or expiatory worth of the
death and sufferings of Christ, over and besides the dignity of his

erson,, in ,his innocency, meekness, humilityp, erfect sub'ection_j .to
_ls Father s will, &c. Let these passages be considered. Heb. ix.
14 ; 1 Pet. i. 19 ; _ Cor. v. 21 ; I_eb. vii. _6--28, with many others
of like import. Now certain it is, 1. That the excellency and dig-
nity of the person of Christ was and would have been _the same.
_. That the innocencv, humility, love, patience, obedience of
Christ were, and would'have been the same also, whether he had
actually and corporally suffered or no. Therefore whatsoever Was
properly, formally, or'essentially meritorious in Christ, was in him
before Jais sufferings of a natural death, and would have been in
him whether he had suffered such a death or no ; and consequently

the work of redemption might have prospered in his hand, whether
he had thus suffered or not.

If it be demanded ; but doth not this doctrine suppose or make
Christ to have died in vain ? yea, and contradict all those scriptures
which ascribe the redemption and salvation of men to his blood,
death, cross, and suffering? I answer, neither; it is most free
from both these erroneous impieties. From the former, because
the death of Christ is sovereignly necessary upon several other
accounts ; as firstly, If he should not have actually}delded up himself
unto death, there being found those that would, and did, attempt
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it, it must needs have been conceived and concluded by men, that
he was not truly, inwardly, and really willing and free to have laid
down his life for the world; and consequently there had been rio
ground or footing for any man to believe either that he was the Son
of God, or that he was meritoriously qualified for the redemptio_t
of the world. Secondly, Had he always declined actual dyirt_-
under those frequent attempts made by men to take away his liF_"
it could not have been known (and so not upon any-suffieiela--_
ground believed) that God "the Father delivered him up to death ;
and consequently his will and good pleasu/e concerning the salvation
of the world by his Son could not upon any competent terms hav,_
been believed. Thirdly, The prophecies in the Old Testament
concerning the actual sufferin_ of Christ could not have been ful-
filled. Fourthly, Upon the said supposition as, viz., that he had
an opportunity through the blood-thirsty malice of men to lay
down his life actually, if he should not have done it, that great
example of his humihty, patience, self-denial, love of tile brethrer_
even unto blood, &c. had been wanting in the churches. Fifthly,
and lastly, Upon the supposition mentioned, the actual dying of
Christ was altogether necessary in respect of the inward frame and
disposmon"" " of his soul, which rendered, him freely willin_, to tar•
down his life, in case it should be required of him, at or after s_e _
a time as his Father judged it meet to permit the execution. 1NTo_v
such a frame and disposition of heart and soul as this, was, as _¢aa
formerly argued, absolutely necessary to be found in Christ, to
qualif_ him for a Redeemer : and being found in him, it could rLot
possibly but produce his actual death, when men should attempt it,
and God no ways interpose to prevent it. Thus then you see cleaxly
how the doctrine which denieth an absolute necessity of Christ's
actual and external death, in order to the salvation of the World,no ways rendereth or supposeth this death of his to be in vain.

Nor doth the doctrine we now speak of contradict any of those
scrintures which attribute the redemption and salvation of"
worl*d to his blood, death, sufferings, &c. For when we are aat_;,_

s P ,, ale
to be healed by his tripes, 1 et. ii. 24 ; to be justified by L;o
blood," Rom. v. 9 ; to "have redemption through his blood," l_pl_-_.
7, &e., it no ways supposeth or implies, that the literal or material
shedding of his blood by men, was simply and absolutely necessvtr,_
either to the justification, or redemption of men, but only th=Z J '

..... a " '- _"_ _
shedding of it, by himself, spmtu lly, m that great act of resl_a"
tion of it to be shed by men, which passed, and was transaete¢l
inwardly in his soul, whether it had been externally shed by ._-

or no, was simply and absolutely necessary thereunto. _l'he;_e_
scarce any phrase or idiom of speech more frequent in Script,._

• • . t.t.lue_
than to mention and speak of an act simply, and mdefimtely,
performed and done, when the doing of it hath been fully resol-- .'_

• _ve(l_concluded, or consented unto m the heart and soul, whether eve_ -

be actually and externally done, or no. Thus, Abraham, irt _tlal_
same verse, is twice said to have offered up his son Isaac, Heb. _:i.
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17, only because he was inwardly, really, and fully will_g to have
offered him up literally, which yet we ]_now he did not_ So a man
is saul to forsake all he hath, Luke xiv. 33, when he is inwardly
and unfeignedly willing and resolved to forsake all, literally and
actually, when he shall be called to it, whether he be ever so called
or no. In this phrase of speech, God is said to have gi,v.en the
land of Canaan unto the Israelites,. Josh• i. 3, when as he had only
purposed, or resolved to give it unto them, as appears Verse 6. So
to have saved us, 2 Tir_ i. 9, only because of his full purpose to
save u_, upon our believing. So again, to have rejected Saul
from being king, 1 Sam, xv. _3, only because he was fully pur-
iPoOSed to reject him, upon his imuenitence in his rebellious course-

r evident it is_ that Saul was_permitted to enjoy his kingdom
a considerable space of time after it was said that -God had rejected
him from being king. In like manner he is. said, chap. xiiL 13, to
have established, (tbr so Axias Montanus translates out of the
original, viz, "stabillerat," and our former English translators,

In like construction of speech, Christ ma_ be said to haze zivea his
fl_esh, laid down his life, shed his blood, for the ]:edemp_tion of
the world, justification of men, &c., and consequently, _e world
be said to be redeemed, andmen justified by his blood, ileath, cross,
&c., only because he was freely willing, unfeignedly ready and pre-
pared to do all these actually, when the providence of God, and the
wickedness of men should afford him an opportunity to do them.
Nor can it be said, that, in such a sense, he should ever the less
have given his flesh, laid down his fife, shed his blood for the sal-
vation of the world, than now he hath done, ia case the providence
of God, and wickedness of men, should rm_er have conspired or

agreed about the taking away his life from him. It was his blood,
as shed by himself, not by men ; it was his life, as laid down by
himself, not as taken from him by men t it was his flesh_ as given
or offered by himself, not as sacrificed by wicked men_ which
produced those glorious and blessed effects, the redemption, justifi-
.cation, and salvation of the world. Now Christ, to shed his blood,
m such a sense as he shed it ; to lay down his life, in such a manner,
as he by any act or consent of his, concurred and acted towards the
laying of it down ; and so to give his flesh, as he gave it, needed
not the malice, violence, or bloody injustice of men, but did all this,
performed all these acts within his own sphere, yea, and had per-
formed them, before the least drop of his blood was spilt by men ;
and consequently tho redemption and salvation of the world were
provided for by him in all things essential, and simply necessary
thereunto, before either Herod or Pilate, the Gentiles or the Jews
interposed with any of their counsels or engagements for tho
crucifying of him.

F
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Thus, then, we see What the Christians mean, in saying that
"Herod, and Pilate,' with the Gentiles and people of Israel, gathered
together to do whatsoever the hand and counsel of God had deter_
mined before to be done ;" viz. to act towards, in and about the
death and crucifying of Christ to the uttermost (_,a, qu_ecunque) of
what God had before upon a special account and design, determined,
or decreed to permit them to do, or rather, to permit to be do_e,
notwithstanding his hand or power to have prevented them. _'or,
to touch the second thing propounded, the word y_v**0a,, trarls_
lated, to be done, cloth not import any eventual certainty, or indis._

nsable necessity of the coming to pass of those things, which
erod, Pilate, &c. gathered themselves together to do, and accord¼

ingly did, about the crucifying of Christ ; but only the possibilitxr
...... S "/_or, if we will, the probabdity of their coming to pas upon tho.

determined permission of God in that behalf. For that the lae_
missive decree of God, doth not import the certainty or necessity of
event in things so decreed, is afterwards proved in this chapter. It
is a form of speech frequent in the Scriptures, to speak of thiag_
probable, or likely to come to pass, as if they should or would si_x,
ply and certainly come to pass ; and so again to use the infinitive
mood in a potential sense, or signification. An instance of the for-
mer we have, Deut• xiii. 11, " And all Israel shall hear, and feaze,
and shall do no more any such wickedness as this is among Y_ut,'_
The meaning is not, that it shall certainly and infallibly thus eo_ae
to pass, viz. that no Israelite, hearing of the judgment executed
upon the idolatrous seducer, would ever commit the like wiekedaxe_
afterwards, but that the hearing of such a severe course taken Wittl
such art offender, should be a probable and likely means to pres_r_r_
others from the like wickedness. Another passage of like exlaa:_.._.-
sion and import, you have, Deut. xvii. 18, and again, Deut. _..i_-?
_0; see alsoGen xxi 6; Num xiv 13, 1_; Johnxi 48, to : _-_..... t_a,i _
other the like without number. An instance of the latter we hax
Rom i _0. _lc _ dva, abr@ &varoXoTilrtJg, i e That they mio._+ 1- .ve_

• • , • " . . _ e_--_ tie -0. _

that they may be, as our last translators render it m their mar_ "
or, that they should be, as our tbrmer translators had it, witx" -'-
excuse, viz in ease they glorify not God as God * See also _*otlt

iv. 11, where the infinitive mood is twice used in such a poteatia 1
sense as we speak of. So when Christ saith unto Simon and _._
drew, Mark i. 17, "Follow me," _ _o,_ _,a¢ _vt_oa, axac a_0p_,,r
"and I will make" or cause "you to be" or, to become "fisher- ,_a._

men, his meamng is not, that upon eondmon they would follow
him, he would compel, or force them to be "fishers of men *,
might have done this as well wathout persuading them to foll,_le e
him, but that he would furnish them with such wisdom and krt_r"_
ledge, with such a heavenly art and skill, that if their hearts v,-_._m
serve them for the employment, they mieht, and should, be e_-__'_._t• . _ o . -.x._el -
lently accomphshed and fitted by hmb for the drawing of men _U'- "

the world unto God. Seealso Markx. 44_; Luke viii. 35 ;xxiii. _ -
• Sc¢ Franeiseus Vigcru% De pr_ecipuis Gr_ecm diefi,_ni_ idlotismi_, p. 99.
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And, to cite no more places upon this account, which readily might
be done to a far greater number, in the next verse save one to
the words in hand, the same speakers express themselves thus:
za_ a_p_Ta, xai r_eara ]/_wctOat Jta r_ $_/_arog, &C, _,. e. '_ And that signs and
wonders may be done by the name," &c. So that whereas in the scrip-
ture in debate, we have the original, Ttv_aOat, translated, to be done,
as if the meaning were, that the hand and counsel of God had
positively and conclusively determined, that all those things should
be done, which nowwere done by Herod, Pilate, &c., about the cruci-
fying of Christ ; it might, as properly, with as much consonancy to
the Scripture dialect and phrase elsewhere, and, questionless, with
far better agreement with the truth, be rendered mi#_t be done.
And then the sense of the whole passage imports no more but this,
that Herod, Pilate, &c., were gathered together to do the utter-
most Of what God had lonz before, even from eternity, graciously
and sapientially determineclto permit and suffer them to do, in ancl ,
about the death and crucifying of Christ. So then here is nothing
in this Scripture to prove,"that God peremptorily decreed or deter-

reed beforehand the crucifying of Christ by Herod, Pilate, the Gen-
tiles, or the Jews, or by any other l_ersons; but only that in order to his
great and blessed design of saving the world, he'thus decreed, that
either these, or any other, in case these had not done it, shoulcl be at
liberty to perpetrate this great wickedness, and that he would not
by his ]land or power interpose to hinder them, in case they should
attempt it, which he from eternity foresaw, and certainly knew
that they would.

This sense of the place is fully confirmed from all these and such
like expressions in Scripture : "Who was delivered up" (meaning
by God) " for our offences," l_om. iV. _5. So again, " He that
spared not his own Son, delivered him ulo for Us all," &c., l:tom.
viii. 3_. And again, "Him being delivered" (g_$orou,given out, viz.,
out of the protecting or rescuing hand of Godi)'" by the deter-
minate counsel and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by
wicked hands have crucified," &c. Acts ii. _3. Such passages as
these evidently show that God went no further in an_ of his deter-
minations or decrees about the actual crucifying of Christ, but only
to a delivering of him up, i.e. to a leaving of him unguarded,
unprotected, for wicked men to do with him, thus far, even what
they list ; not to any necessitating of any person or persons wh_t-
soever to lay violent hands upon him.

If it be objected, But how doth it stand with thewisdom of God
to determine events beforehand; without _eterminlng means or
instruments which shah infallibly produce, or give being unto them ?
or, doth he determine any thing', the effecting whereof he leaveth in
the liberty and power of men, so that they may choose whether it
shall be effected or no ? I answer,

1. In the general, that God never determineth any thing but
what he either provideth means himself, or else knoweth himseLf

F2
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sufficiently provided otherwise to bring to pass ; viz., according to
the tenor, manner, and form of his determination. But,

2. Whatsoever God determineth to do, or to be done, in case or
,upon such or such a supposition, though his..determination itself 13e
absolute and independent upon any con&tlon whatsoever, yet the
event, or the thing determined upon such terms, is suspended Upon
.the_condition included in the determination. As for example, it can-
not be denied hut that God had determined to destroy Nineveh within
forty days after warning given hereof by the preaching of JOnah
Jonah ii{. 4. For doubtless if hehad not purposed or determined the
thing, he would not have engaged his prophet to preach and assert
it in his name. But because the tenor and form of this his deter_
mination was conditional, importing only a purpose in him _:o
inflict the judgment determined, in case they humbled not th_na_
selves wit.hin so many days after the denunciation of this judgment

• as determineA by him, their humiliation and repentance intervening
within the time limited in the determination or decree, the
judgment determined was not executed ; nor did the tenor of the
determination import any other, than the non-6xeeution of -the
judgment determined in such a case. A like instance we h_re,
I Sam. ii. 30, "Wherefore the Lord God of Israel saith, I _Gt
indeed ,. e. I purposed, or determined, that thy house, and the
house of thy father should walk before me," (viz.,in the office axlcl
dignity of the priesthood,) "for ever. But now the Lord saith, be

it far from me: for them that honour me I will h°n°ur ; andtl'eYor (:1_that despise me shall be lightly esteemed." The purpose ter-
minationof God for vesting the priesthood for ever, i. e. durinu N the
_se and continuance of it in the world, in Eli's house, was absolute,
not alterable or changeable, by any intervention, one or more, of
what nature or kind soever. But what, then, was the tenor or
form of this determination or purpose ? not categorical, or siraplv
assertive, as, viz., that the priesthood should remain in this tlo_e
or family for ever, how much soever it should at any time degen e
rate from itself in sin and wickedness; but hypothetical a_d
provisional, thus: the priesthood shall remain mr ever m ]i_li's
house, provided that his house remains faithful, and observmat of
the law of their God concerning this dignity. This purpose or
determination of God I call absolute and unchangeable, beeatme

neither deagh, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor owo_

nor things _present, nor,, things .t° come,..nor height, nor depth. , _lor---_
any other creature, by any mterposmon whatsoever, could __
should have hinderelt the said "duration or continuance of ,a_L_lte
nriesthood in Eli's house, in case it had remained faithful, q.__
Jr .... at llte

Scriptures abound with instances of hke conslderatmn wxth these
See 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10; Gal. v. _°I, &c.

3. God may leave the execution or fulfilling of his dete_rxna:
nations, such as they may be, at the free liberty and in the _'t_ "-
of men, and.yet have assurance and certainty enough that the_ ,_._n

be executedand fulfilled. For being infinite in wisdom, a_d s"_
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able to discern and comprehend the most secret, subtile, and tickle
proportions and connexions between causes and effects, * such as
are altogether undiscernib]e both unto men and: angels, as between
the will of a man, attended with such and such principles and no-
tions of things, in the understanding, for her guide in her elec-
tions, and agaan with such and such ob'ects,j circumstances_ and
occasions about her, and between all possible or imaginable elec-
tions or actions in such a case ; God, I say, through the infiniteness
of his wisdom, being able to penetrate, calculate, and compute
all and. all manner of relations and aspects, between all and all
manner of causes, and effects whatsoever, is able infallibly, with-
out all possibility of error or mistake, to foresee not only all
men's actions and ways, what they will be from the beginning of
the world to the end thereof, being conscious to his own model,
platform_ and intentions for the government of the world, but like-
wase what they would have been, had himself been pleased to have
carried the government of the world, I mean, iv. circumstances and
occasions relating to. it, otherwise. He-did not only foresee that
Saul would come down to Keitah, which he di4; but alsothat the
lords of/_eilab would have delivered David into Saul's hand, in
case he had stai4 there till Saul's coming and demanding of him,
which they did not, because they were prevented of the opporttmity
by David s departure from them before, 1 Sam. xxiii. 11,.1_. So
that in this_ sense God may be said to determine what.will or shall be
donein the world by men; not by determining or decreeing to bow or
bend their wills by any immediate or _hvsical influx or acting of

his power upon them, much less By necessitating or compelling them
to their respective_elections; but by determining or decreeing, either
to suffer them. to remain so and so affected or inclined, and under
the power and guidance of such and such principles, which he
certainly foreseeth that they will drink in ;- or else to put new
principles o£ light intc_ them, by the influence whereof he also
clearly foreseeth that the tenor and frame of their wills and af-
fections will. freely alter and change ; and withal to gi_e being to
such and such circumstances, providences, and occasions,_ which
have such or such an aspect upon or reference unto, them in such
or such a posture. Upon these terms, the hahd and counsel of God
might and did absolutely determine the giving up of his Son 5esus
Christ to. suffer death upon the cross, and yet not determine either
that Herod, Pontius Pilate, or any other person or persons by name
should have acted in this his determination ; knowing certainly,
1. That these men would act it freely and without being any ways
determined, yea, or in the least degree excited by him hereunto.

• Cognitio ilia Dei sapientialis omnino cer,ta eat, et infallibnis ; sed non infallibnitate sci-
entire qua sumitur ab objecto, scd ab iatelleetu Divino, perfcctissime et intkllibilitcr judicante
etiam de fallibilibus et eontingentibus.--.,4r'r/b. Ot9. Conc//_z2. lib, i. ca. 9.

Effectus causarum creatarum videt qaidem Deus in ipsis causi_, multo melius quam nos._

Aqu. Sum. part i. Qu. 14. Art. vii. Qu_eunque igitur possunt.per creaturam fieri, vel cogitari
vel dici ; et etiam qu_cunque ipse facere potest, omnia cognosett Dens, etiamsi actu non sunt,
Ibld. Art. 9. Divins es_entia est ratio cognoseendl intuitive quodeunque inteUigibil% etiamsi
nullum exi6teret in se._Rada. "Contr. 30. Art. 3.
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2. That in case these had not acted it, there were enough in the
world besides that would. But,

4. Concerning those actions of men, with their consequences,
productions, and events, which are so emphatically and signally __• • , • ° J, g:t_

hath been said, attributed unto God ; the reason of this attnbutio11,
I conceive, is, partly because the conjunction of such principles ixl
men, and providences about men, between which the actions _ve
speak of are begotten and produced, is somewhat particular a_d
rare ; partly also, and chiefly, because tile event and consequence
of such actions, are some special design and intendment of God, as
is clearly to be seen in the instances already pointed at. Deut.
ii. 27, compared with ver. 30; Josh. xi. o0; _ Sam. xvii. 14 ;
1 Kings xii. 15 ; and Acts iv. o8, compared with Rom. iv. 05, an_
viii. 8_°, &c. Therefore,

5. Concerning the ordinary and constant motions and actions of
other creatures in the world, though the least of them cometh not
to pass without the knowledge and foreknowledge of God (in SUch
a sense as foreknowledge is attributable unto him), nor without
his prudential disposal of them to their, or rather his, respective
ends, yet can they not be said to be determined by him in a_y
other sense, or consideration, than this, viz. as he was the Author
of such and such determinate natures, properties, and beings irl the
creation, which, by his ordinary concun'ence with them fbr sup_
port and action, are apt to move or to act after such or such a _et_.

her determinately. The regular and respective motions, shini_gs_
influences of the sun, moon, and stars, the flowing of rivers fro_r_
their fountains, together with the decurrency of their waters iato
the sea, with a thousand things besides of like consideration, are
no otherwise determined by God than has been said.

6. Concerning the particular motions, actions, and exertiolls of
such creatures, or causes, which though merely natural, do ll--
move, act, or exert uniformly or without variation, but w_v. "_"

latitude and disproportion in their motions and effects, the'r_ _ i_
ground, I conceive, to judge that God doth, at least someti_-les
though not so frequently as is commonly presmned, provident_-_, *

interpose beyond his ordinary concurrence to occasmn or bring to
pass such a variation. As for example, that the same grou_
with the same labour, cost, and skill of the husbandnmn besto_-_'_

on it, doth not yield a like proportion of increase one year wlkieh
it doth another; so again, that the same fruit-bearing trees are _oal-..
ren one year, and well bearing another; that the seas are l_etcifi_

and commodious for passage at one time, in such parts and Pleteea
.of them, as when such and such ships, with such and such persol_s ill
them, pass through them, where they are turbulent and dangerotl8 ett
another time, when such and such other ships and personsin the2r_ _a_
the same way, with many more particulars of like consideratiola _'_
reason, doubtless, of thevariety and diversity ofoccurrenccsor elT_ct_
in this kind,is not always to be resolved, either divisim, or coaitl_

tim, only into the native properties of the causes, whethe "_r lVJe_"*l_
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diately, or immediately producing them, or into the ordinary and
standing concurrence of God, with these causes, for or in producing
them ; but there is somewhat a more particular hand of the great
Ruler of the world, which forms and fashions them in such dif-
ferent shapes; and that in order to such and such ends, which
though sometimes apprehensible enough, yet for the most part are
very_hard for men to call by their names. Only this remains true,
that in such occurrences and events, as those now specified, not-
withstanding that great diversity found between them, yet ordi-
narily all particular causes interested in the production of them, act
in a regul_ar and due conformity to their respective natures and
properties, and are not forced or turned out of their way by any
immediate power or interposal of God. And that which he doth
in order to a diversification, when the difference is preternatural
and signally from him, consists either in a multiplication of, or a
subtraction from, the number of causes, which, according to the
course of nature and ordinary providence, would have joined in
raising the effect, or else in suspending either in. whole or in part,
or in augmenting the operating virtue of one cause or more pre-
sent with those, which together raise and produce the effect ; wlfich
suspension and augmentation, though in a sense they may be called
miraculous, yet are they not direct or perfect miracles, partly
because they are not so obvious to any of the outward senses,
partly also because, though they be unusual and rare, compared
with the course of ordinary providence, yet are they frequent in
such kinds of dispensation, which are either signally penal or
munificent.

7. Concerning such occurrences and casual events, wherein or
whereby any creature suffers loss either of being or well-being,
in what kind or degree soever, neither are these determined by
God, though he takes special knowledge of them both before and
when they come to pass, and contrives them accordingly to their
most appropriate ends. When our Saviour teacheth his disciples
that a sparrow shall not fall to the ground, i. e., be taken, -killed, or
hurt, without his heavenly Father, his meaning is not to assert a
particular decree or determination in God concerning the death or
hurt of every sparrow that either dieth or recelveth harm, but to
show that God is vigilant and careful in his rule and government
of the world, and taketh exact notice how his creatures suffer or
are diminished. It is more proper of the two, and nearer to the
truth, to say and hold that God determineth the preservation or
keeping alive of these sparrows which fall not to the ground, than
that he determineth the falling to the ground of every one that
so falleth. The reason is, because the object of God's determina-
tions or decrees is only that which is good, whereas things indif-
ferent and things that are evil are the object of his knowledge as
well as that which is good. But of this more hereafter. So when
any man's person, house, or goods are consumed or hurt by fire,
there is no competent ground to say or think that any of these
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were determined by God, or that they might .not have been pre-
vented" -for certaill it is that he decreed not either the negii_ert,-._
or carJessness, nor yet the malice, of those who through either tl_
one or the other were the authors of such accidents.

If it be said, Yea, but the .permission of such accidents as these
is good, otherwise God would not permit them to be ; and if so,
then such a permission may be the object of God's determinatio_
and decree ; and if God decreeth the permission of a thing, dot_
not this include or suppose a necessity that it shall, will, or rrtuat
come to pass ? If so, it is as much determined or necessitated 1_,

God's permissive decree as if it had been directly and peremptor-i_r
decreed by him. To this I answer,

it is indeed the judgment of some learned men,* that the purpo _
or intent of God to permit or suffer such or such a tiring to be
done, or such or such an accident to come to pass, supposeth a
necessity, at least a syUogistical or consequential necessity, of the
coming of it to pass. But that the truth lieth on the other side _tg
the way appears by the light of this consideration. If whatsoeve_
God hath decreed or intendeth to permit to come to pass in _trt_,
ease, upon any terms, or any supposition whatsoever, shoulcl 1_
virtue of such an intention or decree necessarily come to pass, the.
all things possible to be, or at least ten thousand things n-rare t_._
ever shall be, must be, yea, and this necessarily; for, doubtl__ TM

God hath decreed, and intendeth, to leave natural causes gener_l_'_.

to their natural and proper operations and productions; yea, a_l
voluntary causes also, under a power mad at liberty to act ten tho__
sand things more than ever they will do or shall do. For exarrt131_
God intendeth and hath decreed to permit that fire shall I_a-_

what eombustiblematter soever it shall take hold of, or that shall
east into it; that one spark of it falling into a barrel of dried gUa-_..
powder should suddenly fireit, &c. ; but it doth not follow fi'om hela.._
that therefore every thing that is combustible in the world _- _-

be burnt with fire, or that every barrel of dr)" gunpowder shal_a_l_
blown up with sparks of fire falling into them. So, in the instart_
formerly mentioned, God had decreed to permit the lords of __.
lab to deliver up Da_'id into Saul's hand, in case he had staid in th__. x-
dt till Saul's coming to demand him: this is evident froala '_ax-

Y ...... ._ _tat_
text, 1 Sam. xxnl. 12. But it did not follos_' from tins permxssi_re
decree of God that therefore these lords must necessarily deliver _
David into Saul s hand; for we know- they did it not. So, li !_¢e_.P
wise, God hath decreed to permit any man to destroy the life _f
another whom he meets with, t I mean, in respect of a nat ....
power to do the execution; but it followeth not from hence _a_ratlt

therefore every man must necessarily murder or destroy, tile life. _at_,sal_
brother that cometh in his way._ So that e_dent it is, that no (tecree ¢_f,
God whatsoever which is simply and purely pernusslvc, cloth irtlp_.

any necessity at all of the perpetration or coming to pass of the t]_i_

Dr. Twi_so. + Vitro aliente dominus est, quisquis contemptor est sure.._.._._t"
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so decreed. God permitted Adam to eat of every tree in the garden of
F_den, the tree of the knowledge of good and evil only excepted,
Gen. ii. 16, 17, and therefore certainly had decreed or intended
this permission ; yet was not Adam any ways necessitated by any
virtue or influence of this decree upon him to eat of every of'these
trees ; nor is it in the least degree credible that ever he did eat of
every of them, nor yet of any of them, but only that which was
prohibited unto him, his ejection out of _his garden following so
suddenly after this patent or permission granted unto him. The
reason why no decree of God, that is purely and barely permissive,
either induceth or supposeth any necessity of the coming to pass
of what is only so decreed, is this : First, because no such decree
doth any ways interest God to any manner of interposal either by
his wisdom, power, or providence, in what kind soever, towards the
eft'coting or bringing to pass of what is so decreed. So that such
events, which are no otherwise decreed by God than thus, are in
the same posture of contingency, in the same possibility of being
or not being, wherein they would have been had there been no
such decree at all concerning them. Secondly, neither doth any
such decree in God suppose a futurity of such a concurrence of
causes simply requisite and necessary for the bringing of things so
decreed to pass ffhich will actually bring them to pass. Though
God hath decreed that a spark or coal of fire falling, i. e. in ease
it shall fall, into a barrel of gunpowder, shall fire it, yet it doth
not follow from hence that he hath decreed that any such spark
or coal shall fall into it, without which, notwithstanding the ef
feet decreed, viz. the firing of this powder, will not come to pass..
Or, if it be said that God hath decreed that such a spark or coal
shall fall into the said barrel of powder, now is not the decree
barely permissive, but operative and assertive, and such which en-
gageth the decreer to interpose efl_eetually for the bringing of the
thing decreed to pass. But such decrees as this, in matters of
that nature, we deny to be in @od.

If it be yet further objected, Yea, but all events, and whatso-
ever eometh to pass at any time, in any place, or _ith relation to
any person whatsoever, are foreseen and foreknown by. God ; and
if so, then is there an absolute and unavoidable necessity of their
coming to pass, otherwise the foreknowledge of God shall be but
conjectural, obnoxious to error and mistake, not certain or infal-
lible. To this I answer,

1. By concession, viz., that the knowledge of God (for fore-
knowledge, if we speak properly, is not compatible to him)* is
all light, and there is no darkness in it at all: all possibility of
error or mistake are ten thousand times farther from it than the
heavens are from the earth. But,

2. I answer further, by way of exception, that notwithstanding

* Quia ca, qu_ nobi8 futura sunt, videt, qu_ tureen ipsi semper presto sunt, pmseius diei-
tar, quamqis uequaquam futurum pr_evideah quod pmsem videt.--C-re#. _[or, I. ii. e. 23.
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the certainty of the knowledge of God concerning things that daily
and hourly come to pass, and that will come to pass hereafter, yet
there is no more, no other necessity of their coming to pass, ixl
resect of such his knowledge, than there would or should hav,_P . • .

been, m case no such knowledge were, or had been in him. For
certain it is, that no knowledge, as such, hath any influence at all
upon the object or thing known, to cause it to be, or not to be.*

If it be replied, Yea, lgut if God knows that such and such things
will come to pass, is there not a necessity of their coining to Pass ;
or otherwise, must not the knowledge of God prove abortive, and be
accompanied with error.

I answer, no ; if the events supposed to be known by God before
their coming to pass, be contingent, or, at least, such in the pro.
duction whereof the wills of men must some ways or other inter.
pose, if ever they be produced, (of which kind of events only we
now speak,) the certainty of the knowledg.e of God may be salved,
and yet no absolute necessity of the coming to pass of such evertts
be supposed. The reason is, because at the same time when God
seeth or knoweth that they will come to pass, he seeth and knowetla
also, that there is no necessity they should come to pass, but that
they may well be prevented. In which respect, in case they should
not come to pass, the knowledge of God should suffer no defeature
or disparagement, t

If yet it be said, Yea, but when it is supposed that God knowetla
that such or such an event will come to pass, if it should be SUp.
posed withal that he knoweth it may not come to pass, or that it

• may come to pass otherwise, than according to this knowledge, doth
"not this suppose or imply a consciousness in God of the weakness
or deficiency of his knowledge ?

I answer, no; but rather the contrary; viz., a consciousness i_a
him of the strength and perfection of his knowledge. For he that

knoweth not that contingent and free-working causes, which Way
soever they shall act in order to any particular" event, might yet ¢tct--
otherwise, or suspend their aetings, is certainly defective in kn_xv_
ledge. And if God did not as well know that there is a possibility
of the non-futurity, or of the not coming to pass of such contmgent

events, which he knoweth will come to pass, as well as he certairdy
knoweth that they will come to pass, he should be defective irt his
knowledge concerning the nature and property of contingent rtnd
free-working causes, inasmuch as this is their nature and property ,
(as hath been said,) to be at liberty in reference to partieLt/ar
actings, to act one way as well as another, or else to suspend their
action. Indeed, if it should be said or thought, that any event zoill

• Non ideo peccavit Adam, quia Dens hoe filturum noverat ; sed pmscivit Deus, quasi l[_
quod ille era, propria voluntate facturus.--H_Tonym. Dial. 3. eontra Pclag. Deus pra_sci m'tth
,ua non cogit facienda, qutc flttura sunt.--_u 9. de Lib..,4,_it. 1. iii. c. 4. _tatiL

t Futura contingentia, etiam ut subsunt divint_ scicnti_e, non sun, simplicitcr nece_axla_Rada. Contr. 30, Art. 5.
Scientia Del non tollit eontingenfiam ab co, quod est scitum._lbid.
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not, or shall not, come to pass, which God knoweth beforehand will
come to pass, this would import an obnoxiousness unto error in the
knowledge or foreknowledge of God. But to say, or think, that
such an event, whose future eomlng to pass God knoweth, may,
notwithstanding this knowledge of his, not come to pass, reflects no
dishonour or disparagement at all upon his knowledge,* but rather
gives an honourable and high testimony of excellency and perfec-
tion unto it. For he that certainly knows what contingent and
free-working causes will do, notwithstanding their freedom and
liberty either to do, or not to do, orto do otherwise, mustneeds be
excellent in knowledge indeed, and one who needeth not count it
robbery to be equal with God.

Concerning the acts of the wills of men, which are called, I know
not how properly, supernatural, I mean such which have an
essential connexion with their eternal happiness and glory, how,
or how far, they are determined by God, and how, and how far not,
we shall be better fitted with an opportunity to demonstrate in the

process of our discourse.
In the meantime, the reason why the _'eat commander and

Lord of nature ]eaveth his whole militia ordinarily to move and
act according to their native properties and inclinations respec-
tively, without countermanding them, or turning them out of their
way, are these, with their fellows : First, nature with all her train
and retinue of particular causes, together with all their furniture
of principles for motion and action, being the workmanship of his
own hand, if he should ordinarily or frequently interpose to change
her laws, or innovate her course, he should seem to pull down that
which himself hath built up, and to dislike that portraiture aa_t
resemblance of himself, which he hath drawn with admirable and
unimitable art and skill in the regular and standing progress of
nature and second causes. Secondly, being conscious to himself,
with what excellency of wisdom, goodness, and power, the great
body of nature with all the parts and members of it, was at first
raised, built, framed, and tempered by himself, he knows there is
no need for him either to add to, or to take from, or to alter any
thing ordinarily in her course. He hath sufficient security that his
handmaid left unto herself (only with his ordinary and regular con-
currence, without which she can neither move nor be) will no ways
misbehave herself in order to his ends, and those concernments of

his glory wherewith she is intrusted. So that for him to check, or
control her in her way, wouldbe but a kind of condemning the inno-
cent, which is, when practised amongst men, an abomination to
him. Thirdly, and lastly, if he should customarily, and of course
overrule nature or second causes in their regular proceedings, he

Should overlay his own market for miracles and works of wonder,

• Cure ista, AutlclMstns erlt, stat hmc, Antlchristus potest non fore.--Rada. Contr. 30, Art.

6. Et paulo post; non pugnat igitur quod Dens sciat, Pctrum csse peccaturum, ct tamen
quod ip6e possit non peccare, vel possit non esse peccaturus.
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and bring down the price of the glory and esteem of them to a Very
low rate. In the days of Solomon, silver was but as stones, nothing
esteemed, 1 Kings x. 21--27, by reason of the abundance arid
commofiness of it. Miracles are the rarities of heaven, and the
reserve of nature when her testimony concerning the glory and
power of her Lord and Master is despised by men.

CHAPTER III.

Cbncerning the foreknowledge and knowledge of God ; and the dlf_
ferenee between these, and his desires, Turlooses, intentions, e_nd
decrees- and how these also are distinguished the one from the
other.

IT .is not to be denied, but that the Scriptures do attrlhutt_
rp_,wa,_, or foreknowledge unto God in several places, as Acts ii. 23 -
Rom. viii. 29 ; xl. 2 ; 1 Pet. i. 2, &c. Though evident it is that
in some, if not in all of these places, the word rather imports a pre

approbation than a simple prescience or foreknowledge, accordixa_
to the known sigmification of the simple word 7v_aL_, which, thoug h
properly it signifieth knowledge, yet in Scripture language, accord.
ins to that idiom of speech, wherein the consequent is put for the
antecedent, not unusual in the Scriptures, frequently importa
approbation, as Matt. vii. 23 ; Rom. xi. 2 ; 9 Tim. ii. 19. But em
many other things are oft in Scripture attributed unto God,
which, according to the proper and ordinary signification of the
words, are no ways competible to him, as hands, eyes, ears, grief,
repentance, &c. ; so is prescience or foreknowledge also. Nc_t"
withstanding as there is a ground in reason, one or more, for

_hose other metaphorical and improper attributions, which are i_any kind made unto God, so is there for this of prescience also •
only care and caution must be taken that our table proves not a
snare unto us; my meaning is, lest those things which are n_et_
phorlcally spoken of God for the accon.mmdation of our uader._
standings, and to enrich us with such conceptions, apprehensior_

and knowledge of him, as we are well capable of, according to t_l_
truth of his nature and being, be not so interpreted or understood.
by us, as to occasion any such fancies or imaginations in us, whicK
are unworthy of him, and inconsistent with the truth of his beirx,_ _

That prescience or foreknowledge are not formally or properl_ _-"
..... 2¢ 11:_

God, is the constant assertmn, both of ancxent and modern divlx_ity
The learned assertors of the protestant cause are at pertect agre "

me-at with their adversaries the schoohnen, and papists, in tillS:
Nor is it any wonder at all that there should be peace, and a concxxr
fence of ju_olnent about such a point as this, even between titus S
who have many irons of contention otherwise in the fire, cons_._ '=
ing how obvious and near at hand the truth herein is. For, Yirs_t_ r"

Jk_jF_
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If foreknowledge were properly and formally in God, then might
predestination, election, reprobation, and many other things be,
properly and formally in him also ; inasmuch as these are, in the
letter and propriety of them, as competible unto him as foreknow-
ledge. Nor can there be any reason given for a difference. But
impossible it is, thatthere should be any plurality of things what-
soever, in their distinct and proper natures and formalities, in God,
the infinite simplicity of his nature and being, with open mouth
gainsaying it. Secondly, If foreknowledge were properly or for-
really in God, there should, be somewhat in him corruptible or
changeable. For thatwhich is supposed to be such a foreknowledge
in him to-day, by the morrow, suppose the thing or event foreknown
should in the interii_ actually come to pass, must needs cease and
be changed ; inasmuch as there can be no foreknowledge of things
that are present, the adequate and appropriate object of this know-
ledge, in the propriety of it, being res futura, somewhat that is to
come. Thirdly, and lastly, There is nothing in the creature univo-
cally and formally the same with any thing which is in God. The
reason is, because then there must either be somewhat finite
in God, or somewhat infinite in the creature ; both which are im-
possible. But if prescience or foreknowledge, being properly or
formall_ in the creature, should be properly or formally also in God,
there should be somewhat in the creature, univoeally and formally
the same with somewhat which is in God. Therefore certainly
there is no foreknowledge, properly so called, in God.*

If it be objected, that this argument lieth as strong against the
propriety of knowledge, as of foreknowledge, in God; inasmuch as
knowledge is every whir as properly and formally in the creature
as foreknowledge ; I answer,

True it is, there is no knowledge neither in God, according to
the precise and formal notion of knowledge, or in such a sense
wherein it is found in men; and this the first and last of the
three reasons mentioned do infallibly demonstrate. Knowledge in
the creature is a principle or habit, really and essentially distinct
from the subject or soul where it resideth : yea, and is capable of
augmentation and diminution therein, and of separation from' it.
Whereas that which is called knowledge in God, neither differs
really or essentially from his nature, or from himself, but is really
one and the same thing with him (as will further appear in the
following chapter), nor is it either capable of growth, or of decay,
or of separation. Only in this respect, knowledge, of the two, is
more properly attributable unto God than foreknowledge, viz.
because foreknowledge, in the proper notion, or formal conception

s Quid eat pmscleutia, nisi scientia futurorum ? Quid autem futurum eat Deo, qui omuia
, super graditur tempora ? Si enim in scientia res ipsas habet, non sunt ei futur_e,sed p_sentes ;

ac per hoe, non jam pr_scientia_ sed tantum scientia did potest.--Aug. 1. ii. ad 8imlal. _d6
_alura. lb.

Nec zelus, nee ira, nec p_nitentia, noc propriemiseticordia_ nec pmscientia esse potest in
Deo.--Greg. Moral. 1. ii. c. 23.
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of it, includes, or supposeth, a llab]eness to a change or expiratiorj• i
viz. upon the coming to pass of the thing foreknown, which r_u.q_
of necessity come to pass m time; whereas knowledge lmport_
nothing but what may be permanent and perpetual, and so is
of the two more appropriable unto him who changeth not.

But though neither "knowledge, nor foreknowledge, call in strict_
neSs and formality of notion be ascribed unto God, yet since both

• the one and the other are frequently in Scripture attributed unt A• . . ° __J.

him, necessary it is that we make mqmry into the grounds &ricl
reasons of such attributions. For it is no ways credible but that
the Holy Ghost in all such expressions did intend to inforra the
world of somewhat, and that according to truth, concerning God,
Now the method and way, in general, whereby, to discover, uporl
what gTounds or reasons the Holy Ghost attrlbuteth such things
unto God, which yet are not formally or properly competible to
him, and consequently what it is in God, of which by such ex_
pressions he desireth to impart the knowledge unto us," is this, to
consider the respective natures, the different manners of operation•
the divers effects, or ordinary consequences of those things in the
creature, whether they be actions, passions, habits, parts, or what_
soever, which are upon such terms attributed unto God. _'or still
we shall find something or other proceeding from God, or dort_
by him, which holds proportion and correspondeth with some or
other, one or more, of the ordinary effects or consequents of thos_
things in the creature which are so attributed unto him; ariel
the intent of the Holy Ghost in ascribing such things unto God
which are proper only to the creature, is to make known to us th/t_
the Divine Essence, or God himself, hath that eminently, after
transcendent and most perfect manner in his nature or beil_g,
which always enableth him, and in respect of some particulars .
upon occasion rendereth him actually willing to express himself irt
such kind of actions or effects, wherein the creature is wont to
express itself upon occasion, out of and by means of such principle a
or instruments of action, being in the propriety or formality of
their respective natures in them, which are ascribed unto (-_od
As for example, to give the world knowledge, that the ])ivi_
nature can, and upon just occasion will, yea, and cloth many tilrle_•
express itself after such a manner, and with such a kind of effect•
as men use to express themselves out of anger, as, viz. by repro,.
rag, expostulatlnv, wlthdrawmg themselves, strlkmg, pumshil/,.

-- , * . ° -_ •

and the like, the Holy Ghost oft ascnbeth the passmn, or ln_._ 2_lt_at t2S_

sion of anger, unto God. There is the same consideration of all
those other creature affections, as of love, zeal, grief, sorrow•
repentance, delight, mercy, compassion, &e. And so also of etl[
those organieal parts or members of a human body, as eyes, ears•
hands, heart, &c., which are so frequently in the Scriptures attri.
buted unto God. These respective attributions give the liglxt _£
this knowledge of God unto the world, that the Divine nat ....

though most singly, simply, most undividedly and indivisibly orle,


